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Student's seat on
Board of Regents
still questionable

MORNING FIRE - Fire has caused major damage to Center's
General Store located• near the Calloway-Marshall County line
about 12 miles east of Murray on Kentucky 94. The ('alloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad was called to the scene at 9:32 a.m.
Twelve squad members and four trucks responded to the blaze
which destroyed three of the structure's six units and caused heat
and smoke damage to the others. The store is owned by Tom
Center4-. Squad Captain Robert Trenholm said the fire apparently started in the rear of one of the units and the cause of the fire is
under investigation by the Kentucky State Police. Firefighters
equipped with oxygen masks entered the structure to fight the
blaze but nó-injuries were suffered. The squad was bn the scene
for about two hours,
- Staff photos by Ruth Ann Coleman

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A special election for a student
representative to the Murray
State Board of Regents_ was
scheduled for today; even
though the winner may not end
up serving on the board.
Calloway Circuit Judge James
Lassiter Wednesday denied a -request for a temporary restraining order calling off the election,
In which Rick Kupehella, newly
elected Student Government
Association Vice -President, and
Tom Baumgarten are
candidates.
The restraining order request
was filed on behalf of new SGA
President Robert Huth. The
SGA President normally serves_
as Student Regent, but SGA officers scheduled a special election because they held that Huth
did not satisfy the state residency requirement for student
regents. Huth came to MSU
from Mount qemens, Mi., is
listed by MSli ,as a Michigan
resident, but has lived in Kentucky since 1981, according to
his lawyer.
Huth contendrhe does qualify
as a resident, and has filed a
complaint with Lassiter asking.
for a judgment on his residency.
The,request fora restralrdeg
order was part Or Chat suit

Lassiter denied to issue the
order, however. -declaring that '
Hutt,would MA -suffer irreparable injUry-- from the
election.
If it is ultimately determined
that Huth indeed is a legal Kentucky resident, then the election
results will be irrelevant,
Lassiter ruled. That ultimate
determination will take a few
weeks to come forth,' as defen- -dents have to be served with the
suit; have 20days in *hi-eh-to file
a response, and Lassiter must
schedule a hearing.
Named as defendants are the
MSU Board of Regents, Presi:
dent Kala Stroup, board
Secretary Patsy Dyer, and
Willis -Davis -chairman- of the
SCA's -Elections Ways and
Means- Committee. It was the
latter who called the special
election immediately after
Ruth's election a_s___SGA
President.
Naming the board of regents
as defendants is simply a formality required for filing the
suit, explained H-uth's attorney,
Rick Lamkin. In past similar
cases, the university has filed its.
response, and "they normally
ask the same thing we do"
whether the plaintiff qualifies as
a resident, Lamkin said. "It's
(Ciitird on page'2)
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More than one'exam' under way at MHS
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer

be invited to the White House for
a special recognition ceremony
and reception.
As students are preparing for
"It has been pointed out their final examinations of the
through the nomination process
school year, _Another-- Type
- that Miirray High Schoed is a
'final examination' have been
euarity school. While here, I
going on this week at Murray
visited about 15 classes for 15 to
High School.
20 minutes each and observed a
As its final step in the selecnumber of phenomenons in
tion process of the U.S. Depart— teaching experiences," Long
ment of Education's Secondary
said in a news conference
School Recogniton Program,
Wednesday afternoon.
MHS and its staff played host to
Beginning at 8 a.m. Tuesday,
program representative Dr.
Long talked with several
Richard Long as he observed
students, met with teachers intwo typical days at the school.
dividually and in small groups,
Only 149 high schools in the
talked with parents of MHS
United States were selected for
students, met with Superintensite visits from among 555
dent Robert Glin Jeffrey, CurapplicantS.
Direttor Doralyn
riculum
Long will report his observaLanier and Business Manager
tions to the program's review
Sheila Shaw. He also met with
panel who will make the final set
all but one of the members of the
of recommendations for schools
board of education.
to be recognized by U.S.
vt.
Secretary of Education T.H.
Long was limited in what he
Bell as one of the most outstancould say about his visit but inding high schools in the nation.
dicated that his report to the
An announcement naming the
review panel would be
most outstanding schools in the
"positive."
nation will come from the U.S.
Murray High School is one of
Department of Education
four schools in the Comaround June 11. Representatives
monwealth chosen to participate
from some of those schools will
in the recognition program.

tary Centers and Murray Middle that have overcome obstacles and problems an that are contiSchool.
"They provide a strong foun- nuing to co rentrate on
improvement.
dation for us," Wells said.
Indicators of success included
In addition to system wide
•quality other contributing lac-; on the-applica44FkcIl3al with stutors are the support of parents dent performance on standard
achievement tests and
and the board of education.
"All of these have brought us minimum ;competency tests,
to this point today," he said, student success in high_ 'school,
daily student and teacher attenreferring to the site visit.
rates and rates of student
dance
Wells says he is grateful for
suspension and other exclusion,
the "positive reinforcement"
awards for outstanding school
that has been given to teachers,
programs and teaching and stuparents and students throughout
MURRAY HIGH VISITOR - Dr. Richard Long, center, an indent
awards in academic or
the selection process of the
ternational reading expert and representative from the
vocational
competitions.
program.
Department of Education's Secondary School Recognition Pro-0TF the application Wells
This process began early this
gram has completed his site visit at Murray High School. Long
stated "Ultimately the success
year witen Wells,- Lanier"and
will present his findings to a review panel who will determine if
of ady school- is measured by-the
MHS guidance counsefor:Wahda
MHS is to be named one of the most outstanding secondary
success of its students. The - Gough compiled information on
schools in the nation. Curriculum Director Doralyn Lanier and
bard and administration have
a comprehensive, four-part apSuperintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey were among several school
provided -an appropriate learnplication form and submitted it
representatives who met with Long during his two-day visit.
ing environment, adequate sup- • ,
to the program.
plementary materials, a low
Three of those, including visits. We showed (Long) an exIn its second year,.the Secon- student-teacher ratio and have
MHS, were selected to receive a cellent school system and we , dary School Recognition Proencouraged an academic atsite visit for further evaluation feel very good about our visit,"
gram was designed to indentify
mospherd which is conducive to
and MHS Principal Bill Wells Wells said.
and call attention to a national
high achievement. At the same
During the news conference
says he feels "extrefnely
group of schools that are
time students who have special
Wells attributed much of the
honored."
unusually successful in meeting
neeas are also being served."
"I'm extremely honored that success of MHS to the quality
the educational needs of all of
Other Kentucky schools
education the majority of MHS
Murray High School' was listed
their students.
selected for site visits are ,
students were exposed to at
in the top fdur in the state and
During the selection process,
Madisonville Middle School and
the program also seeks schools
one of three chosen for site Carter and Robertson ElemenElizabethtown High School44
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Supreme Court addresses milk law markup

;i

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Does Kentucky's milk law require a minimum markup on the
retail price of certain dairy products or does it simply require
that those products cannot be
sold below cost?
That was the basic question at
a Supreme Court hearing
Wednesday on the constitutionality of Kentucky's milk law
and the Milk Marketing and Antimonopoly Commission that ad.
ministers the statute.
The Kroger Co., a large
Cincinnati-based grocery chain,
says the law requires a
minimum markup and is
therefore a violation c4 federal
anti-trust law and the Kentucky
Constitution.
Kroger filed a lawsuit against
the commission after it was fined for allegedly violating the
statute.
Louisville attorney 0. Grant
Bruton took a broad view of the
case during oral arguments.
"We're here to attack the milk
law," he said.
Frankfort attorney Jotin
Baughman, representing the
commission, said the law re--ettriertirtly Qua initirne4
below a certain level: which
violates no federal law or constitutional tenet.
Kentucky Chief Justice
'Robert Stephens said a more

basic question must be
answered before he will get into
the finer points, a question of,
"the power of the Milk
Marketing Commission to even
get into the free market."
According to Baughman, the
commission does not mandate
that the price of milk be increased a particular percentage by

any retailer, even though a
Fayette Circuit Court judge
determined that was. the situation when the case first went to
trial.
Baughman said the law. requires only that retailers set the
price of milk and certain other
dairy products after determining the actual cost of selling that

milk.
Several justices raised questions about how those costs of
doing business can be computed,
but Baughman said that must be
determined by the individual
retailer and that's where the
commission leaves the question.
"There is no way in the world
to determine what the costs are

on a given day," said Justice
James B. Stephenson.A court injunction has
prevented the commission from
enforcing the milk law for
several months and the commission's four field inspectors were
laid off on Tuesday because
there was no work for them.
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showers, storms

Parents of students in county pursue concerns
against the decision, have ating to listen to any individual
Committees of parents from
tended parents' meetings.
groups that want to talk to me."
each Calloway County elemenCalloway Superintendent Jack
The board on Wednesday,
tary school have been formed to
Rose, who recommended the
April 25, voted to reassign East
pursue their concern about the
reassignments, said Wednesday
Principal Bob Allen to be assisrecent reassignment of
afternoon that he has talked
tant high school principal:
principals.
with numerous parents inA joint meeting of the commitSouthwest Principal Ray Dunn
dividually but hasn't been retees representing East, North,
to East; and North Principal
quested to meet with them as a
and Southwest schools has been
Jim Feltner to Southwest. North
group yet. Asked if it were possiproposed, according to a person
ble
the
issue
could
be
put
on
the
Involved in the effort to contest
agenda of the board's May 10
%%ill visit
the action. The source,.who askmeeting. Rose replied affired not to be identified, said a
matively. While it Islechnically
countywide meeting of all conLieutenant Governor Steven
the boal•ii chairman's responL. Beshear will speak at the
cerned parents has also been
sibility to set the agenda, Rose
discussed, but not scheduled.
Kentucky Associaton of Educeand Overbey work together An.. liqe Supervisors.- Regions I and
Concerned parent groups have
doing so.
IIspring meetiniat 10 a.m. May
held meetings at each elementary, and have been talkbig-to so* that- in-order-for th"---4--In-Patineatr-si-the-Rxecuthle
board to change Its action. he
_
school board members about
Inn Riverfront.
would have to submit. a new
lad' week's decision to reassign
Supervisors and represenrecommendation. Asked if he
all three elementary principals.
tatived from Fulton, Hickman,
was considering doing so, Rose - Carlisle, Ballard.
Board members Jerry Overbty
, McCracken.
said, "At this-point, I'm just tryand ,Charlel Reed, who voted
*Graves, Calloway. Marshall,

Beshear

sixth-grader teacher Ronnie
Walker was made principal of
North.
While the hiring of Walker was
unanimous, the reassignment of
principals passed on a 3-2 vote
T.C. Hargrove, Ferrell Miller
and Walter Byars voted for
Rose's recommendation.

"

Today: Occasional shavers
4%
localusers or
ly heavy rains. Highs in the
upper 60s to • low 70s.
Southeast -winds 10 to 20 mph
to the southwest
shifting
this afternoon.
Tonight; A 40 percent
chance of evening showers.
LAKE LEVELS
364.0
Kentucky Lake
364.0
Barkley LakeN4i1.1 - ME 105 \O. 1415

Is estern Kentucky
Livingston,* Crittenden, Union.
Lyon, Caldwell, Trigg, Hopkins,
Christian, and Todd counties are
expected to attend. K.A.E.S.
meets quarterly to address
education.
Lieutenant Governor Beshear
will be available for a question
and answer. period after his
remarks.
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`Go for the Gold' is theme-for WKMS"
semi-annual fundraiser now under way

•
7

•

•

THE II

Lamb. Lewellvn honored

The semi-annual fundraiser at
Murder." Radio Rep is Mur- John Drew, president of the
WKMS4
-M, Murray's public,
ray's latest dramatic vepture, a symphony board. and Charles
radio station (91.3 FM). will
company of local talent engaged Manchester. the symphony
-wind up-vetth--tr-gahreverltrig orr- Art writing, directing, -perform- general manager,
will —FT
Friday, May- 4. Taking advaning, and producing radio drama Welch in the WKMS studio durtage of American Involvement
In the MOMS studios. Ruth ing this broadcast.
and endeavor during this OlymPerkins, Redo Rep producer,
Both Welch and Ann Palormo,
pic- year, WKMS has adopted
will be talking with Welch before WKMS development director,
"Go For The Gold" as its theme,
and after the "Counterfeit for stress their hopes that listeners
-celebrating in this case the
Murder" broadcast. "We hope will call the station (762-4737)
"solid gold programming" ofeveryone who has any interest in andor visit the studios during
fered by the station.
radio drama will call and share this week and especially Friday
Mark Welch, program directheir opinions," Perkins says, evening, when the "Go For The
tor at WKMS,says the schedule
"or better yet, come up and talk Gold" campaign will be winding
for Friday evening features two
to us."
to a close.
locally produced programs of
The Paducah Symphony Or"especially fine quality." Welch
chestra will be featured Friday
says these local productions
evening at 8 p.m. in a perfordemonstrate the station's
mance recorded by WKMS. The
responsivenesa- to and involveApril 28 concert was conducted
ment with its listening audience.
by Robert Barr, with soprano
At 6:30 p.m. Radio Repertory
Barbara Shuttleworth. The pro- (Cont'd trom_page
Theater will--present its final
gram includes the Overture to
drama, the conclusion of a twoWilliam Tell by Rossini and not really. an adversary
_ part .Nero_ Wolfe_ mystery. Rex
works by Puccini. Bizet. George proceeding."
Stout's "Counterfeit for
Gershwin and Victor Herbert. - -Regents' Chairman Richard
Frymire said Wednesday the
board would "wait to see who
shows up as student regent. If
two show up, we'll have to make
a determination about which one
is the real 'dire."
Of the special election, he said
it "is &matter for the students to
determine who the student
regent is. It's not for us to make
that determination as to who
they want to represent them."
If Lassiter rules Huth is a nonresident, the issue will be moot,
Frymire said. If Huth is ruled to
be a resident, the board "will
' have to determine whether Huth
should be (student regent)or the
winner of this election should
be," he said.
QUIZ BOWL CHAMPS — The
Huth appeared before the
Calloway County High School
regents at a board meeting last
Science Quiz Bowl team cap•
Saturday, and said he planned to
tured the state championship
take the student regent's seat.
recently in competition at
Frymire and the board received
Western Kentucky University.
him cordially, but did not comTeam men"
are.,
are,. from left,
ment on the eligiblity issue.
Wade Roger. Mike Keeling, JenThe term of the current Stunifer Rice and Jon Driver. The
dent Regent, Don Thomas, excompetition took place during
pires July 1.
the annual Kentucky Junior
_Lassiter, hbs already 'ruled, in
Academy of Science Spring
two prior cases involving MSU
Symposium. The team sponsor
student regents who had out-ofis Jane Sisk, standing. Mike
state home addresses. He ruled
Harlan, pictured at left with
each time that they qualified as
Sisk, presented a science
Kentucky residents.
research paper during the
"It's unfortunate that the
event." Other CCHS students atstate doesn't give the ' trial
tending were Dale %Ought,
courts a little more direction"
Charles Holmes and Tracey
on how to determine legal
Brown.---CeMS -students attenresidency, Lassiter said. "Legal
ding were Stephen Lovett, Vicky
residence consists of a lot of
Herndon, Shane Black, Chantal
things." A judge must be a
Walker,' Laura Jones, Brenda
"soothsayer" to make the-deterCooper, Lisa Cleaver, Deanna
mination, because he must conFarris and Lori Overeast. David
sider whether the person intends
Foley sponsors the middle
to remain a state resident,
school club.
Lassiter explained.

Regents...

Outstanding -seniors named
from MSU's '84 spring class
Two of Murray State Univer- t for new students and Golden 100
has been active in the board's
sity's top graduates from the
program for outstanding high
entertainment and lecture pro1984 spring class, Chad Colley school juniors.
grams. She is vice president of
Lamb of Farmington and Debra
A 1980 graduate of Western
the Student Government
L. Lewellyn of Russiaville, Ind., High School, Russiaville.
the
Association.
Route 2, have been named the
Outstanding Senior Woman is
Her other honors include beOutstanding Senior Man and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
_ lag named Homecoming Queen
Woman.
Norman H. Lewellyn of
in 1981. She is a past president of
Selection of Lamb and Miss Russiaville Route 2. She is also a
her social sorority, Alpha
Lewellyn for the annual honor recipient of the Carr four-year
Omicron Pi. She is a member of
was announced Tuesday, May 1, scholarship and will receive a
Omicron Delta Kappa leaderat the senior breakfast in the B.S. degree in business
ship honor society, Alpha Chi
Curris Center. They were administration.
scholastic honor society and
chosen from a select group of
Miss Lewellyn is president of
Gamma Beta Sigma business
Murray State seniors who the University Center Board and
honor society.
earlier were named to the 1984
edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and Collages. -.Lamb and Miss Lewellyn will
be formally recognized in the
Honors Day program beginning
at 3:30 p.m. Friday, May 11, in
the Curris Center. They also will
speak at commencement at 10
a.m. Saturday, May 12, in Racer
Arena.
A 1980 graduate of Metropolis,
Ill., High School, Lamb is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald E.
Lamb of Metropolis Route 1. He
maintains a residence with his
grandmother, Mrs. Vivian Colley of Farmington. His other
grandmother, Mrs. Manon
Lamb,- lives in Sedalia.
Lamb Li a recipient of the
university's four-year John W.
Carr Scholarship. He has followed a pre-medical curriculum
and will receive a B.S. degree in
biology. He will attend the
University of Kentucky Medical
School.
A senior residence adviser for
Hart Hall dormitory, Lamb was
named the Housing Outstanding
Programmer of the Year for two
years. He is also a member of
the Hall Programming Council
'arid the NationatResidence Hall
Honorary.
Lamb was named to Outstanding Young Men of America. He
is a member of the Pre-Med
Club and of Pi Kappa Alpha
social fraternity where he was
assistant pledge master.
.Lamb served two years as it
Student Government Association senator from the College of
OUTSTANDING SENIORS — Chad Colley Lamb and Debra L.
Enviornrnental Science. He was
Lewellyn have been named the Outstanding Senior Man and
a- member of the university
Woman at Murray State University. -They will be formally
Academic Council and was a
recognized at Honors Day May ,11 and will deliver. the May 13
Murray State representative to
commencement address. Lamb is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Geritld.
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
E. Lamb of Metropolis,, Ill., Route 1. Miss Lewellyn is the
State Legislature and a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman H. Lewellyn of Russiaville,
counselor for the university
Ind., Route 2.
Summer Orientation program

Local Democrats elect those
people to attend convention
Solid and stripe polo shirts in cotton/polyester fabrics.
Choose your favorite in an array of colors. S,M,L.

Exciting stone-washed sport pants with elastic waist and
fine detailing. Made of 100% cotton sunbleached canvas.
S,M,L.

c.Camp Shirts

13.49

Reg. 19.99

10010 cotton camp shirts in stripes and plaids. Snap-front—
styling and fine detail for a crisp and comfortable look.

Sunbleached 10()% cotton canvas with elastic
waist in bright colors. S,M,L.

'Other styles not shown.

•••

Local Democrats recently
held their CountyLegislative
District Convention to • elect
delegates to the Congressional
State Convention and to elect
members of the County
Democratic Executive
Committee.
Twenty-three delegates were
elected to attend the State
Democratic Convention in
Frankfort, June 2, 1984. They
Include:
Skip Neale, Z Enix, Carl
Durham, Jo Beth England,
Larry England, Suzanne
Schroader, Violet Johnson, Bill
Coker, Brenda Smith, Doug
Tucker, Jim Irby, Billie `Ray,
Charles Williams, Vicki Jones,
Janis Wilkinson, James
Hamilton, Randall Patterson,
Bill P'Pool, Tim Stone, Casey
Kurth, Bill Bailey, Linda Kimbro, Johnny Bohannon, Ron
Talent, Alternate.
Elected to the Calloway County Democratic EXecutive Committee were: Joe Arnold,

Johnny Bohannon, Kizzie Cantrell, Carl Durham, Joe Dyer, Jo
Beth England, Corky Harrison,
Chairman, Rosa Hudspeth,
Vicki Jones, Secretary, Violet
Jones, Wilmouth (Billie) Ray,

Ron Talent, Doug Tucker,
-Susanne Schroader, Vice Chairman, Walter Steeley.
The Committee appointed Bill
Coker (non-member) as
Treasurer.

.)

Mother and child
injured following
wreck on KY 280

Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-7991

A four-year-old boy was
treated and released and his
mother admitted for observation at the local hospital following • a one-vehicle 'accident
Wednesday on Kentucky 280.
A Kentucky State Police
spokesman reports Cynthia
Zilafro, 27, Route 5, was admit:.
ted to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after losing control of
her yehicle about eight and onehalf miles east of Murray on 280.
According to the report,
Zilafro was traveling west when
she lost control of the Vehicle
and left the road on the north
side. She then crossed the road
again and came to rest in a ditch
on the south side.
The accident occurred around
9 a.m.
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RESPECT FOR THE LAW WEEK —' Respect for the Law
Week, an annuarobseitraneeliparoMited'by the Ofifitiiist Club of
Murray -has -been-proclaimed by Mayor Holmes Ellis • and
Calloway. County Judge-Executive George Weaks. The dates of
this observance will be May 1-7. Richard Vanover, president of
the Murray Optimist Club has stated the club will be observing
the week In the following ways: Honor a Murray Police Officer
and Honor a Calloway County Deputy. Pictured above, the two
local dignitaries are shown signing the proclamation.
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PERSPECTIVE
Principal transfer disputed
To The Editor,
It seems that the county is echoing with the
shout that has gone up the last few days over the
transfer of our elementary school principals.
And well they should be shouting. I think that
the
transfer of our principals as it was handled, was
an insult to their intelligence. After all, these
principals did not get a promotion as many peopie believe. They were told that they had to leave
a school that they had put a lot of time and
hard
work into in order to get it where it stands today.
Can you imagine being changed from a job that
you know so well and moved to a different one
that could be entirely different? And what about
the secretaries? They have worked for years for
their own boss. They- know him probably better
than he knows himself. Now they will have to get
use to an entirely different boss. This change
alone can cause quite a conflict within a school.
The teachers will have to get use to the principal. He may be totally different from the one
that they are use to. And the children? Well, it
will be a very big change for them, too. I only
wish the board members had bothered to think of
these things when they voted to move these good,
well-respected men around. After all these men
have feelings for their faculty and staff. They
• also have feelings for the children that they come
in contact with every day.
I strongly urge the people of Calloway County
to write and call their board members. Write and
call Dr. Rose and assistant superintendent
Johnny Bohannon. Talk to these men. After all
they are there to serve the peole. We as taxpayers have the right to do this. Exercise your
rights as concerned people. Get involved. See
what is happening in our school system. And help
put a stop to the tragedy that is playing befare
our very eyes.
Sincerely,
Sue Underhill
_ Route 1
_ Dexter, Ky. 42036

County on short end
of state's budget stick
To The Editor:
When I read three weeks ago that the proposed
four-lane connection between US Highway 641
and the Purchase Parkway is to be a 50 cent toll
road, I was not surprised. The State•budget is
"tight" and politicians are always looking for
ways to save our tax Money.
When I read further that the road is to be a twolane instead of the originally-proposed four-lane,
I was, again, less than shocked. Two fewer lanes
ought to save us even more Money.
And the news that Marshall County's JudgeExecutive Mike Miller is pleased at the new plan
because it will force drivers through downtown
Benton shouldn't surprise anyone. Everyone going to or from Murray and 1-24 gets used to the
twists and turns of metropolitan Benton.
But the silence from Calloway County and
Murray political leaders is both surprising and
shocking. After long years of waiting and doing
our part, it seemed that we would have a safe
and efficient access to West Kentucky's only
four-lane roads. The obvious benefit to Murray's
tourism industry and the increased attractiveness of Calloway County 'to industrial
development that would result from such a fourlane link seems to make it an important contribution to our regional growth. And this is not
to mention the obvious convenience and efficiency that would result for those hundreds of
Calloway Countians who regularly travel
through Marshall County for business and
pleasure.
Some taxpayers may save money in this proposal,-but they will not be Calloway County taxpayers. A few businesses ma& benefit, but they
will surely not be in Murray. And no one in either
Calloway or Marshall Counties will find the driving any easier or more convenient with the imposition of one or two more toll booths on still
another two-lane road. We will simply jam four
lanes of traffic into two lanes — and we'll have to
pay $1 for every round trip to Paducah, to boot.
So we should not be surprised to find Calloway
County on the short end of the State stick once
again. After years of neglect from Frankfort, we
should not be shocked to see it continue under
this new administration. But we can all be amazed that our local leaders have not spoken out on
our behalf. Are they working "behind the
scenes?" If they are, they are being quiet about
it. Maybe they were going to Frankfort to seek
fair treatment for us, but got lost on some Benton
backstreet, That's progress for you.
William W.Fandrich
802 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Two outstanding musical productions
are scheduled for our town this weekend
If you like good singing, you have
the opportunity this weekend to
hear some on two different
occasions.
First, the "Front Porch Swing."
a group of 19 local ladies who enjoy
harmonizing, will be presenting a
concert tomorrow night out at Murray State. Then, on Sunday night,
the 50-voice choir of First Baptist
Church will present another of its
concerts.
The "Front Porch Swing" is
directed by Larrie Clark, a retired
professor of vocal music at Murray
State. Organized eight years ago,
the chorus will be presenting its 4th
annual concert in the Old Recital
Hall in the- Fine Arts Building at
Murray state. It begins at 7:30
p.m. and is free.
I heard them for the first time a
few weeks ago at the Rotary Club's
annual ladies' night program, and
they are really good.
Appearing with them will be
another group of ladies, who sing
that barbershop-type of music,
from Mayfield. They call
themselves the "Melody Makers."
Another on the program is a male
quartet, "The Paris-ites," from —
you guessed it — Paris, Tenn.
Saturday, the "Front Porch Swing" will be singing at the local
library, beginning at 1:30 p.m t as
an attraction for the libfary's Potpourri, and on -May 12, the-ladies
are scheduled.to present a concert
at the fountain in the Kentucky
Oaks Mall at Paducah, Irginning

'
at 3 p.m.

music ministers in churches acrOss
• •
•
• •
the Stuthern Baptist Convention.
Murray can now boast, indirectAs for the First Baptist choir, its , Halley is a member of the group,
ly, of having an officer of general
concert is entitled, "Beginnings: A
and was with it last fall on its threerank in the United States Marines.
Praise Concert," and it is to be
week singing tour in China.
He is Maj. Gen. John I. Hudson,a
presented at 7 p.m. Sunday, May 6,
Red also is a music consultant
son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Yandell
at the church.
with the Southern Baptist ConvenYates, 311 North 6th Street.
"Beginnings" is a musical settion's Radio and Television
General Hudson. who was proting in which there has been
Commission.
moted to his new rank about March
dramatized:
Courtney, a native of Louisiana.
2, now lives in Quantico. Va.. where
The beginning of the earth (Creais a new music faculty member at
he is director of the Educational
tion); the beginning of restoration
the Southern Baptist Seminary in
Center of the U.S. Marine Develop,(Redemption) with the coming of
Louisville and soon will be moving
ment and Educational Command.
Christ:,and the completed work
to our largest Kentucky city.
Mrs. Hudson is the former Zetta
(Salvation) that had its beginning
Earlier, he and Red jointly ComYates of Murray, and they have
so long ago.
posed another musical, "Celebrate
four chilren, including a- set of
—Beginnings' shows how God
Life," which has been widely
22-year-old twin boys, Clark and -has worked and continues to work
presented by Baptist choirs.
Yates. The oldest, a son, Reid. lives
in our lives," says Wayne Halley,
• • •
In Tucson. Ariz., while their
the minister of music at the church
Cathryn and I received an invitadaughter, Lori ( Mrs.. Larry
and who will be directing the choir
tion in the mail Monday of this
Harper), lives in Yuma. Arizona.
in the hour-long presentation.
week from Gov. Martha Layne ColActually, General Hudson is a
The concert will be narrated by
lins and her husband, Dr. Bill Colnative of Louisville, but he attendthe pastor, Dr. Greg Earwood, and
lins, to attend the Governor's Dered Murray State College before
four Murray State students — Todd
by Breakfast Saturday morning on
enlisting in the U.S. Navy. Sent to
Dowdy and Terri Vancil of
the Capitol grounds in Frankfort.
flight school, he graduated and was
Paducah, Keith Roberts of EarlThis is the first time in all my
commissioned a second lieutenant
ington, and Danny Vancil of Anna,
years that we've ever been invited
in the Marines in 1954, the year he
Ill., — will be featured in solo roles.
to anything like that, but we've had
married, Mrs. _Hudson, whom he
Three others — John Collor, James
to send our regrets. I'm sure we
had met while at Murray.
Harrison and Ivin Rosario — will
won't be missed, for about as many
He was out of the Marines at one
be percussionists.
are expected for the breakfast as
time for about a year and a half,
"Beginnings" is another work by
will see the Derby.
during which he worked at the TapBuryl Red and Ragan Courtney,
We'll be busy at home this
pan plant here in Murray Mr.
both widely-known composers in
weekend taking care of daughter
Yates, his father-in-law, also was
Southern Baptist Convention
Kay's two little ones — 3 ',-yearwith Tappan for many years before
circles.
old Sarah and 10-weeks-old Ellen —
his retirement'about it) years ago.
Red, a native of Arkansasr lives
while she and husband Dick, who
A few weeks ago, several
in New York City from which he
live in Louisville, lake in an array . viewers here in Murray watched as
directs "The Cenlurymen," a
of Derby activities, including the
General Hudson was interviewed
100-voice male choir made up of
horse race.
'national, television- while par. _
ticipating in a Marine practice landing exercise on a Norwegian
;Knot 7%.*ktiii.
coast. At the time, he was comMAO
el964 Copley News Service
mander of the 4th Marine Amphibious Brigade, headquartered
at Norfolk. Va.

looking back
Ten years ago
A total of 859 students plus faculty -members-participated In- spring
commencement exercises at Murray State University today.
Charles McDowell, 1962 graduate
of MSU and now mayor- of Providence and teacher at Webster
County High School, was speaker.
Walter King and David Salentine
have been named as deputy
sheriffs by Calloway County
Sheriff Maurice Wilson.
Kenneth (Jack ) Bailey of Murray retired April 18 from Maps and
Surveys Branch of the TVA after
serving 35 years
gtwernment
--

service.

an editorial analysis

by I.j. hortin

Laurine Wells Lovett was there in spirit
Mrs. Laurine Wells Lovett of
Owensboro, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells, was not able
to attend the April 28 inauguration
of Dr. Kala M. Stroup as the
seventh president of Murray State.
But she was there in spirit — and
with flowers in the beautiful
auditorium which bears her name,
the Laurine Wells Lovett
Auditorium.
On the tastefully and ornately
decqrated stage for the inaugural
program were notables, including
Governor Martha Layne Collins,
U.S. Senator and former Governor
Wendell Ford, Congressman Carroll Hubbard, President Emeritus
Harry M. Sparks, members of the
board of regents, the Inaugural
speaker, Dr. Emily Taylor of the
American Council on lEducation,
and others.
On each side of the speaker's
rostrum was a large, beautiful arrangement of gorgeous golden
chrysanthemums placed there by
Mrs. Lovett in honor of Dr. Stroup.
Mrs. Lovett was the first woman to
be appointed a regent at Murray
State. This first board of regents
was established by an act of the
Legislature in 1924.
Mrs. Lovett was married Sept.
14, 1922, to the late Joe T. Lovett in
"Oakhurst,— then known as
"Edgewdod," the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Ralney T. Wells. Oakhurst is
known as the "birthplace of Murray State," for in4t Dr. Wells, Tax
Commissioner -of K-entucky,
dreamed, planned and established
Murray State. Sharing his dreams
and plans was Dr. Wells' wife, Mrs.
Tennsseee Daniel, known affeelidnately by her • friends and
neighbors as "Miss Tennie.'
•

•••••••••sesilltariNtr.-441.
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by m.c. garrott

In addition to the rostrum, the
mums and flowers, there were on
the stage large reproductions of the
Murray Scottish Shield with the
three' stars of "Hope. Endeavor
and Inspiration." Also there was
the official blue and gold flag of
Murray State as well as the flags of
United States and Kentucky.
April 27 and 28 this year were
historic dates for the University,
both for the inauguration of the
first woman president of any state
university in Kentucky and for the
annual Alumni Banquet and Reunion. The fiftieth class members of
Murray State — 1934 — were

special guests for the weekend
programs.
Since Murray State Normal
School opened its doors September
24. 1923, approximately 34,500
degrees have been granted. On
May 12 the 1984 class will be
graduated, and on Tuesday, May 1,
they joined hundreds of others in
their Annual Senior Breakfast, in
singing "Alma Mater."
This song, composed by late
Dean A. B. Austin, was sung also
on the Dr. Stroup Inaugural day.
The seniors, too, agreed in this
song that Murray
the finest
place we know."

thoughts in aseason
By Ken Wolf
For
centuries,
Christian
theologians have explained and
justified the existence of Heaven by
comparing the life of eternal bliss
after death with the sufferings and
imperfections of life on earth — life
in this "vale of tears", as some of us
were taught to pray as children.
How unusual — and even
refreshing — to see a contemporary
Christian theologian, the German
Catholic Hans Kung, dismiss this
justification.
/n response to theauestion: "why
hope for a heaven?" kung replies:
Precisely because we love life,
we do not permit ourselves to
, be deprived atthe hope that all
the goodness, the living and
loving, will sink into fuglity.
Eternal life must exist, according
to-Kung, not because this life is so
bad, but rather because of %hails
good "here below." because of the _glimpses of transcedence which we
,
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have on our best days.
For more on this, see Kung's
book. Eternal Life:' I Doubleday.
1984k.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if poUible and
should be on topics of general Interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times.. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
41111111111111111=111111111.10/1/11=111W

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houck. April 18.
Dr. Harqid Eversmeyer spoke
about "The Effects of Air Pollution
on Plants" at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Twenty years ago
The Murray High School Junior
Band walked off with first place
honors May 1 in the Junior Band
Division at Fish Fry Parade at
Paris, Tenn.
Elected as officers of the newly
organized Friends . of Calloway
Public Library are Miss Ruth Cole.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie. Mrs. Jessie
Shoemaker, Mrs. James Fee, Dr.
A.H. Kopperucl. D.Donald Hughes
and Charlie Lassiter.
Camping facilities at Rushing
Creek in . the Land Between the
Lakes will be ready for use by June
1, according to a TVA spokesman.
The Jersey herds of William E.
Hendon, J.C. Kemp. G.B. Scott,
Perry D. Harrison and -Murray
State College have been classified
for breed type by American Jersey
Cattle Club.
Margaret Morton, Katie Linn
and Burlene Brewer had high individual three games in Magic Tri
Bowling League at Corvette Lanes.
Thirty yearsagoMrs. Sanders Miller. ,Mrs.
Groover Parker, Mrs. J.A.
Outland. Mrs. Charles Robertson,
Mrs. Goldia Curd and Mrs. Darrell
Wilson, all of Calloway County, attended the Officers Training Day 9f
the WSCS of the Memphis Conference of the Methodist Church at
Martin, Tern..on April 29.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd D. Osborne, a boy,
to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Glen Joyce
and a boy to M;. and Mrs. Owen
Talmadge Causey.
-New officers of the Ktrksey High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America are
Threna Gray, Shelby Parker, Jo
Shelba Balzell. Sue Culver,
Eine Jean Riley. Linda Hurt, Maxine Jones, Barbara Washer luid
Marilyn Usrey.
Mr. and Mrs. GB. Williams and
son, Baker, of Pulaski County were
the recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Yandall Wrather!
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Burkccn. c•clitor

a

be at church Allay,.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Max McClure of Cadiz
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Tern Lyn, to
Kevin Glenn Traughber,
son 'of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Traughber of
Paducah.
The bride-elect is a.
Ism -graduate -Of Trigg'
County High School. She
will receive her
Bachelor of Science
degree in Speech
Pathology- -at Western
Kentucky University,
Bowling Green in May
9f this. year.
Alas Mr-MuM-a 1116
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Lassiter
and of Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt McClure, all of
Hazel, and of Ms_ Anne
L. Woodruff of Cadiz. _
The groom-elect is a
1977 graduate of Lone
Oak High School and a
1-981- graduate of
Western Kentucky
University.
•
He currently is attending the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary at Louisville
and serves as youth
minister at North View
Baptist Church,
Lexington.
Mr. Traughber is the
grandson of Mrs. Stella
Traughber and Mrs.
Mary Nell Lewis, both
of Paducah.
•
The weddintg is
scheduled for Saturday.
May 26. at 6 p.m. at the
Cadiz Baptist Ch•Urch.

-•

Terri Lpi AlcOure
Glenu.Traugh.her _ _
ana
to he married at Cadiz church

A

'7

Mr. and Mrs. Macon :White
Those attending the
event were Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Morris, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Stubblefield, Mr. and

AO.

imports
Bel Air Center
- We are pleased to
announce
__that
Carol Spann, brideelect of Kenny
Bogard, has made
her selections from
our bridal registry
for decorative accessories. Carol and
Kenny will be married June 2.

Fri-Sat-Sun
Open 7:15
'Start 7:45

•
Thursday, May 3
Kentucky Task Force
on War Against Drugsand Alcohol will meet at
7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
•
---Murray Civitan Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.
---Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
---Preceptor .0micron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce Centre.
---Anita Lawson,author,
will be at Pogue Library.
at Murray State University from 4 to 5 p.m. •
---Community Theatre
Will present 'Henry- IV,
Part I" at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the

Thursday, May 3
Murray-Calloway County Park.

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
Census at MurrayDismissals were as
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
Calloway County follows:
753-7764.. 758-5094 or
Hospital for Monday,
Gerald Allen Larmee,
753-7663.
April 30, was 118 adults 3639 Winwood Way,
'
---and three in nursery. No 'Louisville; Miss Mindy
The Single Connection
newborn admissions L. Odom, Rt. 3, Paris,
will discuss "Trust" at 7
were listed.
Tenn.; Zachary D.
p.m. in third floor
Ross, Rt. 7;
_
classroom: Education
Noble K. Brown,Rt_ 4.
Building, First United
Bardwell.; John Jason
Methodist Church. For
Madden, Rt. 5, Paris,
information call Dick at
Tenn.; Mrs. Debra Gail
436-2174 or Jill at
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter;
753-1701 or 753-6654.
John W. Brinkley, Rt.•
---2, Hazel; Mrs. Mary M.
Special Lodge EnrollManuel, 805 Farris,
ment will be at 8 p.m. at
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Murray Moose Lodge.
Lafayette
G.
Curd,
Rt.
MICHAEL DOUGLAS
K•THLEEN Tunlvf%
---2, Hazel;
01110.17 Dv VITO
Third Annual Doran
Neal B. Brooks, Rt. 1,
Romancing
Road Speaking will be
Farmington; Johtly B.
The STONE
at li' p.m. at Murray
Dunlap, Rt. 2, Puryear,
High School. Admission
control cinder 753-3314 Tenn.; Mrs. Vera Bell
will be $1.
Ward, 109 Spruce St.
ti2c343c31:1<34:1<343.34<34<34<34:1<1
MSU Chess Club is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Curris Center.
Ind..
4 imo
FK11141 THI 141H .H ,
---V
Friday, May 4
Church Women
United will meet for
May Fellowship Day
program at 10 a.m. at
J.P. Nesbitts is
First United Methodist
Church.
c7 delighted that Brenda
'b" Gorham. bride-elect
7— 7
„Not* Kevin Wright, has
Round and square
made here selections
dancing will be from
Xfrom our unique
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
a cGrove Roller Rink.
V decorating •
V cessories. Brenda and
---Kevin will be married
Hazel and Douglas
V Centers will be open
May 19.
Dixieland
Center
759-4588
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
V
by senior
""inue at 753-3314 9E>1>f>tPD.r.f>WEAKAK>f›D.1>i>/>f>" for activities
•

Hospital CCI1S1.1,S; released

,4

The 60th wedding anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs. Macon White was
observed on Sunday,
April 22, at their home,
200 Irvan Ave.. Murray.
There was no formal
celebration. This was
just a family get-to-tether along with the
Easter dinner.
The couple_was.Married April 26, 1924, by
the late A.M. Hawley
near the TennesseeKentucky state line.
Their attendants were
Versie Charlton and
Gilbert Grogan.
Mrs. White, the
former Annie Brandon,
Is the -ffiii-fitg
of the
late John Y. Brandon
and Letha Adams
Brandon.
Mr. White is the son of
the late Sam White and
Betty Smith White.
Mr. and Mrs. White
are the parents of two
daughters, Mrs. Brent
(Oneta) Morris, Sr., and
Mrs: Charles L.
(Marguritte) Stubblefield, both of Sunset
Boulevard, Murray.
Their five grandchildren are Kenny
Stubblefield, Van David
Stubblefield, Phil Morris, Brent Morris, Jr.,
and Mrs. Larry D.
(Gail) Wright.
They have five greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Larry D. Wright
and son, Jason, Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Morris, Jr.,
and children, Justin,
Micah and Brandon,

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Morris and daughter,
Whitney, Kenny Stubblefield and the honored
couple.

Comunity events listed

All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding.

Pier

Murray Couple_inarriedfor 60 years
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NEW
SHIPMENT
JELLY SHOES
•Pearl
•Pink Ice
•Sapph.ire Blue
•Black
•Lilac

.s

Ladies' &id Children's Shoes

(,entral
:ShOpping Center
Open Nights
1-5 Sundays.

May 13th...
A Day to Remember
TREASURE HOUSE OF GIFTS
Presents
Mother's Day Vilp
Specials
Storewide To Honor That
Special Person,
"Mom"

Friday, May 4
poree Tournament at
-Camp Energy,-

"Henry IV, Part I,. will be presented by.
Community Theatre at.8p.m. in Playhouse in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
.••••

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include All Systems Go at
7 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitors Center and Car-

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street Extended. Mayfield.
---Events. at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
Serita, Steve and Jim
from 8 p.m. to midnight_ _
in lOunge.
Free blood pressure
checks by Calloway
Chapter of American
Red Cross will be from 9
a.m. to .noon at Courthouse. This will be administered by Murray
Vocational Nurses.
Saturday, May 5
Annual Ham
Breakfast by Methodist
Men's Club of Olive,
Palestine and DexterHardin United
Methodist Churches will
be from 4 to 10 a.m. at
latter church.
---(Cont'd on page 5A)

Mountain climber
to speak Saturday
Mrs. Hulda Crooks, an 88-year-old mountain
climber, will speak at the 11 a.m. service on
Saturday, May 5, at the Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church, South 15th and Sycamore
Streets.
The guest speaker is from Loma Linda, Calif.
She has climbed Mt. Whitney (second only to Mt.
McKinley of Alaska in the United States) 21 tims
and has made 86 climbs (including Mt. Whitney)
since her 81st birthday.
Presently a member of Loma Linda Lopers, a
running club, she has done a half marathon 13.1 miles in 3 hours and 21 minutes. She started
running (at 70 years of age), she said, "because
It made climbing so much easier." Mrs. Crooks
runs for 15 minutes every morning.
Born in 1896 and reared in Saskatchewan,
Canada, she joined the Seventh-day Adventist
Church when she was 18.
'With an interest in health, she moved to Loma
Linda in 1923 to study diatetics at Loma Linda
University. At the age of 31 she marrid Samuel
Crooks, a professor of anatomy at the university.
Mrs. Crooks is still active in the academic
world. working 4 to 5 days per week, doing health
research at Loma Linda.
The public is invited to attend the service on
Saturday.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre presents
William Shakespeare's

20%50%
Off Selected Items
ree Gift Wrapping • Free- Mother's Day Ca
With Purchase Of 110 Or More
('5

• southdTRE4SU
RE HOUSE OF GIFTS
.ii. ,hipping
Center

Friday, May 4
citizens.
_
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
---Linda Wright will present a concert at 7 p.m.
at Eastwood • Baptist
ChtIrch.
---Front Porch Swing
will ptesent a spring
concert at 7:30 p.m. in
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
---Special "Piano
Parlor". entertainment
for benefit of
W.A.T.C.H. of Murray
will be at University
Branch of Bank of Murray. For reservations
call 753-4057.

7:;3-1,7911
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PART
ONE

April 26, 27,.28. 8 p.m.
Aprff 29-2-p.m.
May 3, 4, 5 8 p.m.
.
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Coining events listed

-

Saturday, May 5
Fish Fry will be at 6
p.m. and gospel singing
at 7:30 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel United
_1441,h0111.51..Cluira.---' Murray Branch of
AAUW will have a
breakfast and auction at
7:30 a.m. at Holiday
Inn.
---"Spring Pot Pourri"
will start at 10 a.m. at
the Calloway Public
Library. Activities will
continue throughout the
day.
---Gospel singing featuring three local groups will be at 7 p.m. at
Grace baptist Church.
A free will offering will
be taken for Need Line.
---Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
'rove Roller Rink.
---Kirksey Ball Club will
have tryouts at ballpark
behind Kirksey United
Methodist Church. For
information call Robert
Tabers.

.(Cont'd from page 4A

DATEBOOK

Saturday, May 5
:\;()111) FOrk
1.!_l"C111.1_
Center Theatre at Mur-• cepted Masons is
ray.State. Proceeds will scheduled to meet at
The annual homecoming will be at North Fork
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
go to W.A.T.C.H.
Baptist Church.on Sunday, May 6, with the Rev.
----James Phelps, pastor, to sa ak at 11 a.m
a
sket dinner at
Goshen United
will be . presented by
noon. and a gospel singing in the afternoon.
Community Theatre at 8 Methodist Church
In Playhouse in the have homecoming.

AA I'W' pkins hreakt-aq

Pads.
Events ,in Land Between the Lakes will include' Wranglers RidaA-Thon at Wranglers
Camp; Carporee Tournament at Camp
Energy; National
Astronomy Day at 10
a.m., 4 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; English
Smocking Demontration from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Rough
Fish Utilization from 1
to 4 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Boards
Without A Saw at 2 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
---AQHA Horse Show
will begin at 8 a.m. at
West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Temple Hill Unifeil
The Murray Branch of the American AssociaMethodist Church will
tion of University Women will have its annual
have homecoming.
breakfast and auction on Saturday. May 5, at
---North Fork Baptist 7:30 a.m. at the Holiday Inn. Members are enChurch will have couraged to bring items for the auctioit Dues
will be paid. For information call 753-4018 or
homecoming.
753-1867.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. in western porA fish fry will be at Brooks Chapel United
tion of Livestock and Methodist Church on Saturday, May 5, at
6 p.m.
Exposition Center.
Donations will be accepted. A gospel singing
---featuring the Soul 'Seekers will follow at 7:30
Second day of AQHA p.m. Dynations will be accepted.
°
.
Horse Show will start at
8 a.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center.
The annual ham breakfast will be Saturday,
Events in Land Bet- May 5, at the Dexter-Hardin United Methodist.
ween the Lakes will in- Serving will be from 4 to 10 a.m. This event is
clude Tatting sponsored by the Methodist Men's Club of Olive,
Demonstration from 2 to Palestine and Dexter-Hardin UM Churches. A
4 p.m. at Empire Farm; free will donation will be received for the "allPoke Pick and Other you-can-eat breakfast." Persons are urged to atEdibles from 2 to 5 p.m. tend and the early time is being made available
at Woodlands Nature for early arisers.
Center; Carporee Tournament at Camp
Energy.
The Kentucky Baptist Bible Fellowship
---meeting will be on Tuesday, May 8, at 10 a.m.
"Henry IV, Part 1"
and 7 p.m. at the Lakeland Baptist Temple,
will be presented at 7
Highways 62 and 95 at Calvert City. Dr. Curtis
p.m. by Community
Hutson, editor of The Sword of the Lord, MurTheatre in Playhouse in
freesboro, Tenn., will be one of the featured
the Park.
speakers. The pastor, the Rev. James Avaritt,
-- —
invites the public to attend the lkiesday meetings
Second day of Gun
and also a meeting at 7 p.m. on Monday.
and Knife Show by
a
Kiwanis Club will be at
Calloway County Middle
Three local singing groups will be featured at
School.
the benefit singing for Murray-Calloway County
---Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry on
The Single Connection
Saturday, May 5, at 7 p.m.. at Grace Baptist
will have lunch at 1245
Church,917 South Ninth St., Murray. The groups
p.m. at Western Sizzlin.
will be The Kings Sons, The Liberty Boys and
---The Neighbors Quartet. Dwane Jones, NeedLine
board member and chairman of the event, in- vites the public to attend.

Event at Brooks Chapel

Ham breakfast Saturday

••••

-Couples Bridge with
Max and Hazel Beale as
hosts will be at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Lions Club
at Oaks Country Club.
will sponsor a pancake
---breakfast and yard sale
Alcoholics
starting at 6 a.m. at
Anonymous and AlMurray Middle School.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
---in western portion of
Yard and bake sale
Livestock and Exposiwill be from 8 a.m. to 3
tion Center.
p.m. at Immanuel
---Lutheran Church.Dance featuring Dirt
---Road Special will be
Seventh and Poplar
from 8 p.m. to midnight
Church of Christ will
at Murray Moose
begin a religious survey Lodge.
today with no collec---tions to be taken.
Temple Hill Lodge
---No. 276 Free and AcThe Single Connection
will have a Derby Dajr.
Dance from .7,,,;30A,o,
p.m. in fellowship hall of
First Christian Church.
Kathryn Starks gave
The Hattie Lee
The Murray-Calloway County Heart Unit "Hey God Listen" will, Galloway WMU Group the calendar of prayer
Kentucky Affiliate will meet Monday, May 7, at 4
be presented at 2 p.m. of Westside Baptist and giving the names of
p.m. in the Community Room of the North
by Murray State Church met April 10 at missionaries having birBranch of the Peoples Bank. The unit's acUniversity Theatre in the church.
thdays on that day.
complishments for the past year will be reviewRobert E. Johnson
Mrs. Anne Markham
ed, including reports on the recently-completed
Theatre.
, from Mid-Continent ColOthers present were successful fund raising campaign
for the
---- .
lege, Mayfield, was' Faye Orr, Ruth Warren,. Ameri&ir Heart Association.
Officers
for the
Kiwanis club will guest speaker. She Randa Cunningham,
coming year will be elected. All interested persponsor a gun and knife shared her experiences Vermel Key, Dorthy
sons are invited to attend.
show at Calloway Coun- of mission work in Brandon, Mary Belle
ty Middle School.
countries._
several
rune WilkerJonet,
.
---In charge of the pro- ,s o n , Trattie Lee
Diabetes Education Classes will be Monday,
Movie, "Chitty Chitty gram was Carlene Galloway, Mildred
May 7. and Tuesday, May 15, from 2 to 4 p.m. and
Bang Bang," will be Farmer who gave the Crawford and Nadine
6 to 8 p.m. in ground floor classroom of Lourdes
shown at 11 a.m., 1:30,4 devotion and led the Beane, members; Lou
Hospital, Paducah. These classes are open to all
and 7 p.m. in Curris opening prayer.
Farmer, visitor.
diabetics and their family members at no
charge. Persons may call 1-444-2122 to make an
appointment for classes, according to Sandra G.
Shapiro, RN, MS, Diabetes Educator.
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p :Ls doctor vl'alks

LONDON (API- - A but he told me,
'13m't pope's hand_ and was
Roman Catholic acetar exert- ynursetf.'
What- w)feled-away, by the
visiting the Vatican would you do? I
couldn't guard: he stood up and
caused a few gasps jump up and run
as.va.
folded the chair and carve ma e ne it o
sa
wheelchair after being things WotSe.be Said:. "I Must say they Were
blessed by Pope John
After !,t• kissed the all very surprised." •
Paul 11, but he says it
1 1 a
misunderstanding.
'I heard someone
01.
say, 'It must be a
miracle,' but it wasn't
- We are happy to
- only an embarrassannounce
that
ment," said Dr. Jan
Carol Spann, brideLavric, an able-bodied
elect of Kenneth
general practitioner
Bogard,
has
from Yorkshire in norselected
her
thern England.
--ere-e•Ola trvi• :acLavric aaid Wednescessories from 'our
day he went to Rome
_ bridal registry.
with a group of disabled
Carol and Kenneth
people last month. After
will marry June
he sat down in the
2nd.
.
wheelchair, the only
seat left in the Vatican's
audience chamber, a
Swiss guard u n e-x'--peetedly began wheel....114,ippill2 I r•tift•r. Warns.%
.
ing him forward.
%Zoe
"I tried to stop him,

-

THE TREASIIRE
HOU:SE

Lakeland to host event

Singing to be at Grace

WMU group meets

Heart unit will meet

Diabetes classes planned

*Estee Lauder
•White Shoulder
By EVVall
•Ral-1-413"-Lau4-±41
*Charles of the Ritz•Germaip Mon teil ----

Nev Providence Homemakers Club meets
at Puckett home; major lesson presented
The home of Sylvia
Puckett was the scene of
the April 17th meeting of
the New Providence
Homemakers Club.
Gail Herndon
presented the lesson on
"Outdoor Living." She
gave suggestions for
planning a patio. Her
presentation included
numerous pictures of
outdoor living areas.
The devotion was by
Kathy Bass who read
Proverbs 31. She also
directed the recreation.
Beth Falwell, president, presided.
Members showed crafts
they had made during
the winter.
Refreshments were
provided by Debkra
Puckett.
Others present were
Opal Shoemaker, Dor-

Katill- Alohler
opens home
for meeting_
Kathy Mohler opened
her home for the April
meeting of the Baptist
Women of Northside
Baptist Church.
"Humanism Secular"
was the program
presented by Ann
Salmon, president.
Mrs. Mohler gave the
prayer calendar with
prayer being led by
Judy Jones. A church
skati,ng party was
discussed' with Mrs.
Jones asked to be the
chairman.
Mary Ann McCuiston
will discuss corsages for
Mother's Day at the
next meeting on Tuesday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at
the home of Retta
Salentine.
%Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Mohler.

The next meeting will
val Hendon, Patsy Pittman, Lisa Spann, be on Tuesday, May 8,
Stephanie Spann and at rp.m. at the home of
Lisa Spann.
Derrik Edwards.

We are pleased p
to announce that
Amy
Pinson,
bride-elect
of '
Doug Kinsey, has
selected her potivy, crystal and
accessories from
our
complete
bridal registry.
my and Doug
will be married
May 22.

The

(*case

1617 121 By-Paes
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
'Telephone 502-753-4541

OPEN HOUSE
in the

GARDEN CENTER
Sunday 1-5
Refreshments will be serve
SPECIALS:
•Pepper & Tomato Plants, Peat Pots
4P1.00
•Wax Begonias
s 10 Per Flat For 24 Plants

SHIRLEY FLORIST &
GREENHOUSE
500 N. 4th

753-3251

Susanne's Fine Arts & Custom Framing
100 South 13th Street
Behind Victor's
"In Business Since 1973"

Custom Framing Sale
Starts Wednesday May 2nd
Wed. 25% Off All Custom Framing
Thurs. 15% Off All Custom Framing
Fri. & Sat. 10% Off All Custom Framing
Special!
Prints by:

M-F 10-4
Sat. 16-12
: other Hours by
Appointment
753-5819

Selected Moldings
Up to 16x20 15.99*
Over 16x20 18.99*.
*No-ekher discount apply

Paul Sawyier
Dalhart Windberg
*Fa'rf-rTrMt
Mark Pettit '
Kex.Holland
and others

IN GLEAMING 10K GOLD
HANDSET IN OUR OWN SHOPS
ALSO AVAILABLE UP TO 7 STONES

elS09

JEWELERS

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER.
MURRAY. KY.
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Library events are slated
Plans have been May 3.
sold with the drawing to
finalized for the "Spring
The gardens and be held at 2 p.m. The
Pot Poorri" to be Satur- patios behind the 'quilt is presently on
day,. May 5, at the library provide the set- display at the Public
Carlow-ay County Public ting for the festivities. A Library, and the proLibrary,
variety.of activities will eeeds will be spent -on
The oceasiope is appeal to all ages.
quilting books and the
primarily planned to
Home baked bread Old Photograph
give local artists an op- and other goodies
will Collection.'
portunity to show their
be offered for sale by
Entertainment will be
work while offering the
the Library Volunteers provided throughout the
community a day of sprwith proceeds going to event. The Todd Hill
ing festivities. The outthe Library Old Trio will perform at
door Art Exhibit will
Photograph Collection.
10:30 a.m. Scott Alexfeature
variety of
Boy Scout Troup 77 ander will be strolling
original art forms.
Prizes will be award- will be operating a through the crowd with
ed and selected works refreshment stand of- his recorder. Also
will be chosen to be ex- fering hotdogs, popcorn,. featured is the Front
Porch Swing performhibited in the library ice cream and drinks.
during the month of
A "clown" ing at 1:30.
May. Persons may still photography booth will
In case of inclement
_enter their works by fill- offer mug shot pictures weather, the events will
ing out a registration and balloons for sale.
be scheduled in the
form at the library cirRaffle tickets for the Library and in the Arts
culation desk by today, Strawberry Quilt will be Annex.

•
---

-

POT POI R I — The Todd Hill Trio, top photo, from left. Chuck simmons,
Todd Hill and Robert.% hktmer. will be among the performers at the Spring
Pot Pourri at Calloway Public library on Saturday. In side photo is Bob
Crenshaw-, library- yolunteer,showing the clown photo booth set up by Larrie
Clark. also a y olunteer, at the event to take pictures from to a.m. to 2 p.m.
for a fee of persons at the event. Special events are scheduled throughout the
day.
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20% OFF SPRING FASHIONS

DERBY DAY
DOW-NTOWN

Friday & Saturday Only

GRAHAM Et JACKWIN
1"
"1
"
1"

PO

DOWNTOWN
SHOPPING

gl

CENTER

ShltqllTS

'

Friday, May 4 and
Saturday, May 5_

i•

Trapanto___
Classics
1\ Tern:Plush

"Most Merchants Open 9 til 8 p.m. Fricia

I
rc,.kiti:c.,iii 111.1r ,121/110:1,,r,
\
,ind
11,1,
,2II I sir ./ ta‘onte
fr.

%
25
I .111l111.1

Open Late Fri.

hat:

Derby Days Specials
MEN'S DEPT.
Men's Lightweight
All Men's
Short Sleeve
Lightweight

All Men's

OFF

Coveralls

Dress Slacks

by Wrangler
Sizes Sm-2XL Reg. 18.99

Waist Size 29-52

20%

Prices Good
Friday & Sat.

1 Group Men's
Lightweight Polyester
& Cotton

Jackets

Slacks
21/
/2 Price

Sma11.2XL

Off
Sale $ 1 499

'1(//41(//1.

LADIES DEPT.
All Ladies

Dresses

REMEMBER MOTHER'S DAY IS MAN 13TH

Jr., Misses
&
'2
Sizes

.
- 1,3„IL

COATS a SUITS
Regular 72.041 to Ill.00 \ able-

1

..,-,,losS

5•'

1/2

All Children's

•Shoes
Off

,

All Ladies

1 Rack
Ladies Spring

Purses

Sportswear

20%

on

slaclars

Shorts &
Tops

Sizes 7-14 Yrs.

27 thru 7 Yrs.

20%

20%

Off

306 Main St.

%

OFF
Ladies Poly/Cotton
Sizes 10-20 Reg. 7.99
Our

I
j
irb-1.11VA

-:

f
itnil

so

Reg. 14.00

•

.
e N,

4

Knit Shirts

(4,,

$1

& $1 1

Ladies Applique Wrap
,-, •

IL

ikr4".‘

753-2447

Mens Short Sleeve

Jeans

Knit Shirts

$649 (Nur Price $ 1 1 99
DLe
adribesy pS
op
y/e
.—Thow Only $ 1 788
cC
oita
tolrsi:
Ladies Polo

\
•.

.20% On

Off

Genuine LEE RIDER

Price

Jr. Sizes S-M-L
Reg. 15.00-17:00
Our Price

•

.

r

All Girls

Jeans

Reg. 22.99

I*A
ofIf;11.vot

Dresses

Downtown Murray This Friday May 4th
& Saturday May 5th. Open Friday
till 8:00 P.M.
Lermans-Known for better values.
Visa Master Card & Layaway Accepted ,
Ladies Matching Applique
Derby Specials For The Men:

114116

*4444

20% OH

Months Sizes
Thru 14 Yrs.

Murray

Knit Shorts Knit Shirts
S. M. L

.

Ni.

1

Off

It's "Derby Days" at
Lermans

t ••••nsational ..ivring ••••Ivelumt Ite•gul.iri, 23 Iwo h. mi.'

0

Jeans

All Girls

20%

Off

9West Sale
h......• F

20%

3 Off
1/

CHILDREN'S DEPT.
All Boys 8. Girls

Shorts &
Tops

All Ladies

Shoes &
Sandals

Settle-Workman Co.

4

4

Ladies Dress

Off

All Girl's

20%

PRICE

Blouses

20% OH 20%

ENTIRE SPRING STOCK
,as

All Ladies
Short Sleeve

,

10 DAYS ONLY•SALE ENDS MAY 13TH

.Skirts
S. AA, E. Reg. 19.00
Our Price $ 1699

Knit Shirts
with

HORSE Emblem
Red & Navy. Reg. 12.99.,
Now $

1099

To Go With Your Top
Matching Poly/CcFtton

Skirts-Reg. 14.99
Our Price $ 1 2
99

Mens Lined & Unlined

Racing
Jackets,
Reg. 29.99 to 34.99
$2799

Reg. 12.99
Our Price

$099
1.1

Mens & Ladies NIKE
Bruin Leather

•Oxfords
Reg. 39.99
Now

$ 2700_

ois,, •

ANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT STORES

01
••

•

71"":-Ple-7
_•
_
•

•
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•T{C

1,--•••••

•
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for cool, comfortable outside dining
enjoy Samsonite Furniture's
Body-GiovAvith contoured chairs that
fit your body like a glove, and spacious
dining table.
• Strong, welded tubular steel frames
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gard'
__
--Warne finish
• Super-Tuff' slings in a choice 0
decorator colors.

DERBY DAY

-Derl) F1riish bC.\\. N ittitol%
\\'e have this Spring 1984 Relea;e :S25

Samsonite'

BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY

418 Main St.

753-8301

Purdom s Inc.
202 South 5th Street

Friday and
Saturday
Downtown!
"Most Merchants

RENT-TO-OWN

4•111411141.14: 4

txn

NIEN'S DEPT.

Now 25%Off

Sedgefield Jeans

NO CREDITORS CHECKED!

/
1 2_ Price

Cotton Sweater
Lightweight Jackets
ind
Save 25% on Active Groups

First Week's Rent
2 Week Minimum

C•411.L.WILL_LL-

Close°
Wednesda
444-6666
Paducah
529-4311
Carbondale, IL.

204 South 4th
Murray
759-4487

20% OFF SPRING FASHIONS 'VI, ite:i
iY
t

III ItS Vil

TRIM SATrRDAY ONLY

.

• -,
^ ...
.1..„ 4001.
11,,:tioriett ,
GRAHAM Et JACKWIN

CORNAUSTIN'S
DERBY DAY SALt

SUPER* **SAVINGS AT COLORTYME

Plan To Stay.
Open Until
8 p.m. on Friday"

Friday & Saturday Only

753-4872

Rir That
Special Day

POP

25%

Off

Now /
1 3 off
Selected Coordinates. Groups
Great Group of Esprit SportswearI/3- Off
e ected Group of Dresses
1 3--/
_2.0% Off
20% Off

20%

Oft

Embroidery
4Skeins

Floss

_

LADIES DEPT.
All-Summer Sweaters

Ocean Pacific Shirts

for Mother, the Graduate,
Father, or that redecorated
Country Look

• tr

,
:lLi.isu4iuis,„...:•111.4.1.4

rLSU4s.:-

• BOYS DEPT.
Boys:Lightweight- Jackets- -Jimmy Conners Tennis V7car

Cross Stitch a Gift

Now .1/3()ff

Just Arrived...
New Selection of Cross
Stitch Books

ope---rq

'

Michael Jackson jackets
in -Black and Red

lite Wild Raapbevul

.

ti t'

n
\ox.

ivs-fit(iNN.11

On The Court Square

Murray

N.1

753-0859_4

You'll be a sure winner at the
Downtown -Merchants Derby Days!

PEOPLES BANK
'
Arn.
T
"

MURRAY

Cross Your Heart'
18-Hour
Playtex
Sale S69 up
15
$
9
s
'Beg
Made For Me
New
Our
20Wo Off

KY

Member FDIC

Bras
Bra

08°
Sale S1
50
13
33-41 Reg
ln Sizes
Fire Island

Groups
er
Sum
Three

Of

/3 off
1
Sportswear
Off,Summer

20% Se•arates In Both Junior & Missy
Dresses &

Tray of

Twenty
Fashion Two
For

telfornbitr FDIC

When you buy an
i1 regular prittd Bostonian-shoes. iFll.give you-a.pan of
.
Bostonian genuine handsewn Boat Shoes. Absolutely Free An dirt made by this store and•
•
Bostonian for ihmited• nme only, while supplies tin. •
• -If you appreciate'fine craftsatinship—ind outitanding Yilue -- stop by todiy. Well the* sou our complete selection of Bostonians. representing uncompmmistng quality since 1899.

111111N 14/%1N ••114119'INI• 4

N11 It

Yourself Our
For
Check & See Best In Town.
tkeally Are The

al

pr
firs-Co
GPwU—.IIM

506

Makeup
Prices

Open
9:30-5:00
• 4

1
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Summer fuel loading scheduled at Watts
Bar Nuclear Plant; tests going smoothly
CHATTANOOGA,
Preoperationalett
Unit 1 of.the Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant are going
smoothly and fu-e+
loading should begin in
late July or early
August, says a Tennessee Valley Authority
spokesman.

•

_

4

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Earlier. Tv Viao pro. Nuclear Regulatory cond in East Tennessee.
t
jected. &Aline .start for Commission for review, The three-unit Browns
Ferry -plant began-miebm--a--n-f-tre-"°4141-1-1t-gm
Jerrie()
Crawford said that was . It's gone smoother operation near. Athens, Industrial Average ' '
531, .3„;
=2.72 •
J.C. Penney
merely a general target that most such Ala., in late 1973. Se- Air Products
45% • - 14
Johnson & Johnson
373
.
. 1,
preoperational tests...in....SillaYhh--thiclear Plant. Apple Computer
date.
.31% -1%
Itmart
-4„
.said_
he
Past,"
the
the
48-.81S
-Unit I at
which -Like watts Bar Ailietkon'TelephOne
.16% .une
Mary Kay Cosm.
11 34
-1
14
The NRC has inspec- has two Westinghouse Chrysler
billion plant. which waft
2478 -78
Penwalt
3
51
'2
14
nuclear
has
reactors,
and
SprWatts
tors at
Bar
begun in 1972 near
Dupont
51%
Quaker Oats
51% "P1
ing City, is still schedul- will help monitor in- been producing power Ford •
334
36% -1 -Sears
near
since
Chattanooga
various
commercial
of
tests
tegrated
ed to start_
G.A.F.
17'-h -'44_
Stuart Hall•
53.4 uric
operation in February plant systems that are', 1981: The agenc'y is also General Motors
66 -11,4
Texaco
407
. -1g
building
the
two-reactor
July,
through
scheduled
Fuel
1985, he said.
GenCorp, Inc.
35 • + 1,
U.S. Tobacco
..35
34
Bellefonte plant near Goodrich
loading for Unit 2 will the spokesman said.
34
.1/4
Wal-Mart
35 1, unc
Scottsboro._
Ala.
loading,
After fuel
begin •'-somet-im'e in
Goodyear.
271g
+ 1,14
Wendy's •
15 1, unc
1986" with commircial TVA will conduct about __TVA provides power Home Health yty934
14
s
operation about six six months of opera- for about 2.8 million con- Care America
8 - 1,4
C.E.F. Yield
9 71
tonal tests before the sumers in Tennessee
months afterward.
parts
of
and
Kentucky,
Watts Bar is "churn- plant begins producing
Crockett said the comVirginia. North
pany was not aware of ing out 10,000 documents power commercially.
Watts Bar will be Carolina, Georgia,
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
the regulation concern- a week" on all of its
preoperational tests and . TvA's third. operating Alabama and
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
dig the skip box.
sending them to the.. nuclear plant and the se- Mississippi. ,

"This is t-he first unit
at Watts. Bar,. andthe
-first unit- is the One
where you find all the
original problems,"
TVA
power in to m at Joh
manager. said Wednesday. •- And we just
haven't found any -big
problems.",

-
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Virginia
ia company is.

chargra with violaton
•••••••Z
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•
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FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The state Labor
Cabinet has-issued cita-Rens- to a construction
company following the
fall - and apparent
death - of a construe-. _
ion worker last month.
\The _Bristol.-Steal -andIron Works Inc. of
Bristg. Va. has been
char d with failing te
enforce\federal safety
-regulatikma, officials
said. The oltations wCre
issued Tuesday.
Donald Hall, 43. an
ironworker frôn Hurricane, W. Va.. tèi1 April
24 from the Ohio iver
bridge the compan is.
constructing betwe n
Ashland and Coal,
Grove. Ohio: His body"
had not -been found as of
Wednesday.
Labor Secretary John
C. Wells said a citation
of "willful" violation
was based on, Bristol's
failure to require its
employeesZ pse equipment, such as life
jackets, safety belts or
lanyards. Lanyards are
attached to Illelines or
fixed objects.
He said the willful
violation accuse:Bristol of "either knowingly or consciously
disregarding" federal
law. The maximum fine
for vtolation is $1.800.
Wells said.
State_ La bar Cabinet
investigators said Hall
was not- wearing a life
jacket while working
,-over-the water. based-oninterliiews with fellow
workers.
-They go down like a
rock," Wells said of
workers who 3iOn't wear
life jackets while carrying heavy tools.
Michael Salyers, who
directs the state's compliance division of the
federal safety program.
called the citation
very extreme measure,
but this Company hag'
.consciously ignored the
regulations.."
Another charge.
known as a "serious
citation," was issued for
permitting workers to
ride a crane-operated
"skip box" onto the
bridge's superstructure
without being attached
by a safety device. The
violation carries a max
imum fine of $800.
Wells said the Labor
Cabinet discovered
Bristol Steel was issued
"similar citations for
similar circumstances"
in Tennessee, Virginia.
rgtnia -and-Ohio.
'Bristol Steel was cited
in February for not requiring'workers to wear
the life _jackets while
over water. state official% said. The cornpany has appealed that
citation -and a hearing
has been set for,May 14
in Ashland.
The company has 15
days to appeal the
Citations.
Ron Crockett, construction manager and
field safety coordinator
for Bristol Steel. said all
workers were wearing
safety belts and the
company provided
lanyards.
Workers are allowed
to decide .when they
want to "tie off" on
lifelines or fixed objects, Crockett said
. _

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
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RAND OPENING
.STARTS SATURD.A

ThiirmansPatio Sh(
fi p
a Grand Opening. '!Livt
iree refreshments:.
ort
unique ,store. One c
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outdo-or furnitti ire t
And ifs all on;
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Hog Market
Irederal-Stata Market News Service
• Thursday, May 3. 11414

WentoeityPuiviiium Area Hoff Mitinat-'
Report,Inetueles 5 ENO* Stations
*Receipts Act I. UM.1Cit 500 Barrows
;6 Gilts .75 i

higher Sows steadv 1..
blether hill advance On welshes over
500 155
VS I 210.240 Ins
1147 75-40. 25
1'5 2.200210 lb.
11411 75-47 75
ICS 2 ei45211* lbs
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'
2-112515271115K
145 254225
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US 1 2 270 350.1hs
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•
tit I -siaposo lb*
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Grand Opening Special—Wire Chairs.$8.88
Three--Colors- To Choose From
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Utility crew finds alligator in Clark County sewer
WINCHESTER, Ky.
(AF)) — The rolling
pastureland of central
Kentucky is hardly the
place for an alligator to
•
live.
That's what people in
Winchester thought
after workers for the
Winchester Municipal
Utilities Co. found the
three-foot' reptile last
week in a sewer.
But after -a trip to
Frankfort the alligator
has found a home in
Bourbon County, where
horses — and not
alligators — are
common.
The utility's general
manager. Richard
Lewis, said he and other

employees found the
alligator in a swampy
area while looking for
manholes last
Wednesday.
"I saw him sitting
right there . next to
Dick's (Lewis) shoe,
and he just stayed still
for about 10 minutes,"
said one of the workers,
Ray Roland "I thought
it was just a toy. Then
he moved."
A Cincinnati Zoo official, Badino County,
Calif., comminal was 3
to 4 years old but could
not have surviveti three
winters in Kentucky.
Wakeman said
alligators can live- in
temperatures as low as

the 30s, "but not much
lower than that.".
The alligator was kept
in a barrel with water
and iqter turned over to
the Clark County
Animal Shelter. There it
spent a night in a
bathtub with a fence
gate laid over the top to
keep it from escaping.
Wildlife officials then
moved,the alligator to
the state game farm
where officials found a
home for it Friday.
Jim Ginter, a factory
worker who lives in
Paris, is keeping the
animal. He said he has
state and federal permits to keep exotic and
endangered species

such as the American
alligator from
Winchester.
Ginter. who keeps
about 45 animals as a
hobby, said Wednesday
the alligator had a
wound inside its mouth,
possibly from when it
had been caught by someone fishing in
Florida.
"It hadn't been living
in the sewer system
very long," Ginter said.
He said the animal was
being kept in a heated
tank inside his garage.
and was in -pretty good
health."
Blanche Ross, who
cared for the animal at
the Clark County

Animal Shelter, said she *"It's going to seem
got -used to the reptite,
strange not peeking in
"I'm going to miss the there to see how he's
little fellow." she said. ' doing.•'
11r.ut.ritig qui...lim1.from praili(iary.
prilnokr..
NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — What would you
do if a tall guy in a blue
suit seized you by the
nose and said, "Hello,
I'm Ray Donovan,
secretary of Labor, can
we count on your
support?"
Well, since his lob is
pulling a tourist buggy,
Padre the horse has
seen all kinds. He
reacted to the tweak
from the secretary with

%ituation%
a casual blink and a
twitch of an ear sticking
out of openings cut in a
construction worker's
hardhat.
"Look at him, he's got
a hard hat on, he's one
of us," said Donovan
who, along-with Energy
Secretary Donkid
Hodel, was in town to do
some early campaigning for his boss; President Reagan.
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MURRAY WHOLESALE
OUTLET_
,
.

Branch House of Clothes & Shoes
North Hwy. 641
Olympic Plaza

New Shipment Ladies,
• Summer Blouses
•
$9.90
Ladies Seafarer Pants. . . . $7.90
Dusters
Only $5.00
Ladies Jeans —
Lee, Chic, Gloria Vanderbilt, Calvin Klein,
By George, Dee Cee

From $9.90 up
Bathing SuitsMarked Down /
1
2 Price
Jersey's & Pullover Shirts
Michel Jackson & Others. . $6.90
Shoes For Men
Bostonian
$44.95
'$37.95
Men's Dingo Boots
Leather Belts . . . ...... 1/2 Price
Personalized
Free
Ask About Our Alterations

4.

Register For Free Meadowcraft Table And 2 Chairs To
Be Given Away Sat. At 5 PM.

•

an Furniture

qp is Celebrating by having
iLive remote from WSJP,
om-e visit Murray's most
01 the largest selections of
tre that you will find.
SALE for this event.
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RNITURE
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CINCINNATI (AP I —
The new ' head Of 'the
Delta Queen Steamboat
Co..says the firm Is in
:
terested in adding a
third excursion boat to
accommodate Income passEngers.
"We have all sorts of
options regarding a
third boat," Franklin
Fried said this week. He
assumed control on Friday of the last remaining company to operate
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Third steamboat may join Delta Queen firm

•
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overnight passenger
boats on inland waters
In the United States.
The Delta Queen is
scheduled to race the
Belle of Louisville today
as a traditional part of
the KentUcky Derby
Festival_
Frited said many people can't afford to ride,
under regular circumstances, on either
the Delta Queen or the
Mississippi Queen

because the average
price ip $200 per day per
person.

mained fixed by costs Fried and Zell replaced We're not just going to
and union wages.
'Stanley S. Thune as pass through and be
"So the most we can head of the company.
scenery. We want to be
do is give you a ongeAnFried said he plans 10_ the maktallriwtion."
"There's a realizationa-lifetime experience," expand and wants to
here that our cruises are
The company is bankhe said.
strengthen the comSo,
in
expensive.
very
bigger profits. It
ing_on
The company was pany's presence in New
regard to other vessels,
sells itself as a blend of
bought
by
Coca-Cola
Orleans, site of th.-ir
the way to increase
historic facts and
Bottling Co. in 1976. It year's World's Fair.
market penetration is to
folklore in the final
was
spun
off
as
a
public
"It's no secret we'd
be more price comyears of the 20th
company in 1980.
like to buy a French
petitive," Fried said.
century.
Samuel Zell, a Quarter hotel," he said.
The Chicago ex- Chicago associate of "I want us to become
"We're really a uniecutive said prices on Fried, became a major visible in the com- que company with a unithe two present boats re- investor. Last week, munities we serve. que product," he said.

Infant girl, 11 months, dies after crawling on highway
it" 22

10"

Adtusiabie lounger woh zinc-plated steel tuip.ng frame,double tubing in seal
s,de bars PVC lub.ng

srrops dou1s4 Neat-seoled hie added strength

Murray Supply Co.
208 East Main
753-3361

Mrs. Petitt faces a

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantifies

Boy, Do
We Have
Bargains

We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps

since early April when
they left Georgia with a
neighbor.
But on Wednesday he
received a call from his
wife, Kathy Petitt, 25,
who. was jailed in
Rockcastle County on
$10,000 bond in connection with the 11-month-

MOUNT VERNON,
Ky. (AP) — When he
heard that his infant
daughter was killed
while crawling across
U.S. 25, Vaughn Petitt
"just figured it Couldn't
be true."
Petitt, 65, of College
Park, Ga.,, said he
hadn't heard from his
wife qr two children

(i•:;0)

Muhi-Position Lounger

charge of second-degree
manslaughter following
Kathryn Roberta
Petitt's death. The baby
died of head injuries
after being struck by a
car, Rockcastle County
Coroner Billy Dowell
said.
The driver, BillyNash
Atourit Vernon, said
he thought the object in

the road at 5:35 a.m. baby was left in a ditch
Wednesday was a box. about 25 feet from the
and he tried to straddle road, which stretches
it with his vehicle, said near ramps from U.S. 25
Trooper Gilbert Acciar- -to Interstate 75.
do of the Kentucky State
An arrest warrant
Police.
signed by a state police
"Who would expect a detective, Glen Dalton,
baby to be crawling in said Mrs. Petitt had left
the,rnadwa.y?" Acciar. the baby-there for about
do said.
10 to 20 minutes to
The trooper said the return to a motel and br-

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!
BOTH WITH '30" ORDER
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come Into Owen's
and be thanktu$ its

GREEN BEANS .49°

17

Del Monte Bartlett

Del Monte

5 ct.

59°
99°

Prices Good Thru
5-9-84

6 Del Monte Blue Lake
- Cut 16 oz. No Salt

oz. 79
GREEN
79°
590 JUICE

BEANS .49°

Del Monte Pineapple

SPINACH

TOMATO
SAUCE

46oz. $129

Del Monte Pineapple Grapefruit

99°
PEACHES...is oz. 79°
PINEAPPLE75% oz 59°
49° COCKTAIL..
79°
DRINK

Del Monte W.K.

CORN ... 17 o

46 oz.

Del Monte Lite SLiced

Del Monte Sweet

PEAS

BAGS

Limit 2
With $ 15 00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
And Toba$.:cti Products

Del Monte Blue Lake Cut 16

MIX FRUIT

12 oz.

Glad Lawn & Leaf

DEL MONTE SALE
Del Monte Lite 16 oz

15 oz 3/$ 1

Dawn Dishwashing

With S 75.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Dairy
Ana Tot,,,,-, o Prodocts

PEARS

15 oz. 3/$ 1

BEANS . .

Limit 2 Doz.

COCKTAIL

,

89°

Shields Great Northern

Del Monte Fruit

T c,.-1..‘, ,_ -7!-.:$., ,-:-,-,,, rr.,,,te

46 oz.

Shield's Pork &

69!

-7_1 had
,
of cows,
:
peas or cal
shed tnem through a
about it $ me f f.ST commercialk, Diepared
-d on the market And they real

Open Till 8
Fri. and Sat.
Night

Hawaaian Red

EGGS
s

Dowell said the
woman told authorities
she had left the baby
because the child had
become too heavy to
carry. She said she was
returning to the
highway -to-- fetch- the
baby when the child.was
hit.

COW-3011%11.9
NNoococil
BONUS SPECIAL
WITH '15" ORDER

Then

ing her companion.

Lucky Leaf 16 or

APPLESAUCE

Del Monte Ch., Cr., Sli.

/ 7 oz.

Del Monte French Style
16 oz. No Salt

GREEN BEANS

Del Monte Lite Fruit

Joy Dishwashing

7 7 oz.

LIQUID 32 oz.

spue
Pillsbury All Flavors

USDA Grade A
Whole

Field's

CHICKEN

WIENERS

U.S. Choice
Sirloin Tip

FIGURINES /

59
lima

3

MUSSehlti111 s

3,'

Fashion

APPLE JUICE

Boneless S1 99 lb

10111111,0411101111k.
,
""`
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P

Owen's Best

Fields 1 Li)

BOLOGNA
BACON
$329
CHICKEN
BAKED HAM
$2'
RUMP ROAST
GROUND ROUND $ 1 99
f:2_0
SIRLOIN
Field's 1 Lb. Vac Pack

Owen's Best BBQ

Field's Finest

Ii)

11 S Choice Boneless liolled

Owen's Best Baked Turkey Breast
or Smoked

U .S Choice EAtta Lean

11

S Choice Boneless Top

i
F ntitUCE 39°&49°
$359
25°
CABBAGE
25°
-$189 ONIONS
79°
BROCCOLI
$359

New Crop Green

Vew Crop Yellow

California Lq 14 Size

Bum

„tomb° Snow White 9 Size

CAULIFLOWER
-S -

$ 1 29

Golden

BANANA
R T
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Hotel cancels plans for `Frontier Frolic'

•

AKRON,Ohio(AP) —
Cheers went up in a
church at the announcement that the Cascade
Holiday Inn canc.elled a
"Frontier Frolic" swingers' weekend for
readers of a sexually explicit magazine even
though the hotel expects
to be sued over the
contract.
"I think we are probably going to be subject to litigation, but we
feel it's the right decision and we are
prepared to suffer the
consequences," said
Tom Knoll, attorney for
Motel Management
Inc., which manages the
downtown hotel.
Earlier Wednesday,

Summit County Common Pleas Judge Evan
Reed had turned down
the county's request to
block the convention. At
the same time,
however, he banned
nudity and sexual activity the hotel's public
areas, such as lobbies
and elevators.
Hotel officials decided
then the contrith
Magcowwpusher of
Ohio'Connection
magazine, because they
felt the ruling lefm with
a222fair burden of
monitoring sexual activity, Knoll said.
Knoll announced the
cancellation at Mount
Olive Baptist Church,
where people had

gathered to consider
protesting the convention scheduled for this
weekend. Cheers arose
from the crowd.
Rose White, a
deaconess at the
church, said members
who had planned to protest would instead
patronize the hotel's
restaurant and other
facilities Saturday.
"We want to tell (the
hotel) that we love
them, and want to thank

19014
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Check the Shopper out

them for not allowing testimony before Reed
Satan to take over our on the county's request
for a temporary
city," she said.
. The entire _292-room restraining order.
Michael Gallucci Jr.,
hotel had been reserved
for the convention; a Motel Management ofadvertised as "Paradise ficial, said the convenWeekend's Frontier tion's nature was not
Froliit offered "orgy completely- understood
rooms, X-rated video, when the contract was
totally enclosed swing signed in November.
"We knew the group,
areas."
About 200 couples had but we were not fully inregistered at fees bet- formed of the kind of acween $235 and $245 per tivities that would take
couple, according to place,- he said.

.
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MOTHER'S DAY
SPECIALS

Students falling
behind in math
CHAMPAIGN, Ill.
(AP) — Most seniors in
American high schools
are poorer at math than
students in the same
grade in other- coun&les, says the chairman
of the International
Mathematics
Committee.
"At the 12th grade,
our brightest kids are
performing a little
above the international
average, but the majority are considerably
_ below the average in
terms of achievement,"
said Professor Kenneth
Travers of-the University of Illinois. ,
He said at the eighthgrade level, U.S.
students were achieving
"about what average
kids are in other
countries."
The university conducted the U.S. portion
of the Second International Maithematics

Ttit 1{%1)-11.

Ladies Dress and 'Casual
Name Brand Shoes
FLIPPENS SPRING FRE6H VALUES!
Carrots
Lettuce 45°Head
35C1b. bag
Or 2For 80e
2/60°

Study. Preliminary
results were released
Wednesday in San
Francisco.

•Connie •Naturalizer •Hushpuppies
•Candies •Footworks and more

'9,95

Cucumbers Cauliflower
large head small head
4p
$ 1 29

100

"The study shows that
we've accomplished a
lot in school math over
the last 20 years with the
curriculum reform
movement of the '60s
and all of that, but
there's a heck of a lot
more to do," Travers
said. "And if we look at
the U.S. curriculum in
light of what other countries are doing, we'd
have to say it's a good
curriculum but it could
be made much better."
Travers said there
was "enormous variation across the United
States in how much
math is taught and how
much is learned," so the
good students balance
the poorer ones and the
U.S. appears average in
math education.

Green Bell
Peppers

79°

•Pony •Kangaroo •Conyerse

At Our Usual Low Price
And For The Working Mom...
NAS With Arai Support

1

Yellow Corn
While
4/$ 00
Supplia

Fresh Green Beans
While
Supplies
Last
Green Onions

Ladies Leather Tennis Shoes

25°Bunch

23.95 •
Factory Discount
Shoes

29°Ib

•

FRESH FLIPPEN FRUITS FOR
SPRING
Fresh Ripe
Fresh Pineapple
Strawberries

99°Each

75°Pint

(WE HAVE ALL YOUR FAVORITE WATKINS
Bedding Plants

Household

69°& Up

Plants

(Similar To SAS)

-

Yellow Onions
White Onions,

PRODUCTS

$

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
16th and Main

'1 25& Up

Sun. 1-6
753-9419

CITII INF

Master C n rd

High-Efficiency Speaker System
Minimus'-50 by Realistic

,

$4995
Each

Olympic Plaza

,Murray
Dual-Display Digital Alarm Clock

Digital-Synthesized Receiver

cronta •

Bv

STA '12 by Real stic
--

Reg. 89.95 Each
6./2" long-throw woofer and
2" liquid-cooled, wide-dispersion tweeter positioned for
proper time relationship—
you hear exceptionally accurate and more "open"
midrange. Molded enclosure
with metal grille. 153/. x
87/8 x 9". #40-2044

$2 11995 Reg.

Advanced features in a compact size—only 3" high 12station programmable memory with one-touch recall, digital frequency display, feather-touch tuning controls 30 Hz
'c
,,,1.2
3u1"LuttOn reduces power-robbing subsonic disortion

a--MOM

ightweight AM/FM Stereo Headset
STEREO-MATE" by Ta,cly

Desktop Cassette Tape Recorder
$21 88

CTR-51 by Realistic'

$4788

'199
'
Reg 34 95
See the present time and ala,m time simultaneously' Easy
to-read 09" LED clock display and 0 3" alarm display
snooze control and 24-hour alarm Battery Backup powers
clock iyvithout ctisplai and alarm in case of AC failure Battery Sentinel' warns of weak or missing battery Kilo brightness switch 4/i" high 063-777

Wireless 2-Station FM Intercom

2 For 1
60-Minutes
- Reg. 1.99 Each

Reg. 39.95
Listen to your favorite stations white you exercise
walk or work Features sidemounted rotary volume.
Adlus
balance and tuning controls
AA
.
:7
.
7:X slide-switch
Adjustable headband builtin antenna #12-11313

90-Minutes
Reg. 2.79 Each

Special-formula oxide assures high output and wide
frequency response Ideal for music Or voice Precision
housing cuts wow/flutter With hinged storage case
044-602/603

Reg. 69.95
Cue/Review • Switchable Auto-Level • Auto-Stop
Low-profile design—great sound! Record "live" with
built-in
electret mike Auto-Level, record-level/battery meter. pause
and tone controls, tape counter. AC/battery operation.
1/14-8t3

$3995

Mini AM/FM Stereo Cassette Music System

I-

Reg 69 95

Clarinette'-66 by Realistic
,Csea.l

1..00.

13a,

e•eCn•Cal

nose
.74"

Ana

e,
cr.

nan4s
nle -'er

Sensational Portable Computer
Reg. 149.95
• Cassette Pause Control
And Tape Counter
• Bass and Treble Controls
• Twin Built-in Speakers

K ModeLlCiu

TRS-80* Model 100 by Radio Shac

$99

Small size, small price, big value'

Kids love its stylish "stack" design Record oft-the-air ot
41,
With optional mikes LED power-on
and FM stereo indicators. Simulated wood grain finish on top and
sides..#13-1214

ONLY'
NONE SENT I
BY MAIL
ow polkortili
apt re pews
COS/ lt.
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4
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- SO small it'll fit in your in-basket! And because it works on

batteries, you can take it wherever you go. With easy-to-read
eight-line by 40-character LCD, built-in executive management software, and internal direct-connect modern with autodialer. 4-26-3801 Batteries extra
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Miliray Ledger & Times

Racer netters accept NIT bid, Montgomery honored by OVC

-

Like

a

pired, Murray State tenBennie

coach

nis

up

given

Champions of the Ohio
Valley Conference for a

from

the

waiting

for

call

season-extending
the

a

record fifth consecutive

in-

National

given the okay by MSU
‘Athletic

nament

sponsored

by

Director

Johnny Reagan to accept the NIT bid.
With pleasure Purcell'

vitational Tennis Tour-

accepted

his

them

prestigious

t selection committee ) a

tournament

-I

had

deadline

given
on

team's

Maryland,

national

sas,

them

I

told

Wisconsin

Wednesday

was

undecided.

the deadline and when I

Montgomery's singles
record this year is 33-8
and while teamed with
doubles partner Barry
Thomas, the duo won 28
of 30 matches at the
Montgomery .won the No.1 slot.

Illinois, Kentucky. Kan-

-had-443--kheut the----Fourteen'
of the 16
bid because with finals team invitations have
coming up next week
been accepted already
our,players.had to make. with _ Virginia and
arrangements.

West

Virginia, Florida State,

,

we

when

• •
Hobby Montgomery, a
junior on the Racer tennis team, has been
honored as the OVC Spring Sports Athlete of the
Week.

Louisiana,

Southwest

third straight bid to the

State Farm Mutual.

Arkansas-Little

Rock,

State,

Weber

Fresno

State

and

California-Long Beach.
The tourney will run

still

May

10-13 at

Monroe,

The teams, besides
MSU--- which have ac-

just given -up all hope,"

cepted,

said Purcell.

Northeast

include

•

No.1 singles and shared

La.

didn't hear anything I'd

last.weekend
and recorded his 101st "
career victory during
the,,tournament.
The Henderson, Ky.,
native has won six OVC
tournament championships during his threeyear tenure at MSU,
winning three singles
and three doubles titles
- the most ever by a
Rater netter.
pionships

time, the Racers were

In this case. Purcell

-from

the OVC tennis cham-

back in business.

tiff-

governor.
was

came

call

the

on

call

saving

the

through today. late as it
was, and the Racers are

already

had

Purcell

But

row

death

prisoner with time ex-

the No.1 doubles title at

•

•

Runner William Jor-

dan of the Murray State
track team has been invited to the prestigious
Jesse Owens Invitational meet held at Ohio
State in Columbus this
Sunday.
Jordan, last year's
winner in the Ohio
Valley Conference 1,000
yard run and the 1983
cross country Athlete of
the Year, will represent
MSU in the weekend
meet along with former
MSU All-American high
jumper Ernie
Patterson.
Jordan will run the 800
meter event while Patterson, performing
unattached, will try to
break his 7-foot-2 record
in the high jump.

Post positions listed

host

Louisiana.

Maximum field named for Kentucky Derby
•

a

c.4
,-

'LOUISVILLE,

u...t uti alKaiip That GtSM GM Meet
SI:VICE PAINS
WM Gamine GM Perts.

(AP) -

A

Ky.

maximum

field of 20 was entered
today in the Kentucky
.Derby and millionaire
filly

Althea 'and

* tt:' -

1

The Lukas entry was
listed as the 5-2 favorite,

Althea:-

2,

Raja's

with Swale, the Florida
Derby

Magic, were installed as
the early line favorite

Fali Time; 8, Bedouin;
9, Rexson's Hope; 10,

for Saturday's richest-

Taylor's

Special;

11,

Silent King; 12, Vanlandingham ;

13,

Secret

earner in the field, drew

Prince;

the No. 1 post position

Threshold;

and Life's Magic, also a

16, Majestic Shore; 17,
Biloxi Indian; 18, Pine
Circle; 19, .Coax Me

got

fillies

No. 5.

are

Both

trained

14,

At

15,

The

Swale;

Wayne Lukas, who has Chad; 20, Gate Dancer.
the first filly entry in
Vanlandingham and

641 S. Murray

Taylor's Special at 7-2.
Taylor's Special won the
Louisiana Derby and
the Blue Grass.
If all go in the 110th
Derby at Churchill
Downs, the gross purse
will be, $712.400 with
$537,400 awarded to the
winner.
The

previous

high

CARACAS, doval as Boxer of the
Month after his victory
- The

Venezuela, (AP

World Boxing Association

61d S. ith St.
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.

•

winner, the second choice at 3-1 and

Boxer SandoN al honored

Pipes 8.
Accessories'
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe

DWAIN TAYLOR
E-HEVIR a LET

trained entry.

Magic; 6, Fight Over; 7,

filly,

$9877.

753-2617

1,

McGaughey -

Ltfe's

Althea, the top money

1983 Ford 4x4
Sharp

Shug

Shark; 3, Bear Hunt; 4,
Vague; 5, Life's

her

ever Derby.

•

Pine Circle will run as a

The complete field, in
post position order, is:

So

stablemate,

,,..4 .
i,,,z....
V4 -'
•t - -.--

Derby history.

named

ban-

tamweight Richard San-

over

world champion
Jeff Chandler in a 15thround knockout.

17 SotoShack
Your Discount Parts Supe,rmart

One-Year
ViiiWarrant

"G.

Foreign or Domestic
Brake Shoes/Pads
Prices per axle set. Shoes with exchange.
Excludes semi-metallic pads.

51411°
SE
/

3.99
6.99.

22.99
Distributors

MIK

Spark Plug Wires
N Black #3000 series for cars
without •lectronic ignition

Exceptional starting power at an Auto
Shack price Price with exchange.

cyl

Valve Covers
Chrome planed steel covers by Money Of
Irir Goebel tor ...block Ford and Chevy

By Actron Ammeter. test5,
tempereture end oil prima. e0301

Compressor

S
err

B

19.95

r

1151131,11

69.95
Saw Reef
NOTIMI

Fits 5111" neck

$5
Expausslese
Valves

.99
liftvilisi
Ak Cesalitiesser
Fine
GOO Mode. !TLC,
Fins

IS
Single latch removable glees
Black anodoned Iran.

CUSTOMIZE AND SAVE

most

For moor do...1w cars
and Might truces Get
a.
,cond1t.oner 1.rt

KI

$2 OFF

'VW

shorn

.97

Raley Curb
Renew Kit

Frees
Guy now and ewe '4 o.

cerbundere arigind perilonnance

A 01101 to property rebudd
your c arburetor

Woe arn

79.99
OERI reenacemente tov
moat lovely and
domestic cars Do 11
yourself and ewe

Evaporator
Ceres

18.99
(3=133

Ilemanideclunett
low tient GM can
Pilot or. oserogo

KEEP YOUR CAR COOL

21 pc. Socket Set
See. Or and

drbe in metric or SAE

SAVE 10-50°0

it•ft
-7
,4;000.*--

•

Auto Shack's price 37 loos ISO mad.
rebate $enna in Ie. Mari IS minutes
IT IS, IT 14, 07 17

Costrel
10W40 or
20W50
!epee

.93

•

Ad prices n-

:or special orders Arl prices good Otru Sunday May 6 1984 We reserve the rigM to limit quantities Mastercard and Visa accrieed

OPEN 8 AM-9 PM MON.-SAT.

1 PM-6 PM SUN.

South 12th Street, Southside Center

'

SCOREBOARD
The Prolel,ofmal loath

.Stant

753-8971

'1
ba
its
dr
ag.
ne
ho
he4
p.n
tra

Wit

Sur

AM,

/

32.95.

Eilelbreck
Ak Geseer
14- Pro-Fie an do.. 3

SPRING AWARD - Bobby Montgomery, Murray State tennis player, was honored as the Ohio
Valley Conference Spring Athlete of the Week for
his performances in the OVC tennis tournament
File photo by Jim Rector
last weekend.

AUTO
LAUNDRY

One-Year
Warr-

P.rnanutaciumd toe roc. GM
modate Piles re. exchange
OA.

61

60

THOUSANDS OF PARTS TO SAVE YOU MONEY

79.95

'I was thinking Derby
all the way with her,':
Lukas said., "It was
devastating."
Landaluce. had been
unbeaten in five starts
and died in November
1982.
Only 32 fillies have
run in the 109 previous
Derbies and only two
have won - Regret as
the favorite in 1915 and
Genuine Risk in. 1980.
The last filly to go in the
Derby was- Cupecoy's
Joy, the 10th-place
finisher in 1982.

MAINTENANCE
FREE

38.88
60 Month Battery

4 /• cyl.

Remanutacturecl for most domestic cars
Price with exchange

earned a record
$428,850. The boost in entry and starting fees
from $5,000 to $10,Q00
each accounted for the
new highs.
Lukas thought he had
a Derby contender with
Landaluce, the 1982
2-year-old filly champion. But she died of a
rare disease.
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Cry

One-Year
Warrant
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purse was $550,100 in
1982 when Gato del Sol

Open Mon. thru Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Open Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

Bul
wit
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nin
My
x-pc
last
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Basketball

Major League Baseball

wit
bac

sal(
NBA Playoff(liana:
Conference Semifinals
(Best of Seven)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston vs. New York
Sunday, April 29
Boston 110. New York 92
Wednesday. May 2
Boston 116, New York 102. Boston
leads series 2-0
Friday. May4
Boston at New York
Sunday. May 6
Boston at New York
Wednesday,,May 9
New York at Boston
Friday. May 11
Boston at New York. TBA, If
necessary
lilfay-Tr
New York at Boston
Milwaukee vs. New Jersey
Sunday, April 29
'New Jersey 106. Milwaukee 100
Tuesday. May 1
Milwaukee 98. New Jersey 94.
aeries tied 1-1
Thursday. May 3
Milwaukee at New Jersey
Saturday. May 5
Milwaukee at New Jersey
Tuesday7May 8
New Jersey at Milwaukee
Thursday. May 10
Milwaukee at New Jersey. TBA.
if necessary
Sundry. May 13
New Jersey at Milwaukee
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Los Angeles vs. Dallas
Saturday. April 28
Los Angeles 134. Dallas 91
.
Turfaley, May 1
Los Angeles 117. Dallas 101: Los
Angeles leads series 2-0
Friday. May 4
Los Angeles at Dallas
Sunday. May6
Los Angeles at-Dallas
Tuesday. May 11
Dallas at Los Angeles
Mirada,.May 1.0
Los Angeles at Dallas. TBA. if
necessary
Saturday. May 12
Dallas at Los Angeles
. Utah vs Phoenix
Sunday. April 29
Utah 103. Phoenix 96
Wednesday, May 2'
Phoenix 102. Utah 97. series tied
1-I
Friday. they 4
Utah at Phoenix
Sunda,. May6
Utah at Phoenix
Tuesday. May B
Phoenix at Utah,len
Thursday. May 10
Utah at Phoenix. TBA if
necessary
Saturday! May 12
Phoenix at Utah

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pd.
68
Detroit
864 19
3
Toronto
600 542
15 10
Cleveland
524 74
11 10
'Baltimore
-11 14
440 94
Milwaukee
429 91
9 12
,
Boston
417 10
10 14
New York
8 15
348 ill•
WEST DIVISION
Oakland
577 15 11
California
571 16 12
13 12 .320 ,
Seattle
12 14
Minnesota
462 3
Kansas City
450 3
9 11
Chicago
435 34
10 13
Texas
360 510
9 16
Wednesday's Games
---Crevetencr-tr, -Baltimore1-1ginnIngii Boston 5. Detroit 4
Toronto 7. Texas 6
Chicago 3. New Yoek 0
Oakland 7. California 6
Minnesota 8. Seattle 6 • "
Kansas City at Milwaukee, ppd.
rain
Thursday's Games
Boston I 0)eda 1-21 at Detroit
Morris 5-0 i
Kansas City (Cubicle 0-2) at
Milwaukee ICaIdwell 4-11
Minnesota I Smithson 3.21 at Seattle I Langston 1-2). I n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Detroit at Cleveland. in(
Kama's City at Toronto, in )
Chicago at Boston, In

New York at Milwaukee. In,
Baltimore at'Texas. Inc
Oakland at Minnesota. in I
California at Seattle. Inc
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pc-t GB
New York
14
8 .8343 Chicago
12 10
545 2
Philadelphia 12 10
545 2
Montreal
13 11
542 2
St. Louis
13 12
520 211
Pittsburgh
7 15
318
7
WEST-DIVISION
Los Angeles
18
9
667 San Diego
16
L.
8
667
Cincinnati
12 13
480 5
Atlanta
9 13
400
64
Houston
8 16
333
Sant? Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 4. Los Angeles 3
St. Louis 3. Pittsburgh I
Cincinnati 3. Houston 2
Montreal 3. Philadelphia 2
New York 4. Chicago 3
- San Diego at Atlanta.ppd., rain
Thursday's Gaines •
Houston"(Knepper 2-31 at Cincin
nett (Price 2.1)
San Diego (Lollar 2-2 , at Atlanta
(Falcone 1.31. in.)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gaines
San Diego Al Chicago. in
Atlanta at Montreal. In)
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, in I
Houston at New York. in
Cincinnati at Philadelphia. Ini
San Francisco at St Louis. in)

Hockey Playoffs
National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Conforms Championships
asstd.-Seven
Baba Caelereadi
_
Tuesday. April 24
Montreal 3, N Y Islanderse
Thursday, April 24
Montreal 4. N.Y .- Islanders 2
Saturds. April 28
N Y IsiandeffS. Montreal 2
Tuesday, May 1
N Y Islanders S. Montreal 1.
aeries tied 2.2
, Thursday, May 3
N.Y Islanders at Montreal
Saturday. May 5
Montreal at N.Y Islanders
Tuesday. May11 .
N Y• Islanders at Montreal
Cangsbeltenterersot
• Tumidity. Aprfl 24
Edmonton 7, Minnesota.'
Thursday. Aprit26
Edmonton & Minnesota 3
Saturday. April 28
.

Edmonton 8, Minnesota 5
Tuesday, May 1
Edmonton 3. Minnesota I Eli
monton wins series 4-0
CaPFAIM- ',rhumba, PAW 10 .
Edmonton at New York-Montreal
winner. TBA
Saturday. May 12 or Sunday. May 13
Edmonton at Nevr York-Montreal
winner, TBA
Tuesday, May 15
New York-Montreal winner al
Edmonton, TBA
Thursday. May 17
New York-Montreal u inner a(
Edmonton. TBA
Saturday, May 19 or Sunday. May 2o,
New York-Montreal winner at
Edmonton, If necessary
•Tuseday,klay-22
Edmonton at New York Montreal
winner, if necessary
Thursday. MI/ 24
•
'Edmonton at New York Montreal
winner. if necessary
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Girls High School ,Softball
First District Tournament

PASADENA, Calif.
(AP) — Defending
C hampion
Czecholgovakia, the
Soviet Union,

R ussia
is USA

HEATH

1111 1041%1. NI AI 3. .1RhI

1'

—•

'

1:i• A

Yugoslavia, and East Wpanesday, with firstIt will mark the first
Germany were made round pairings -featur- time FIFA competitio
n
the top seeds in the ing a. Soviet Union- is held in the
United
16-team Summer'Olym- Uni-ted States - States.
pic soccer competition showdown.
-

•

•

LUNCH?

Monday, 3":30 p.m.

Looking rer Something
Deliciotisly Different?
Why Not Try Granny's
Lighter Meals For
The Spring Time?

REIDLAND
Wednesday, 3:30 p.m.

LYON CO.

J

•Vegetable Sandwich
•Chicken Salad
•Salads &.Soups
'Raw Vegetable Platter .
*Tuna Salad

Monday, 5:30 p.m.

BALLARD
Championship
Thursday, 4:30 p.m.

MARSHALL

Now,manage sales,
inventory & customers with
YOUrntost-important data —budgets,inventory, account- .
ing, and customer lists — can he entered, manipulated and
retrieved quickly with InfoStar. This new Data Base ,
Management System (DBMS)from MicroPro" requires no
progranlinfrig, just English!InfoStar is faster than other
DBMS's and offers you:
•IS Quick and easy cuskirti
See us today for-a demondata entry and manipustration of InfoStar and
lation
other MicroPro programs.
IN Both Quick-and Custom
Report Generators. _

Tuesday, 3:30 p.m.

LUNCH SERVED 11-2
LONE OAK

ann
610371m-

Wednesday, 530 p.
mi

LIVINGSTON

:j.

•

)

'
at Murray city-county
parks, Field No.2
Admission: $1

•English menus and Help
screens.

sr I. i;;IT

Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.

MURRAY

_

i, •

Closed Mon.
Sun 1 1 3

TIMM=
COMPliTSP SIDMAN MIMS
neuainsaraus
(512) 753-7733

•WordStar" special print
features.

Tues.-Thurs
11-9
Fri.-Sat.
1 1 -10

Murray

TM

INFOSTA

Look For These And
Other Daily Specials—

(Winner and rusmerup adsant •• to
regional tour....

•

Suits le

Olympic Plaza

Murray. Ky. 42...71.

Kentucky

•

'Breds set for OVC playoff drive
The Murray State
baseball team continues
its OVC tournament
drive this weekend
against Middle Tennessee State. The 'Breds
host MTSU in -a doubleheader Saturday at 1
p.m. (CDT) and then
travel to Murfreesboro,
Tenn.. for a single game
with the Blue Raiders on
Sunday..
Murray State currently stands 15-12-1 overall
and 5-4 in the OVC after
downing Middle Tennessee State 8-6 last
Thursday in Murfreesboro. Sophomore
third baseman David
Butts sparked the win
with a two-run double in
the top of the seventh inning. A native of Cadiz,
Ky., Butts has now
rpcorded 15 RBI's in his
last three games.
"I was really pleased
with the way we fought
back against Middle,"
said Murray State head
coach Johnny Reagan.
"They had us down
twice in the game, but
we hung in there and
kept batting.
"I thought that David
(Butts) had a big game,
but Rob McDonald and

Jay Connell provided
key singles in the
seventh right in front of
him. If they hadn't gotten on base, Butts' double wouldn't have meant
anything."
Thursday's victory
gave Murray State a one
game lead over the Blue
Raiders for _second
place in the Southern
Division of -the OW: ifthe 'Breds win two of
their next three games
with MTSU, they will
clinch a spot in the postseason conference
tournament.
If both teams finish
with identical 6-6 league'
marks, the final tournament berth will be
determined by a flip of
the coin. •
Should the 'Breds
qualify for the OVC
tournament, they will
begin post-season play
on May 14 with the
tourney continuing
through May 16. The site
will be the home field Of
the winner of the OVC
Southern Division.
Murray State still has
a chance to host the
tournament. If the
'Breds win all three of

their games against
Middle Tennessee State
and Austin Peay loses
its final game with Tennessee Tech, MSU
would finish first in the
Southern Division with
an 8-4 record while the
Governors would -drop
to second place at 7-5.

ROY 0S
506 N. 12th Murray, Ky.

Byron's

' DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza

Safe — T — Discount Pharmacy
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Behind Big John's

753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

VISA'

COUPON

Anything In The Store

DOKDRII

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protec, (ion arid sti vitt.(- Catt.us
today.

LAXATIVE WITH STOOL SOFTENER

• requires no prescription

PURDOM
THURMAN
AND
McNUTT

recommended by
physicians and pharmao4sts
• gentle, economical
• dependable overnight relief

Dan McNutt
Southside
Court Sq.

30's

ABSORBINE Jr.

1-7State

753-4451

for sore aching
muscles.

Auto
M Insurance
Companies

—•
Sore *dot
Nodes
illete's Wit
%MO

INSULATED PROTECTION
' AGAINST
SNAPI.661
- C"
HEAT, COLD
AND RAIN!
-,•---.0rINSUL-FOA

What keeps you more comfortable
'surrimer-anTivilifeT, helps save energy.,
protects against leaks, ends roof-coating,
and helps save you money on utility bills?
It's the UNIFLEX IITM Insulated Aluminum
Mobile Home Roof System, now at Sears!
UNIFLEX IlTm ircustom-installed over your
present roof by Sears Authorized Installers.
InCrease our home's value. comfort. and
'ThellUtii. all-056r neareit Sears stOre now ,
for a free estimate. -

•-•

'MP

Stops
Sunburn Pain Fast!

Mobile Home Roofovers

—

504 OFF

Foille®

ears
MT"INSULATION

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE

'249

You work
hard.
You ache.
Get
Absorbine Jr.

'1 m

I

40z.

Receive two prints for ths pries of one

This coupon good for

Mylanta

•

12 Oz Bottle

$ 1 99

OFF
the regular price of develop
and print roll orders for all
-41—'10, 126, Disc and Mark 35
12am...fel AK•14

Meru/ ase....eate

seat focelaser!

For Increased
Buffering in
Arthritic Doses

Sears
'

and Co

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Morten Sack
'

Sears

••

Toe coo irlei1P yew.
Maw to S•ers.
•

Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

753-2310

Graduation
Cards
For Your
'Graduate

- ---.---

Mother's
Day Cards
For
May 13

771
1• TPA611.AGE
100
HOUS1.010.4•••••/••cm •

c.o.nat..

$ausirrs

am
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Kentucky News In Brief

•

agreed with the autopsy report that he died from
inhaling a toxic substance.
•
Muhlenberg Commonwealth's Attorney David
Jernigan said Tuesday that the grand jury accepted the coroner's inquest report and found no
evidence of any criminal wrongdoing. The grand
jury members did not believe there was anything
more for them to investigate. Jernigan said.
Muhlenberg County Coroner Charles Nelson
said the case is closed following the grand jury
decision.
.
Two other juveniles who were in the jail the
night Kassinger died testified during the inquest
that the three sprayed cleaner onto a napkin or
paper towel and put it into a cup to inhale. The

51

stainless steel leaner, is used as a part of the
routine cleaning process at the jail.
— ———
TYPO. Ky.(AP) — Seaboard System Railroad
officials say it will, be today or Friday before a
line near Hazard is cleared of derailed train
cars.
Seaboard spokesman Charles Castner said two
diesel locomotives and 27 cars with coal went off
the track Sunday night. He said the cleanup has
taken longer than usual because 13 of the cars
derailed In a tunnel, about five miles north of
Hazard.
The cars did not turn over, Castner said.
_ — — —

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — An official with
*Rupp Arena said that it's possible the city of Lexington will be included in # tour by music
superstar Michael Jackson and his five brothers.
Bill Humphrey. of Rupp Arena's promotion office, said Tuesday he had been in contact with
Jackson's representative about a concert, but no
contracts had been signed and no dates
confirmed.
On Wednesday, news reports from Detroit said
Jackson and his group would make RupP Arena
their first top on the world tour to begin June 22,
followed by stops in 13 other cities.
Humphrey said the discussions have mentioned a two-night engagement at Rupp.
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New
Clairol
Essence
Shampoo

•

UNCLE JEFF

i Enriched With Keratin
Choice of 7
ndividualized Shampoo's
Designed For
Specific Hair Needs

Moa-Sat.
1:004:00
Sum 1:00-6:00

We Reserve The
Right To
Limit Ospaatities

Cricket Disposable
Butane Lighter

39

von a.....n.o.•
12 hake WINO
ell Cada.

Plastic Handle Assorted Colors
No. 210C $1.19 Value

0
.

Cepacol
Mouthwash
& Gargle

79

Sole

Antihistamine/Nasal
Decongestant
'12 Hour Relief

•••••••••••• soft

ay.
Soma

*4

CtIpacot

Kellogg Bowl
& Tub Brush

Drixoral

DlIDC.011AI.
•

10 Tablets

Glad
Handle-Tie
Trash Bags

20 Tablets
$369

Sale

Sale

$219

HAtiOtETIE
MAIM SAGS

Qt. Bottle 32 oz.

Sole

9

For

Sale

8 oz. Sale

Adjustable Flame

Milk Chocolate,
With Almonds,
Krockel, Kit Kat,
Mr. Goodbar,
Reeses Peanut Butter 'Cups
$1.40 Value

Soave It.... May
Net Be Exactly
As Pictured

Bausch & Lomb
Sterile Preserved
Saline Solution

ja

Sale

Hershey's
Candy
Bars

Home Owed- Heine Operated
Good
. HWY.641 S.—MURRAY, KY.
Thru
9
Phone.
May
While Quantities
1984 753-6415
Last

11 oz. Sole

Cfitket

11114A ANtill1:11

$1"

Fits Up To 30 Gallon
Box of 10
No. HP-843

Denture ToOlfraSt•

Dentu Creme
Denture Toothpaste

Sale

3.9 oz. Tube
Sale

Dry Idea
Roll-On
Anti Perspirant
Scented, Unscented,
Powder Fresh
1.5 oz.

Trend Stainless
Steel Fry Pan

18

Polident Tablets
Denture Cleanser

vsleVZ:1111r--e'

$ 1 48

PRY IP.ek

$1
I

(/)

$ 1 39

10/
1
4 In. Pan
Extra Durable Heavy Gouge
No. 1025

40 Tablets

1 19

Sale

Sale

Sale

$279

Anchor Hocking
Ovenwear 2 Qt.
Casserole With Cover
Refrigerate, Reheat and Serve

Gillette Foamy
Shave Cream
Regular, Menthol,
Lemon Lime,
Tropical Coconut

11 oz. Sale

Dishwasher Safe
No. H1038-E

$199

Dentu Gel
I Gel Toothpaste For Dentures

Sole

%OF

3.4 oz. Tube

1 29

$118
Sale

Vogue
Watch Bands
0

A

All Vogue Bonds

500/

1LM FLIJOR;OE

;7

Robinson
Frontier
Forge
6-Piece
Stainless Steel Steak
Knife Set
No. J4215/6

Off I
Sale $2
99

0

Aim Toothpaste

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price

Super Size 8.2 oz. Tube

29

Nevco.
Splatter
Screen

Carefree
Panty Shields

Sale

Regular or Deodorant

Buf Puf
For A Healthier,
Younger, Looking Skin
A Finely Textured
Cleansing Sponge
Regular or Gentle

A Praise Concert
Text by
RAGAN COURTNEY

Music by
BURYL RED

-

Box of 30 Sale

Playtex Disposable
Bottles

ProtSits Stove
And Counter
From Hot Grease Splatter

$
No. 2199 Sole

MEMMEMInMINk%

P
ICI
ASK

Sala Your Choice

6034e..
TP
,
S,,,
•

Box. of 80

S
IM

presented by
Sale

The Adult Choir

Bausch & Lomb
Sensitive Eyes
Saline Solution
For Contact Lenses

FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH
3.

8 oz. Sale

May 6, 1984 7:00 P.M.

1

39

1 69

e•r".a.d

Self Closing

Wastebasket

Rubbermaid
Self-Closing
Wastebasket

Planters Snacks

Lid Swings Open
At A Touch,
Closes By Itself
,Uses 11 Gal.
Plastic Liner
Assorted Colors
No. 2864

Cheez Balls, Cheez Curls,
Corn Chips

8

Your Choice Sale

t.0•0

_- _

FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP ) — A state Personnel
Board hearing for a state highway engineer who
was fired has been continued until July 10.
James K. Cleavinger was fired from his
engineering branch manager position in
Paducah Feb. 29 for doing private design work
for a company that held state contracts. He was
also accused a authorizing a payment to the
same company, Lexeco Associates of Lexington,
before work was completed and using state
employees to move personal items.
Cleavinger appealed his termination to the
Personnel Board, which began a hearing Tuesday But one witness did not appear and another
had to be withdrawn.
Lexeco recently paid a $10,000 penalty to the
Transportation Cabinet under an,agreement in
which it neither admitted nor denied it had
violated a contract clause prohibiting the hiring
of state workers.
——— —
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP ) — The woman who
was charged with falsely reporting she had been
abducted from a Jefferson County parking lot
has been released from jail.
Bebe Bryant, 51, of Louisville, was freed from
the Jefferson County Jail Tuesday after a judge
agreed to reduce her bond from $2.509 to $200.
Mrs. Bryant worked as a clerk at the Children's
Mental Health Services in suburban Jefferson
County when the incident was reported April 18.
The next day, she was found and charged with
public intoxication and falsely reporting the kidnapping to authorities. Police, said she had
claimed that she had been kidnapped by two
teen-age boys.
Jefferson District Judge William Knopf also
ordered the woman to attend an alcohol treatment program and report to a court officer every
other day. She is scheduled to appear in court
.May 11.— — —
WINCHESTER, Ky. ( AP ) — The George
Rogers Clark High School has received a $30,000
gift from a Winchester bank.
William H. Hodgkin, president of the Clark
County Bank, said the grant was to be matched
through fund-raising efforts of the School's
Academic Booster organization. He said the
money will go toward the group's goal of raising
$60,000.
"It is for the purposes they feel will best
benefit their program," Hodgkin said Tuesday.
He said the'bank had been working on. the fund
for six months and wanted to contribute to an
organization "that would help support
academics."
The booster group was formed about two years
ago to promote academics at the high school, the
only one in Clark County, It has already raised
$10.000.
Principal Claude Sallee Jr. said the school will
be able to buy equipment and supplies that it
couldn't under the normal budget.
•— — — —
_
HENDERSON, Ky. ( AP) — About 10 city police
officers who had sported beards have shaved
them at the request of the new police chief.
Larry 'vie, appointed last month to succeed
retired chief liomer Browder, said he thought a
clean-shaven -look would make- the'llOarfingit
appear more professional.
:'I think the, public expects a clean-shaven,
neatly dressed, professional-looking officer."
Ivie said.
Ivies predecessor had allowed beards for the
past three years.
The new chief said all of his bearded officers
went along when he asked them to shave the
beards. No requests have been made concerning
mustaches or haircuts, he said.
————
GREENVILLE. Ky. — ( AP ) — A Muhlenberg
County grand jury has not returned any indictments in the Jan. 7 death of a juvenile jail
inmate.
A coroner's inquest jury ruled March 8 that the
death of Darrell Lynn Kassinger. 16. of.Powderly. was accidental. But it also agreed to turn the
case over to a grand jury for further study.
The boy died after sniffing fumes from a spray
can of stainless steel cleaner in the Muhlenberg
County Jail, officials said. The coroner's jury
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Congratulations to Aron Nance
from The Hair Hut!
Aron, sr r of Shonna and Ricky Nance
of Rt. 6 urray, is the lucky winner of
the huge tunny rabbit given away April
21st.
Due to the great response The Hair
Hut has extended its special on perms
and haircuts.
Shampoo & Cut Only -s500
Perms 1Name Brands) Only '20°°
A Perm wotild make a Perfect
Mother's Day Gift'

The Hair Hut
603 S. 4th
For Directions 9-5 Tues Wed • Fri
Or Info Call
9-late Thurs
Closed Mon
753-5695
9-Noon Sat

4.•

THURSDAY. M'1S. RIM

Supreme Court hears sides on weight tax
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The legal battle
over Kentucky's weight.
distance tax on heavy
trucks, which has been a
thorny issue virtually
from its inception in
1982, is drawing nearer
a conclusion.
The state Supreme
Court heard arguments
Wednesday on a classaction lawsuit filed last
year by trucking
associations and individual carriers that

are seeking to abolish it.
They allege that the
tax is unconstitutional
because it amounts to
multiple taxativ and
special legislatidn, and
that it has been improperly administered
by state transportation
officials.
Another issue, which
the Kentucky Court of
Appeals consolidated into the case, is the
Transportation
Cabinet's past policy of

charging only out-of. ing legislation also
prostate trucking com- vided for fuel-tax surpanies for certain charges that vary
acauditing expenses:
cording to the number of
That was done by an miles traveled.
administrative regulaWilliam L. Willis, a
tion that has since been Frankfort attorne
y
repealed, but each side representing those
who
agreed Wednesday that filed the suit, said both
it was not a moot point. elements of taxation The weight-distance legislation and collectax, 2.85 cents per mile, tion - are the purview
was levied on all trucks of the General
of more than 80,000 Assembly.
pounds that travel on
But implementing the
state roads. The enabl- tax through Transportation Cabinet regulations
constituted "a delegation of legislative
responsibility," Willis
said.
James C-ox. a
Louisville attorney
representing the state,
countered that the
regulations "did not atCHARTER ARMS
tempt to change the
.38CAUBER OFF-DUTY REVOLVER
definition or the words.
The Off-Duty has an all-steel frame and
of the statute."
a "red dot" front sight. Non-Glare
Much of"Wednesday's
matte black version gives a military
arguments focused on
appearance and eliminates light reflecthe audit charges. Outtion. Specifications: .38 special caliber;
of-state .trucking com4" overall length; 41
/
4" height; 151
panies that were
/
2oz.
Sights: Patridge type ramp front sight
targeted for an audit
with red dot, square notch rbar sight.
were required by the
state to pay the
auditors' travel and

•UNCLE JEFFS CLOTHING 'UNCLE JEFFS HARDWARE 'UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY
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II
Good
Homo °wood - Homo Operatod
Thru
HWY.641 S.-MURRAY, KY.
May 9 Phone
'
While Quantities
1984753.6575

Porch Swings
4

Last

Move-Sat.
11:00-9:00
Ewa. 11004:00

We Reserve The
Right To
Limit Ciaaatities

Completely Assembled
All Hardware Included

Our Worms Are
Guaranteed To Catch
Big Fish!

Off Duty $

Compact flasher reads 0-60' on Inner scale and 60-120'
on outer scale. Non-fles motor mount for Inammed accuracy. High IntensityclE0 flasher for easy night or day
reading. Single control operation. kolas relect circuitry. Easy removal for storage end safety. Bracket,
cables, and transducer included. One 'fear Werrenty.

69

Special

Aluminum
Grass Edging
30 Ft. Roll
Reg. $3.17

All Sizes
From 14" to 30"
Starting At Only

Now

99

Also

Uncle Jeffs Sporting
Goods Stocks All The
Marine Equipment To Rig
Your New Boat Or Fix
Up Your Old One.

Hottest Bass Belts
1. Sloons Booze Bug
Jig with Pork Frog,
2. Zorro Tandem
Spinnerbalt
(Chartreuse-color)
.3. Top Pop-n-Buzz
(Buzz Bait)

Protect
Your
investment

$427

Just Arrived
Complete Display
Of Stainless
Steel Screws &
Bolts For

11

Bait Of The
Week

Boat
Fenders

Susanne Ewbank, a
Murray State
sophomore, was awarded a Ratary Foundation
Scholarship for one year
of study in. Australia at
the Rotary District Conference held in Rolla,
Missouri on April 28-29.
She was sponsored by
the Cape Girardeau
West Rotary club.
Susanne is the
daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Wayne Ewbank of
Cape Girardeau and the
1982 valedictorian of the
Cape Girardeau Central
senior class. She received a Presidential
Scholarship from Murray State and has maintained a 3.88 grade point
average. While at Murray State she has served
as student ambassador,
summer • orintatii)hcounselor, Miss. Murray State 1983. As a
freshman she became a
member of Alpha
Lambda Delta a
freshman honorary
society. She is a
member of the Phi Beta
Lambda -business
• fraternity, Sigma Sigma
Sigma social soriety,
and Sing and Tell a
university singing

Matine Use.

095
-

Chartreuse-color

Large Selection
Of Clay Flower
Pots And Yard
Ornaments

Mequiars Fast Finish
No-Buff Paste Wax
Reg.

$W47
$99

Sale .0

Aluminum
Roof Coating

Garden
Hose
Hanger

Reg. $8.17

$499
$

Sale $
6
"

Garden
Tools

Sure Stain
Redwood Latex
loRedwood
Wood Stain
Latex
Only
Stain g

0
Off

Sale

Men's & Boy's
+IP

Twill
Slacks

Navy 8.
Khaki

Boys Sug. Retail $14.79
Only

$988
Men's 30-42
Waist
l•yith Matching.
Belt

$1688
•

Sug. Retail 25.00
Navy, Khaki, Grey,
Kelly, Blue
•
and Maroon

Men's

Work Shoes
By American Style No. 180
Walker $2690
Reg. 34.00

m-

Brown Leather Upper
Moc Toe
$2490
Style No. 305
Reg- 32•00
Black Leath!, upper
Both Oil
Resistant Soles

Ladies Sleep Shirts

JORDACHE'

By Dondi With Print Front

Ladies

$600
Only

Reg. 12.99

Jordache Jean

Ladies Sandals
And Canvas
Casuals
$500

2 Price
Values to 34.99
Stripes & Baggies
Save Now!

Special Selection
Asstt Colors 8. Styles
Only
To Choose From

LeIrge
Assortment
of Boys

Shorts
$200
Onllt
Sizes 4-18
Reg. 4.00 & 5.00

Men &
Boys

ButtonDown

Oxford
Dress Shirts

Ladies Cotton

Dusters
Zip or Button Fron

Short Sleeve
Boys 8-18

H11113H SIAM' 31 N

Already Discounted
Price

$399
Gallon

:9 7

$799

group.
The primary purpose
of the Rotary Scholarship is to contribute to
international understanding through study
abroad. The scholarship
recipient is expected to
maintain high stan. dards of academic
achievement while serv-•
ing as an unofficial
"ambassador" of good
will between the peoples
of the host countries.
The Rotary Scholarship provides round-trip
air fare between the
scholar's permanent
residence and the place
of study, room and
board, registration, tuition, books, educational
supplies and 8300.00 for
educational travel.
Susanne said, "Study---ing abroalils a-gOal that
I have had for many
years and feel I can proudly represent the
United States as an ambassador of goodwill."
The Rotary West Foundation chairman, Bob
White, said, We are exceedingly proud to have
Susanne representing
Rotary West, District
609, and the United
States to Australia."

$600

$799
Reg. 9.99
Men's Sm-Xt.g.

Only
Sm-XX Lg.
Asst. Prints

As South Korean officials greeted the pope,
clashes were reported
at two universities between riot police and
students demanding.
democratic reforms.
One of the campuses is
on the pope's itinerary
for Saturday.
At Sungkyunkwan
University in Seoul,
witnesses said police
fired tear gas at
students, some of whom
were brandishing clubs
and pipes. Witnesses •

said one student
shouted, "The pope
should come here to see
the democracy of this
land."
At Sogang University,
a stop on the pope's
itinerary, police used
tear gas to break up.an
attempt by some 800
students to march off
the campus; witnesses
said. Students have
been accusing the Chun
government of surpressing student movements.

The most chronic
disorder in the United
States is a communication disability which affects 1 out bf 10
Americans. A speechlanguage pathologist is
a person .qualified to
provide professional
assistance concerning
communication problems associated with a
speech and language
impairment while an
audiologist provides
assistance with com-

munication Oroblems
associated with a hearing impairment. For
further information
about communication
problems, contact an
audiologist or speechlanguage pathologist in
your community, your
local university or community speech and
hearing clinic, public.„
school system, or call
the toll free national
helpline:
1.800-638-TALK (8255).
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SPECIAL

Bar-B-Q Plate

Comes with French Fries,
Baked Beans, Slaw,
Toasted Bun. Bar-B-G
and a Reg Drink

'299

Special Good May 4-10

Convenient Drive Through Window

Chestnut St.

753-0045
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Speech disabilit) cited as chronic

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers

88
$10 -Reg. 12.99

UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY 'UNCLE JEFFS SP0RTIN6 GOODS *UNCLE JEFFS PHARMACY
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Pope continues his tour

iorriviiravw

Sale $ 1 87

5 Gal.
Reg. $9.47

Only

Excellent For RV's & Mobile Homes
Waterproofs & Protects Metal
Ready To -Use. 1 Gal.

Reg. $2.57

Old. lronside
Gas Can

Less $1.00
Mail-In
Rebate

lodging expenses.
The enabling regulation was repealed after
the appellate court forwarded the case.
But if the Supreme
Court rules the point
moot, an agency could
"set up a fee without
legislative authority,"
collect money until it
was challenged in court,
then repeal it, Willis
said.
Cox said it had been
"a reasonable regulation, designed to assist
the department to collect the ( weight distance) tax."
Justice Roy Vance
said the regulation
"would have been extremely reasonable if
the Legislature had
done'it."'
"I don't see anything
In the enabling legislation or statute that sets
up anything by which
the fees could be collected," Vance said.
Cox said the Cabinet
was given "broad
authority" to collect the
tax, but Vance said:
"That's not broad; it's
carte blanche."

Murray State sophomore
receives Rotary scholarship

THE 04.1AUTY DOESN'T COST MORE_ ITS
INCLuotro

6 Pack
'12 Oz. Cans

-

15995

=RAY JEFFERSON E

Diet Pepsi,
Pepsi,
Mt. Dew &
Dr. Pepper

Mee.

Remo Items May
Not Re Exactly
As Piston's'

We Have Live Worms!

255'$2799
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Miss America-interviewed

OBITUARIES

MOUNT KISCO, N.Y. doesn't want to do is
(AP) •— VAnessa ';endorse everything
Williams, whose feign and get burned out."
as Miss America ends
Sept. 17, says she wants
'Miss Williams said In
son, Ha.mp 13rpoks,
to get op with .her life, a series of interviews
along with deacons and
but will take things one being broadcast on
elders of the University
step at a time.
WVIP radio that she is
Church of Christ.
The 21-year-old beau- looking forward to a
Burial will follow in
Mrs. Dorothy Flippo ty queen from Millwood, 'career as an
Hicks Cemetery.
Davis, 64, died Wednes- N.Y., says one thing she entertainer.
Mr. Smothermon, 67, day at 7 a.m. at her
Rt. 5, died Tuesday at home on Rt. 3, Paducah.
Murray-Calloway CounShe was a member of
ty Hospital.
the Sinking Spring BapHe is survived by his tist Church in Calloway
Corn Austin Has The Special
wife, Mrs. Willie S.. County.
Look For That Special Mother
Smothermon; one
Born May 12, 1919, in
daughter, Mrs. James Calloway County, she
Our Accessories Include Earrings,
Clark Kendall; one son, was the daughter of the
Necklaces, Handbags, Belts
Gary Charles Smother- late Arthur Flippo and
And Many More Gift Items
mon; two sisters. Mrs. Amble Jackson Flippo.
over Boyd and Mrs.
She is-survived by her
Shop For Your Mom At
Bess Thomas; three husband, Shady Davis,
brothers, George, J.P. Jr.; one sister, Mrs.
and Eugene Smother- Jessie Cherry Winkler,
Downtown-Murray
mon;five Jacksonville, Ark.; onegrandchildren.
brother, Bill Flippo,
Westland, Mich.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
assignment in In- charge of funeral and
dianapolis to cover the burial services.
Indian-a- governor's
- race.
He had worlted on
newspapers at
Owensboro MessengerInquirer, Lexington
The funeral far John
Herald and Cynthiana
Cothern is today at 2
Democrat before going
p.m. in the chapel of
with the Louisville
Bowlin Funeral Home,
paper.
Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors are his
Burial will follow in
mother, Mrs. Arnold
the Sunset Cemetery
(Mary Alice) ayan,
there.
Owensboro; two sisters,
Mr. Cothern, 68,
Mts. Helen Hazelrigg,
Dresden, died WednesOwensboro, and Doris
Elusive Butterfly
day at Volunteer
Smarsch, Lorain, Ohio.
The
open
spaces
inside and out of this ranch
General hospital, MarThe family requests
would
invite
a
butterfly.
Venture from the
tin, Tenn. He was
that expressions of symretired from Bay-13ee
southerly-exposed-baek
to
our gardenand- pathy take the form of
Shoe Co.
return
to
the
comfort
of
an
energy
efficient_
charitable
He is survived by one
horne and entertain formally or informally.
contributions.
'daughter, Mrs. Jean
All of this youcan have by calling Century
Mowat, Baltimore, Md.;
21-Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492 and we _
one son, Ray Cothern,
will _try_ to get you very quick Possession-,--Dickson, Tenn.; one
Touch," by Marjorie
sister, Mrs. Agnes
too! Only $42,000.-Glaser Binder; "Those
Paschall, 'Hazel; one
Who Care," by Robert
brother; Willie Cothern,
L. Conely;'and "Caring Cadiz.
For Others," by Charles
Spaulding.
"The public is invited
to stop by_any time durK&K STUMP REMOVAL
ing the month to view
LORETTA JOBS REALTY
We can remove stumps up
this unusual display,"
lo 24 below the ground
1200 Sycamore, Murray
commented Library
435 4343 or 435 4319.
(502) 753-1492
We Now Haul Pit Grovel.
Crafts Coordinator
cs
.
• is
Mrs. Velva Maupin.

Mrs. Paschall Smothermon funeral today Mrs. Davis
Services for Charles
dies at home
dies; funeral Smothermon
are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
on Saturday
Wednesday
Blaloek-Coleman
Mrs. Margie
Paschall, 80, 503 South
Eighth St., Murray, died
today at 1:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

-

The widow of Cratic
Paschall, she was a
member of Grace Baptist Church.
•'HANDS ON" WINNER .— Murray State
University student John Ferguson, (at left,
above) is the winner of a 1978 Chevrolet Caprice
Coupe. Ferguson stood over 59 hours with his
hands on the car as part of a marathon promotion. Presenting Ferguson with the keys to the
automobile is Dwain Taylor. Ferguson received
the ear as first place prize in the Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet 15th anniversary pomotion. The se.cond place_ wirinetAkelOVI_ is Sandra Parrish.
she was awarded $300.

r

•

Born Feb. 6, 1904, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Hunter Wilkerson
and Nancy Sue Jones
Wilkerson.
Survivors include four
nieces, Mrs. Maynell
Wilkerson, 808 Bagwell,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca
Cooper, Berkley, Mich.,
Mrs. Ivanel Miller,
Southfield, Mich., and
Mrs. Ray (Linda Fay)
Clark, Dawsonville,
Ga.; three nephews,
Harold Wilkerson, Redford, Mich., Lynn
Wilkerson', Chicago, Ill.,
and Hugh VVilkerson,
Texas.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. Friday.

Funeral home.
Robin Wadley and
David Jackson are officiating. The song service is by a quartet composed of Ernie Rob
Bailey, Judy Caldwell,
Joanne Cavitt and Jerry
Bolls.
Active pallbearers
are Cliff Cochran, Ed
Chrisman, Harol
Grogan, Jim Mann,
Cassell Garrison and
Freddie Roberts.
Honorary pallbearers
are J.P. Walker, Bob
Melugin, Vernon Ander-

SPECIAL

Corn Austin

Ryan, bureau chief, dies
LOUISVILLE (AP) —
E4 Ryan, Kentucky
statehouse bureau chief
for The Louisville
Courier-Journal, died
Tuesday at 11:10 p.m. at
Wishard Memorial
Hospital, Indianapolis,
Ind.
Services will be at 2
p.m. Thursday in the
chapel of Glenn Funeral
Home, Owensboro.
Burial will follow in
Elmwood Cemtery
there.
Visitation will be from
1 to 8 p.m. today and
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thursday.
Ryan, 45, headed the
newspaper's capital
bureau in Frankfort and
was on temporary

_
John Cothern
rites today

Put Number 1
to work for you.

Nurse figurines to be displayed at Calloway Public Library
In observance of Kentucky Nurse ;Day -on
May 4th, an exhibit of
nurse figlifitles Is on
display in the Calloway
County Public Library.
The collection will baron
display during the
month of May. May 4-11
has been designated as
Kentucky Nurse Week.
The collection is owned by Geneva Cooper,'

_

RN, MSN, Assistant figurines for about
Professor in the Depart- twelve years and my
ment of Nursing at Mur- favorite is the one my
ray State University.
brother (Ronnie
The collection of Jackson) hand-carved
figurines, from approx- for me," Cooper comimately 20 states, con- mented. "It is all out of
sists of original wood one piece of wood except
carvings, pewter, for the two _little
Italian porcelain, medicine bottles that he
ceramics, and many also made in 1980," she
other types. "I have said.
been collecting nurse
The figurines in the

display 'represent only
about one-half of the
total collection.
"Everywhere I go,"
Cooper stated, "I look
for nurse figurines. I
look in airports, shopping malls, unique gift
shops, and even antique
shops."
grfe. Cooper also has
on display three nurse
prints: "The Human

01
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1st IN MURRAY
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. Introduces
A Total New Way To Purchase A
New Car Or Truck

H FOR CANS:1
Each week, a Lee Country Ham will be
given FREE to the pustomer bringing in
the most.pounds of aluminum cans.

OWNER'S OPTION

We Pay
Example No 751
.
11 18
4.411MW

1
Designed For People Who
Need Low Monthly Payments

With Approved Credit

Tinted Glass, Air Conditioning,
Automatic, White Wall Tires,
Rally Wheels

Lb.

for cans
We Accept Scrap
Aluminum, Brass and Copper

'9950 Including Sales Tax
'950 Down (Cash Or Trade-In)
9000 Amount Financed

47 Payments Of

90.71

Of 4500 With The Following Options -

t OWNER'S OPTION I

CLEAN EARTH
And A 48th Payment

A - Trade Car In On New Car
B - Refinance The Balance Keep Car
Walk A Way From Car
Sell Car ;Keep Equity)
Pay Cash And Keep Car

Taking Charge

RECYCLING
In Cooperation With Alcoa

Draffenville, Ky.
527-1719

• A P R 14 99 Total Note 13463 37

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc,
753-2617

_

Murray Ky.

Will be closed Mon., Tues. & Wed.
_:-___LLLOpen Thurs., Fr,. & Sat.
_
9 a.m. HI 4 p.m.
Hwy. 68 - Next Door to Old Plantland Bldg.

—

-

-
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Should the company provide a job for the spouse?
That would be ideal, but it's too much to expect.

Chicago replaced on list of
the nation's largest cities
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Chicago, Chicago,
that toddlin' town where
an itinerant songwriter
was shocked to see a
man dance with his
wife, was the locale for
another shocker a few
'days back,
The nation's second
largest city since 1890,
home of Al Capone, the
Loop, the Cubs and
Bears and White Sox,
the atom bomb, Miracle
Mile, the world's tallest
building and Mrs.
O'Leary's celebrated
cow, quietly slipped into
third place on the U.S.
Census Bureau's list of
largest American cities
behind Los Angeles. It
was close, but the computers showed L.A. wan
the "We're No. 2" title,
after New York. with a
population of 3,022,000,
an advantage of about
25,000 over the Windy
City.
"Hog Butcher for the
World, Tool Maker,
Stacker of Wheat,
Player with Railroads
and the Nation's Freight
Handler," rhapsodized
the poet Carl Sandburg
when 28,000 boxcars and
1.,900 passenger trains a
day rumbled througll
Chicago and NuestraSenora Reina de los
Angeles was just an oil
spill on a sleepy Pacific
beach waiting for D.W.
Griffith to happen by
with a camera crew.
Sandburg, who was
born in Galesburg, Ill.,
on the other side of the
state, also called
Chicago "this my city"

mulligan
stew
HUGH

A. MULLIGAN

buildings and wiped out
3% square miles of the
downtown district.
Chicago arose from
the ashes with the
world's -first
skyscraper, the cast
iron Home Insurance
BuildIhg put up by architect William Le
Baron Jenney in 1884,
lost the high rise championship to New York a
couple of times and then
forged into the lead
again in the last decade
when the Sears Tower
outstretched Manhattan's World Trade
Center towers.
Chicago helped
launch rival L,A.'s
movie biz with the "The
St. Valentine's Day
Massacre," the font of
inspiration for all Prohibition era gangster
flicks, and by providing
an endless cast of colorful characto..0
names like "Scarface,"
"Greasy Thumb,"

and, in capitals again,
"City of the Big
Shoulders," probably in
honor of George Hales'
Bears, who were sent into the game with only
one play from the
bench: "Get in there
and kill somebody.''
The Indians had a
word for it, too-:
Checagou, which according to some experts in
aboriginal linguistics
means . skunk. Others
say wild onion. Anyhow,
neither connotation had
anything to do with the
Chicago Union
FRANKFORT, Ky.
stockyards or Cook
County politics, which (AP) — A vendor
always had an arorria all abruptly withdrew a request for permission to
their own.
Mrs. O'Leary's cow sell privately owned pay
introduced bovine urban telephones and the
renewal on Oct. 8, 1871, _Public Service Commiskicking over a kerosene sion said it was reverlamp in a stable on ting to its previous order
Dekoven Street on one banning the practice.
of the city's windiest
The PSC denied
days to ignite a fire that
burned for more than 24 similar._ applications in
hd-Ws, destroyed 17,450 1.983, but agreed Tues-

1•Ao.t: i It

peatt.)

"Cherry Nose," "The
Enforcer.''
For years, Chicago
By Abigail Van Buren
was first in steel and
ore, first in grain, first
in meat packing, first in
printing, first in mail
order sales, first in
atomic research (the
DEAR ABBY: I would like to express my feelings about
first atomic chain reac- companies
inoying_fornilies.Dur rust, move meant leaving
tion took place Dec. 2, my immediate family and adjusting
to a new'location. We
1942, in a squash court were just nicely. settled, when my husband got another
under the west stands of-- promotion and wham—we were moved again!
_
Stagg Field at the___l_was forced to give- up a good job, my kids had to
change
schools
and
make new friends and it was really
University of Chicago), hard
on us.
first in rail and air trafNo one cares about what a wife has to go through. I
fic, first in 'chewing can't find a job here; we now live in fi farm community.
gum, first in the'size of and unless you work, you slowly rot. Don't suggest
its Catholic ar- volunteer work. I'd done plenty of that until three years
chdiocese, first in ago when I decided I wanted a paycheck for my time. It
was a great feeling to have my own extra money.
medical facilities and
Abby, shouldn't a coriipa-n-Yrtake into considerationthat
last in the National a wife has to give up a job when it transfers her husband?
And shouldn't the company also provide a job for the
League.
wife? Do other families have this problem?
UNHAPPY IN MINNESOTA
At the turn of the cenDEAR UNHAPPY: Yes, other
tury, the average life problem, and it's becoming more families have that
widespread as the
expectancy was 47.3 number of women in the work force continues to
years. A child born to- grow.
While relocating is no piece of cake for the family,
day, however, can expect to live 74.5 years, it usually means a promotion for the breadwinner,
so roll with the punches. It comes with the teron the average.
ritory.

Uprooted Wife ,Finds Her
Job Is Lost 'In Transit'

DEAR ABBY: This is my third marriage. My husband
is 70 and I'm 44.
My problem is sex. I'm not getting any. My husband sat
me down two weeks ago and said,"We both know that I
am no good in the sack anymore, so you had better go out
and find yourself a bed partner." He said as long as the
man was clean, he didn't care who lie was.
Well, I took my husband's suggestion, and now I feel
guilty. I want to go out again, but I have this terrible guilt
feeling gnawing at me.
What should I do?
ONLY HUMAN
DEAR HUMAN: Don't accept your husband's
permission to sleep around. He should see, an
endocrinologist and a urologist before he declares
himself permanently "no good in the sack." Much
can be done for impotency these days.
as

.„.,
DEAR ABBY: A 10-year-old girl who was appointed by
her teacher to be a bathroom monitor asked What she
should do to keep from losing friends. She said she was
supposed to report anything the girls did that was against
the rules such as "smoking, starting fights, wetting-on the"Milk-wasting supplies and stuff like Aut."
First of all, a child goes to school not only to learn, but
to gain experience in dealing with other children—not to
be an informer. "Snitching" on friends -for every little nit- •
picking thing they do in the privacy of a bathroom is no way for a child to maintain the admiration and respect of
her peers.
I think it's unfair for a teacher to impose such a dirty
job on a child.
You justified having a monitor in the girl-a' bathroom by
saying, 'Smoking can cause fires; damaging property-and
wasting supplies will cost your parents—as taxpayers— .
_
money."
True, but if the school authorities think monitors are
essential, they should appoint an adult—not a10-year-old
girl who needs the friendship and trust of her peers.
Nobody likes a snitch.
B.K.O., SAFFORD, ARIZONA

Request to sell pay telephones is rejected
day to reopen the matter for further debate. It
had scheduled a two-day
hearing, beginning
Tuesday.
MacDonald
Wrightsel, doing
business as Omni Co of
Louisville, filed the
original request to
distribute pay phones
manufactured by
Minnesota-based Tonka
Tools Inc.

If the request had close it, said PSC
been approved, pey spakeswoman . Conphones could have been stance J. Parrish.
sold to customers for
he said they included
profit-making use in
two
other prospective
commercial facilities,
such as service stations, vendors of Tonka
airports and phones: Long-Distance
Telephone Savers Inc.
supermarkets.
Of Ashland and Coin-Tel
But Wrightsel Inc., whose address was
withdrew his applica- unavailable.
tion and all other parties
South Central Bell
in the case agreed to Telephone Co., Cincin.. .

nati Bell and General service, which the pay
Telephone. were- among phones help -tocompanies that opposed subsidize.
the idea, citing the
"cream -skimming
Private competitors
issue," Ms. Parrish could "skim the cream"
said.
by concentrating on airports and other "high
A position paper revenue locations."
published by South Cen- leaving highway rest
tral Bell-said loss of stops- and other,
."highrevenue from pay coSt. low-revenue areas
phones would mean the domain of local
higher charges for local telephone companies..."

LIQUIDATION
OF ALL CURRENT STOCK OF

HILL SOFAS AND CHAIRS
STRATOLOUNGER RECLINERS
WATER BEDS & CONVERSION KITS
*STRATFORD SOFAS & CHAIRS
,
"b•:-

PRICES REDUCED STOREWIDE 40%-60%
PHARMACY LAMPS
TENT & SHELL
DESIGNS $2995

FLEXSTEEL RECLINERS
REDUCED TO LOWEST
PRICE OF YEAR -

PIT AND
SECTIONAL SOFAS

EARLY BUY SPECIALS ON
WEATHER PROOF PATIO
AND PORCH FURNITURE

CRYSTAL TABLE
LAMPS
$2995

REDUCED 40%

ALL BEDDING
REDUCED

40%-60%
'

RAS'S_ FURNITURE •

103 SO. 3RD

753-3621—
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Be faithful in ypur works to God

HEALTH

Begotten, nourish'ed. for their progress in the
strengthened and
truilt and for power in
vigorated by the Word their service; but they
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
of God, all Christians should also know from
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I'm wearing first. As the bon4 is long, stamped,
self- don't contain gluten.. .
should permit it to be experience the great
65 with a very bad arthritic worn it tries to rebuild and addressed envelope
for it to Some people develop an operative in their lives. delight of doing the will
knee. If I sit for a half hour this may result in spurs that me, in care of this newspaallergic reaction to gluten. If they will receive it, of God by putting into
it's almost impossible to can cause problems. When- per, P.O. Box 1551.
Radio They may have diarrhea and and permit it to correct. practice that which
is
walk for a few minutes after. ever the bohe is injured a City Station. New
York, NY intestinal complaints and
instruct and lead them, taught in His Word.
I stand up. I take Motrin, 400 spur may develop.
10019.
the problem can become
milligrams. four times a
they will become more
To the believer who
The cider vinegar won't
It's true that if you lost quite severe.
day.
help with or without cran- weight it would help. It Individuals
beholds himself in the
like Christ.
who
have
this
I read that taking two berry juice. It won't .turn would decrease the load and
James 1:22-27
mirror of God's Word fic-ult task deserves
problem must be careful
tablespoons of cider vinegar your blood to water It may hence the wear
A
Christian's
will
be revealed his commendation and
responand tear on about using a variety of
with a glass of juice three irritate your colon and cause your knees.
foods that contain gluten. sibility to the Lord has weaknesses, failures, appreciation.
times a day would help elim- diarrhea. You may have felt
True Christianity is
DEAR DR. LAMB -- These include ice cream not been discharged sins and need of
inate the calcium buildup. I better because the feeling of Somewhere on the
expressed in a
road to thickened with flour and when he has attended cleansing.
started doing this, but my diScomfort is a subjective middle age I lost
the ability cold cuts such as bologna church services and
Tempers, tongues and demonstration of mercy
husband insisted I stop one. Many people feel better to digest
wheat glutens: I've and hot. dogs, which usually listened to the tives are to be regulated towards the suffering.
because he said the vinegar when they try something heard all cereal
grains con- contain cereal_
preaching and teaching by its precepts. Bridling an active love for the
could .turn my blood to new, particularly when they tain wheat glutens except It's
usually a good idea to of God's
the tongue is an ex- needy, and by keeping
Word.
water
really want it to work.
rice and one other. What's prepare foods at home to
I felt better for the week I The • cider vinegar also the other
Christians
cellent
test of one's one's-self untarnished or
should be
one? Since my avoid hidden gluten. You can
tried it with cranberry juice. won't help you lose, weight .intake of breads
good
Christranity.
listeners
One who undefiled by the pollufor
their
and cereals use corn starch for a thickIt would also help my weight unless you decrease your has become severely
protection
from error, accomplishes this dif- tion of the world.
limit- ener in place of.wheat flour.
problem. I'm 5 feet 4 inches calorie intake or are more ed, this •
James 2:14-24
Would be a great
tall and weigh 160 pounds
active
Jam-es protested
helplo me.
DEAR READER
Many
You need to understand • DEAR READER - The
vehemently against all
Port Royal was cappeople have the mistaken your problem better, so I'm
attempts to divorce
other one is corn. Gluten is a tured from the French
/mew idea that osteoarthritis is a sending you the Health Letprotein found in all cereals
faith and works. He conby British forces in 1710
buildup -of- caleiiiin•• Its not:- ter- -20-2: Osteoarthritisexcept rice and corn. You
sidered them as two
renamed Annapolis
It's degenerative arthritis Degenerative Joint Disease.
and
can also. use soybeans or soyvital units of a whole.
reigning
and the cartilagenous plates Others who want this issue bean
products since soy- in honor of the
The faith that brings
at the ends of the bones start can send 75 cents with a
queen.
beans aren't a cereal and
salvation produces good
works. James did not
minimize faith, but he
did insist that it be
a/A00it
aNdieniesd
'
demonstrated in good
CITILIRE
VlSA!
000
works.
If one has saving
faith, it is certain to
manifest itself in good
works. Faith and works
are united inseparably.
Genuine Christian faith
Announcing the Fall.1984 Opening is
to be demonstrated in
and through dedicated
- of
service to others.
Our love must express
itself in a practical manOiituh
Anhadori c-Wfuvi)
ner. We must, as we
have opportunity -and
ability, seek to alleviate
distress and need.
A learning center for
It is nOt enough for us
21 -6 year old children
to say we love, but we
Chronodate*-229 by Realistic
. must prove It • by our

• Osteoarthritis truth

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

.

-

•

5

csogoeirimosrstootal

SUPER
SOUND
AM/FM Digital Clock Radio

.

,
ifir c'elliVI1011

small
pall
.1

t4reil

doeS nal aim alirtziarauf
cidel
lum ler school hal 10r

The test of love is not
in saying, but in doing.
We heln °there hv nur

deeds and not by pious
good wishes.
If one truly loves, he
will extend his compassion toward those In
need. Love is always
demonstrated by
helpfulness.
The relationship of
faith and works was exhibited beautifully in the
life of Abaaham.
Looking at justification from the viewpoint
of its source, Abraham
was justified by faith
when he belived on or
exercised faith in God.
Looking at justification from the viewpoint
of its effects, Abraham
was justified by works
when he offered Isaac
as a sacrifice on the
altar, in obedience to
the specific command of
God.
His faith in God enabled Abraham to do what
he did. His works constituted positive proof
that his faith was living
and effectual.
If we have the faith
which has brought us into -a vital and lifetransforming union with
Christ the Lord, let us
see -to it that our faith
produces the deeds that
will substantiate it.
The faith which brings
salvation results in the
production of -good
works for the glory of
the Lord and the benefit
of others.

4
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Battery backup runs clock/alarm if AC fails. Battery Sentiner LED warns of weak battery. 24-hour alarm; hi/lo display dimmer, 59-minute sleep switch, snooze. *12-1536

rvtArs I A

h.164TESSOFtt

212 North 15th Street
Murray, Kentucky

Backup battery extra

753-8380
ARI

"Walnut Veneer 3-Way Speaker
System Cut'80

_Personal Cassette Recorder CTR-58 by Realistic*

Optimuse-50 by Realistic

Cut
42%

Half Price

79512n5 • ? .',
°

Each

--__

Each

•

ADULTS INTERVIEWED
A survey conducted for the National
Restaurant Association in August 1983 revealed
the fact that six of every 10 adults interviewed
said they had made pergitive nutritional changes
in their at-home eating habits. Only four out of 10
had made similar changes while eating away
from home.

3495

Reg.
59.95
Packed with features! Built-in mike and
auto-level make recording easy. Cue/review,
LED battery/record-indicator. tape cougter,
auto-stop and pause control. #14-1008

12" woofer, 4" front and
rear-projecting midrange,
21/2" liquid-cooled tweeter.
Tuned port. 25 x 14X 107
*40-2041 _
.

Batteries extra

AM/FM Stereo for Home or Portable.Use—Save $20
STEREO-MATE' By Realistic

Deluxe Mobile CB Radio With
Channel 9/19 Priority Switch
TRC-414 by Realistic

Cut
33%

Save $50

69

39q

Reg.
119.95

59.95
Listen with built-in 4" wide-range speakers
or remove the pocket-size receiver for use
with headphones (extra). 60-minute sleep
switch. *12-707 Batteries for radio and amplifier extra

Phone With Built-In Amplifier
and Auto-Dialer
U6FONE'-160 by Radio Shack

Ddn't drive alone! Priority switch for instant
access to Emergency Ch..9 and Highway
Ch. 19..LED modulation indicator, LED sig• nal strength/RE power meter. With plug-in
mike. *21-1508

11

For great deals on great tires, this is the
time to buy. For three days only, every
Goodyear tire will be priced for
savings. This includes all steel
belted radials, white letter and
performance radials,- all season
radials, bias-ply and biasbelted tires, arid all light
truck tires(including radial
construction). First come
first served,so shop soon
and save.

Save $5.07—AM/FM
Pocket Radio By Realistic

32% Off

101!
USE YOUR

991!
139.95

25%
Off

1
1
1
1
2
2
2

• Slide-Rule Tuning Dial
• 21/4" Speaker

Stores up to 32 phone numbers for instant,
one-button dialing. Amplifier allows handsfree talking. Programmable tone or pulse
dialing. *43-293. Memory backup batteries extra
FCC registered Not for coin or party line use

Save $5—LCD Folding
Travel Alarm By Micronta'

1

15.95

Credit card wave
hisase toe hotamo-

-

Neeks. Pick imp
so appliestis• ass
rege
oer
pm
sciadiy
Malan

Telescoping antenna provides clear FM. With earphone and wrist strap.
*12-634 Battery extra

The Silver Cod from Cohbank is hooOted
ai all Goodyear. Auto Seroce Centers
You may also use these *The, ways
to buy MaslerCid • Visa • Arnerecan
Faptess •
Marche • 080CIS Club

2
2
2
2

Cale

Lightweight "Fold-Up" Stereo
Headphones Cut 40
Novae-52 by Realistic

Half
Price

99!

3
3
3

Open

3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
•4
4

Folded

19.95
Fits easily in pocket or purse. Up-front time
and alarm controll,0.6" backZ
_

-Ru-doIpIt-

x-sqix

-tfirtunef:PUT&

With battery $63-705

u.s. 641 S.Murray, Ky.(502) 753-0595

- "We Have A Winning Tian' — Quality, Quantity & Price"

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/hawk Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

ISM) DOUR@ es a service mark cit Citicorp
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'Syria confirms Israeli diplomats captured
BEIRUT, Lebanon
(AP) — Syria said today
its army in Lebanon had
captured three Israeli
diplomats and accused
them of trying to Infiltrate Syrian controlled -territory.
Israel held Lebanon's
new government
responsible for the

arrests.
Israeli newspapers
and radio stations said
the diplomats were captured on Tuesday after
losing their way while
driving north of Beirut.
The capture posed a
major crisis for
Lebanon's Cabinet,
which had its first

meeting tod0 in its efforts to stop warfare
between the nation's
Christian and Moslem
forces. President Amin
Gemayel was there, but
two key Moslems
nominated to the
Cabinet were absent.
Israel's state radio
said Israel' asked the

United States, France Defense Minister Moshe
and the _United Nations Arens as saying the
to intervenland secure Lebanese had probably
the release f the three handed the Israelis over
Israelis, who served to the Syrian voluntariwith the Israeli liaison ly. Earlier reports in the
office in the Christian - Israeli media said
controlled suburb of Lebanese troops were
Dbaye, north of Beirut.
threatened into handing
Syria's official news over the diplomats.
agency carried the
The Israeli Foreign
Syrian command's ver- Ministry, in a brief
sion of the diplomats' statement Tuesday
capture:
night, said the
"At 1 p.m. May 1, our diplomats were stopped
forces arrested a group at a Lebanese army
of Israeli saboteurs roadblock earlier in the
made up of three day. The ministry refusCurrent best seller Francis
Shaw
sabotage elements who ed to confirm that the
books as released by
9."Smart Women,"
8. 'Tough Minded tried to infiltrate behind diploma
ts were in
Time magazine for the Judy Blume
Faith For Tender Our lines in northern Syrian
hands and
weeek of April 29 are as
10."Lord Of The Hearted People," Lebanon," said the comdeclined to say anything
follows:
Dance," Andrew Robert Schuller
munique from about the case today.
FICTION
Greeley
9. 'Weight Watchers' Damascus.
The news reports did
1."The Aquitaine ProNON-FICTION
Fast And Fabulous
Israel's state radio not name the diplomats,
gression ," Robert
1. 'Motherhood,' Er- Cookbook"
said Israel held the who as members of the
Ludlum
ma Bombeck
10."Putting The One Lebanese government. Israel:Le
banon Liaison
2."The Haj," Leon
2."Eat To Win," Dr. Minute Manager To responsi
ble for the Committee, represent
Uris
Robert Haas
Work," Blanchard & seizure of the diplomats. the Foreign
Ministry in
3."Heretics Of Dune,"
3."Nothing Down," Lorber
The 'radio quoted Lebanon.
Frank Herbert
Robert Allen
4. 'The Butter Battle
4."Tough Times
Book," Dr. Seust
Never Last, But Tough
5."Pet Sematary," People Do," Robert
Stephen King
Schuller
6."Warday," Strieber
5."Past rmperfect,"
& Kunetka
Joan Collins
For a concise view of developing
7."Descent From
weather conditions for the
6."The James Coco
Xanadu," Harold Diet," Coco & Paone
upcoming week
10 and 40 minutes after each
Robbins
7."The Life Extension
hour ;And on Wednesdays
8."The Danger," Dick Companion," Pearson &

Current best selling books listed
according to figures from Time

5.

coverage of the weekend
forecast begins

LONDON (AP) — The
47 passengers and crew
of a helicopter were
rescued yesterday after
it was forced to land in
the North Sea on a flight
from British Petroleum
oilfields, a company
spokesman said.
.The Chinook
helicopter, with two
pilots, a flight attendant
and 44 passengers landed about 110 miles northeast of Sumburgh on
Shetland - Island, said
Tim Junor, a
spokesman for British
Petroleum Co., PLC:
"The pilots had some
difficulty and decided to
make a controlled tan..., ding at 1:55 p.m. (8:55
E D T ,' ke said .Chinook helicopters
have built-in flotation
devices for such
landings.
Most of the
passengers were men
returning to Aberdeen,

Before you decide,
watch
The Weather Channel.

Scotland, from British
Petroleum's Magnus
oilfield. The passengers
and crew were picked
up from emergency life
rafts by helicopters and
vessels from Shell's
Cormorant Alpha rig
about six miles away,
Junor said.
•
"There was good
weather and calm seas,
so the operation went
very smoothly. All 47
are safe and have been
flown to Sumburgh," he
said. He said operations
were under way to
secure the helicopter.
Twenty people were
killed July 16 when a
commercial British Airways Sikorsky S-61
helicopter crashed into
the sea in dense fog off
the Isles of Scilly. The
pilot, one of six survivors, said he failed to
realize he
as flying
dangerously near the
surface.
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THE ACES' BOBBY WOLFF

"Man IS a Jos'. sloppy heart for one down.
North East
South 'Nest
and brilliant thinker, the
Not a bad line of play for 10
P.A.',
241
Pe,machine is fast, accurate a machine, a
thinking 34
hiss
311
and stupid' — William M human should do a
I'd..
6•
Al!
little
Kelly.
better. He wins the first
.
Pd"
A human should have a trump in dummy and ruffs a
Opening lead Spade deuce
better chance than a low diamond. Two high
machine in today's delicate hearts are cashed, a heart is
slam. The human mind can ruffed. and another low dia- my a free finesse. A thinkconfront and solve new mond is ruffed. Trumps are ing human does do better
problems; the machine can drawn and South leads his than a "stupid'. machine
play only as it has been last- heart. South finds his
extra chance since East
Bid with The Aces
programmed.
.A trump lead against a must win this trick, but he
small slam is not usually a has no safe exit lead. Either South holds 5-3-B
good choice, but in today's minor suit lead gives dum4109
layout it creates problems
NORTH
5-3-A
VJ2
Without a trump lead, South
•10 9
•A 49 b
VJ2
can manage two heart ruffs
•A Q7 4
•A v 6 3
in dummy to scare his 12
4A Q 4
tricks.
South
North
EAST
A human robot wins the %KW
532
1*
•6 4
246
trump lead in dummy. •
IP 65 4
Q 144914
cashes the diamond ace and •K J 107
•8 5 4 2
ruffs a diamond. Next, he 4J 63
+k 149
ANSWER:Three clubs Mincashes.two. high -hearts-and
corn(
imum
strength for the
ruffs a heart in dummy.
VAK14.187
three-level raise. but the
Another diamond ruff fails
VA I( 7 3
only reasonable choice
•
to topple the king, and after
--•852
trumps are drawn, the club
Send bridge questions to The Aces
finesse is taken. This loses
P 0 Box 12543 Dallas. Texas 75225
Vulnerable Both Dealer
with self-addressed stamped envelope
and East takes his high

North The bidding

PLANNING YOUR WEEK? WATCH'
"A LOOK AHEAD."

Helicopter passengers
forced to land at sea

1111 IVA/

for reply

Dr. Donald Boucher
has closed his office because of
health. Patients wishing their
records may call at the office
through May 25 on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
10 a.m.-12 Noon.

733-5005

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6

SALE ENDS SUNDAY

Inmate wins Dodge car
but has no place to go

Our Reg. 39.96

PITTSBURGH (AP)- county $500 Fri eoiart
- An inmate at Western costs, Bloom said. A
l'enitentiary won a 1984 wrongful death lawsuit
Dodge car in a contest, has also been filed •
but his 8- to-20 year against him over the
prison sentence may 1977 stabbing death of
prevent him from drivt Margaret Hughes, court
ing it soon.
records show.
And Westmoreland
County Solicitor Irving
A postcard bearing
Bloom said Tuesday he Lockwood's name was
will seek a court order picked at random in a
to prevent Wade L. drawing sponsored by
Lockwood, 24, from sell- the Pittsburgh Maulers
ing or transferring football team, radio staownership of the tion WDVE and local
Dodge dealers, accorvehicle.
Lockwood, convicted ding to Judy Smith, a
In 1978 in Westmoreland spokeswoman for the
County of third-degree Department of
murder, still owes the Corrections.

•

Ready to
Assemble

6-foot Picnic Table
with 2 Benches

Twin Burner LP Grill

For your family's outdoor dining pleasure! Picnic table and two benches of rugged
.whitewood with beautiful redwo-od stain..
Comes ready to assemble.

Portable gas grill has up front controls,
automatic igniter, 396 sq. in. Cooking, 24,000
BTU, 20 lb. tank. Model GG654.

Off Reg

All Our Fruit & Shade
Trees Now Reduced 50%

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

5 Walk
6 Simple
7 Possessive
1 Stumbles
pronoun
6 Fabulous
king
8 Accomplish
11 Tell
9 Debates
13 Sharp reply
10 Atmospheric
14 Exists
disturbance
15 Assuages
12 Arabian
17 Proceed
commander
18 Devoured
13 Pastor
20 Fragment
16 Fuel
21 Mongrel
19 Chose
22 Secluded • 21 Sure
valley.'
23 Become
24 Rodent
aware of .
25 Abound
25 Cnoir voice
26 Profound
27 Baker's
28 Tall
product
structure; _ 29 Armed
30 Son of Adam
conflict
32 Rage
31 "The
33 ThoroughSagebush
State'•
fare
35 Brown kiwis 33 Sailor
34 Pound dOwn
37 Observed
38 Large truck
40 Mature •
42 Youngster
11
43 Domesticates
14
45 Coniudction
46 Before noon
111

Answer to Previous Puzzle

14

0
A
A OW A
A P FINAIR
E A 000
KEEL STO

36 Decays
37 Pierces
39 Gaseous
element
41 Worn away
43 Cistern
44 Narrow
opening

j88c

3/1.00

4A•4 ft 0

2/5.00

Bedding Plants
4-In,..Potted Geraniums Assorted Evergreens
varietlies of flowerin Robust -geraniums ore perfecr in - Choice- of yew's spruces-or pines
- doors or outdoors.
or vegetable plants.
1,gal. pots. Save!
Sove on many

47 Chinese
Pagoda
48 Day before
holiday
51 Compass
point. ,
53 Teutonic
deity

Unassembled
in Carton

No 7755

- 47 voting frog
49 Maiden loved' 22
by ZOO - -

34.88

Our Re.g. 42.97
175-watt Mercury
Bloragail_ntL__
Vapor Lamp - —
St ut ay metal five shelf unit Automatically turns light on at
dusk,
73 x36'")(18off at dawn, Bulb included.

SO Fruit
52 Stories

55 Brief
DOWN
1 Group of
three
2 Rernixined at

2P5
landc aping!
Save now at Krnart!

ease
3 Negative
prefix •
4 Sttoe
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Female hostage charged with interfering

with police negotiations to capture man

Read The Classifieds

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
I AP ) — Hostage
negotiators who spent
four hours trying to convince an armed California fugitive to free his
elderly amputee
landlady say the woman
blocked their efforts to
captiN the man.
Drew Elliott
Mayfield, 27, surrendered to FBI agents
following the siege
Wednesday in a normally quiet west Nashville
neighborhood. His
landlady, 77-year-old
Jewell Pinson, was
charged with, interfering with police officers,
"She -didntt- -want to
come out," said police
hostage negotiator Joe
Towers.
Mayfield, who had an
apartment in Miss Pinson's house, is wanted
for kidnapping with injury and armed robbery
in the San 'Bernadino
County, Calif., corn:
rminity of Victorville.
He was charged
Wednesday with flight
to avoid prosecution and
was being held in the
Metropolitan Nashville

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE

SIDEWALK SALE
Selected Group Of

I

CERAMIC LAMPS
SQ00
From %Ai
to $ 1 2°°
Complete With Shade
Prices Good Thru Saturday, May 5th
Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Paris, Tenn.

Hiway 79 East
Phone 642-8142

Begley's has low
prescription
prices

-The Silent Killer" HIGH Blood Pressure
Pew* win high blOOd pressure Hypertension) may not feei
we Often high blood pressure doesn t cause any obvious
symptoms and people may be unaware of its presence
rlypertensior can be treated and Controlled under the care of
a doctor
•
•

Have your blood pressure checked regulady!_,_
„
_
_
.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER, HWY. 641 N.
Phone 753-4025, Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6

Kenneth Tucker,
Pharmacist

_

pee

.HUSHc,. e.y,ES'
s•„

Pepst
Mot,ntaintleW. Diet
Pepsi. and Pepsi Free
r•Ne slvo•ce of a lew

Candy Bars

Quantity rights rese.ywa

Summer Savings

Gas Grill
361 square inch dual burner
deluxe 39.000 B T U gas grill. includes lava rock
and 20 lb gas. tank with safety release valve

Sunbeam I'

Gas Grill 462 square ,nch dual

burners

94 vs

.. Houma
Skin Cream

2.7 az Spray Posockw
entytunqa spray powder

Specie 14 oz. Size
Greaseties. medooMed
ikon cleanser

Sturdy high uhpaci
pato gnp hose
nozzle Efts as
standard sae wafer
5ncer.

511" INOTIPIN a 50 foot
Moon reIntorLed garden hose

Revlon

Scale

Custom Eyes
Compact

Weighs In Ibtt rX kgs
LED readout displays So
• -5 lbs JSOS 9-VOW
AH•allre babe,

-

a

Bill Norris said she was
freed after posting $250
bond and faces a maximum fine of $50, plus
$12.50 court costs.
"She said she wasn't
trying to help him. She
said she didn't know he
was a fugitive," said
Norris. who set Miss
Pinson's bond in night
court.
Mayfield had been a
mental patient at a
Overland Park, Kan.,
facility, Towers said. He
was first taken to Metro
General Hospital, then
to the jail.
Mayfield is charged
with kidnapping and
robbing a Calfortila car
salesman on Nov. 7,
1982, Gauby said. A
$250,000 forfeit warrant
was issued against
Mayfield from Victorville, about 75 miles northeast of Los Angeles. .

Rome of famous painter
may be razed, officials say
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The frame
home of turn-of-thecentury artist Henry
Farney on Barklick
Street is in such a state
of disrepair the city of
Covington is ready to
tear it down.
Farney, who lived in
the home from 1891 to
1906, became famous for
this portraits of Indians',
Indian life and early
American life.
Today, that famous
house is falling apart.
The back wall is gone.
Vandals have -set
numerous fires. It has
been vacant since 1981.
Howard Hodge, director of Covington's housing department, has
recommended to the city commission that the
building be condemned'

and torn down. The process could begin as early as next week.
Hodge said nobody
has stepped forward to
help salvage the
building and preserve a
place for it in art
history.
"I haven't had one
phone call, one letter,
one public input whatsoever from anybody
wanting to save the
building," he said
Wednesday. "Other
than the fact that there
was a famous .person
living there, there's not
a significant amount of
architectural uniqueness to it. It's a pretty simple structure."
The State Bank of
Dayton owns the property now.

Many other
dilapidated houses in
Covington' have been
purchased by the city
and sold to renovators
for $1, but it appears as
though that will not be
the case with the old
Farney dwelling.
"I think it would be up
to the bank to get rid of
the prelperty,": Hodge
said. "I just don't think I
could find anyone to fix
it up, even if I give it to
them for $1."
"I'd like to save it.
I'm - sad to see any
building go," Hodge
said." "But at some
point, with the problems
you have with a
'building, you've got to
determine which course
is most prudent. And
right now, I think that's
demolition."

- •
NASHVILLE, Tenn. of dollars in damage.
(AP) — Tennessee's
The toxin is a natural
1984 corn crop may con- poison produced
by
tain six times the mold during drought
or
amount of a cancer- insect infestation.
causing toxin produced
Lfrought and insects
by mold than the crops ravaged at least
35 perin the last two years, cent of the corn
crop last
says a University of summer in the KnoxTennessee scientist.
ville area, Ms.
Dr. Ann Draughon, Draughon said.
associate professor. of
"-I would imagine the
food technology, and problem toward
West
science at the Universi- Tennessee is even worse
ty of,Tennessee, said than it is here
(Khoxaflatoxin may cost the ville )," she said in
an
state's farmers millions Interview.

Sep 35e each

3 5 oz Spray Powder
Of

Miss Pinson has only
one lep and must use a
walker, said Edna
Cherry, her niece.
Although Mayfield
was armed with a
.25-caliber automatic
pistol, Gauby said no
shots were fired during
the standoff.
Agents delivered a
six-pack of soft drinks to
Mayfield about 3 p.m.
and had returned-with a
second six-pack of
drinks and cigarettes
just before he surrendered about 4:30
p.m.
"I think she was a
voluntary hostage. She
did not particularly
want to come out," said
police Maj. Roy Herald.
Police booked the
woman for violating a
city ordinance against
interfering with police.
Judicial Commissioner

High toxin lever may hurt
-Tennessee farmers corn

Pew -acowte kimono Bac
._
—Pease s Pieces Reese's Cups.
Slior and Whatchamacalld

'ed cages Now softer and
strange,

Jail pending a bond
hearing Friday, said Arthur Reuter of the
Criminal- Court clerk's
office.
FBI spokesman Verne
Gauby said the incident
began shortly before
noon CDT when
Mayfield spotted agents
who had been tipped of
the fugitive's
whereabouts.
More than "• a dozen
police officers and
agents blocked off the
street and negotiators
began talking to
Mayfield by telephone
from the kitchen of Miss
Pinson's next-door
neighbor.
"She was harder to
talk to than he was,"
Towers said.
"Everytime we would
make an agreement
with him, she would tell
him not to do it."
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May is National High Biood Pressure Month
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•

Health Check

Moronic Blood Pressure Monitor
Desnce atternates blood pressure and pulse -44 - ,
LCD nuadout uses 9 roll alkaline battery Wedge s^aced
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I Make
I your move
I to gold!

ARTORVEU
I
--Gs- I

Os-Cal SOO
Supplement

Ms. Draughon said,
however, the levels
found in last year's crop
were slightly lower than
those discovered in 1977
when about one-third of
the crop contained the
maximum allowable
level of 20 parts per
billion.
Meanwhile, state
agriculture officials
said the recent rains
have put farmers about
two weeks behind
schedule in planting
corn — costing them
about a bushel per acre
of yield each day of
delay after May 1.
"For the past two
weeks farmers have
just been anxious, but
now they're getting
really concerned about
lower yields," said Joe
Burns, a crop specialist
with the UT
Agricultural Extension
Service.
"Even if we get some
WITH THIS AD
ON I4K GOLD
sunny weather, it's goARTCARVED H.S
I
ing to take three or four
CLASS RINGS
days before they can get
• Free features on 14K and 10K gold
the field. We can only
in
▪ This ad cab get you super savings on your ArtCarved
hope for the best."gold c:ass ring ArtCarved bkkseach-r+ng-wiltt a Full
Lifetime warranty These offers expire May 31 '984 and
The Tennessee Crop
are to be used only for :ne purchase of gold ArtCarved
Reporting Service said
Class Rings
corn planting was only
20 percent completed
753-1606
I
last week or 10 days
behind the average
planting date.
Researchers at North
.
Canna Skop*,Center
Carolina State UniversiJ-0000 046
Nothing ebe feels hke eal goldNIZN
OS)I ty in Raleigh estimated
Eli 111i BRING THISAYEN
INN 141
. that afIaVoicincontaminated feed cost
the Tennessee pork industry $9.5 million in
1977 and more than $14
million in 1980, years of
major drought in the
Southeast.
The mold on corn can
continue to grow in
storage and levels of
aflatoxiri can reach
1,000 parts per billion —
50 times the permissable level, Ms.
Draughon said.
State agriculture of•
Olympic Overcoat House Paints
ficials say, however,
I Available in a variety of colon
that testi on processed
• Both flat and spin finish
foods since last July,
have found no sip that
the toxin has exceeded
the allowapie limit.
Ms. •Draughon said
there is little danger
humans would be exposed to the toxin because__ •
coin products and milk
753-3161 . are carefully screened
Marray, Ky.
104 Maple
before headinii to
market.
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slides
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Solidarity support smaller but embarrassing to regime
WARSAW, Poland
(AP) — Lech Walesa
and his followers in the
outlawed Solidarity
union staged fewer May
Day • rallies this year
than last but accomplished enough to
trouble Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski on the'eve of
his visit to Moscow.
Jaruzelski's Communist government
deployed heavy concentrations of riot police to
discourage
demonstrators in many
cities. Police used water
cannon, tear gas and
truncheons to chase
Solidarity supporters in
Warsaw, Gdansk,
Krakow, Wroclaw,
Szczecin, Elblag and
Czestochowa.

Walesa and as many
as 1,000 fellow workers,
however, slipped past
police lines to appear
before the official
reviewing stand in the
government's carefully
orchestrated May Day
parade in Gdansk, thg
Baltic port where
Solidarity was founded
in August 1980.

"We said straight to
their faces what we
feel," said a jubilant
Walesa, contacted by
telephone at his Gdansk
apartment.

"Ttio; has been the
most successful May
Day of my life," said the
40-year-old shipyard
electrician, who won the
1983 Nobel Peace Prize
for leading Solidarity,
The SolidaritY
which was banned
backers flashed the "V"
under military law in
sign of victory and
December 1981.
chanted "Solidarriosc"
Jaruzelski thanked
and "Free Political
Prisoners!" as they un- uniformed and
furled a union banner plainclothes police in a
under the noses of nationally televised
astonished Communist speech at Warsaw's
Party and government May Day parade. As he
officials on the review- spoke, police were chasing demonstrators from
ing stand.

the historic Old Town
eight blocks away.
"We thank the police
and security fordes for
their everyday efforts to
protect peace and
order," said Jaruzelski,
who has relied heavily
on force to suppress
Solidarity in the 28 months since he imposed
martial law.
His tactics have cut
support for demonstrations called by

Solidarity's
underground. Solidarity
protests took place all
over Poland on May 1,
1982, and in about 35
cities last year.
The number of people
willing to brave police
truncheons and water
cannon ha-s steadily
diminished. But the
union and its supporters
run a thriving
underground publishing
operation and appear to

enjoy wide support in
factories and universities and among intellectuals and clergy in
the overwhelmingly
Roman Catholic nation.
Jaruzelski, expected
to make a "working
visit" to Moscow this
week, can tell new
Soviet leader Konstantin U. Chernenko he has
restored order.
However, Polish industrial production re-

You are more precious
to me than anything
in the world.

cn

•(.•••••••-••••••••

mains about 25 percent
below 1979 levels and
political opposition
spearheaded by
Solidarity persists.
The government's
chief spokesman, Jerzy
Urban, played down
Solidarity's show of support, calling union
demonstrations on
Tuesday "pitiful."
He estimated the
number of a.ntigovernment protesters

5UPPERTIME!
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Your Individual Horoscope

this May Day at 8,000,
and put last year's at
43,000. Western correspondents estimated
much higher numbers in
both years, but chaos
during protests made
exact calculations
impossible.
Police detained
several Western
reporters Tuesday and
confiscated film and
notes from at least one
of them.

Fraaces Drake
SOMETIMES I KNOW
HI , NANCY
WHAT NANCY WoNTS
HAVE YOU
TO SAY BEFORE SHE
PUT ON
SAYS IT-- WATCH! SOME WEIGHT?

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 4,1964
What kind of day will tomor- CAPRICORN
YOU BORN.TODAY would
row be? To find out what the (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 10
make a good worker for a
stars say, read the forecast
Friendship and business do cause. Motivated by a sincere
given for your birth sign.
not combine favorably. Take concern for the general
work home from the office if welfare, you can rise to a posinecessary. Be attentive to a tion of leadership in politics,
loved one's needs.
ARIES
business, government and
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) grA AQUARIUS
religion.
You're conscientious,
(Jan.
20
to
Feb.
18)
You're able to communicate
Get an early start if travel- but must avoidgetting into a
your ideas successfully,
rut. Always be aware of, the
though not everyone you meet ing. Creative types are protoday will as straightforward ductive. Deal directly with larger picture. Writing,
higher-ups in business affairs. teaching, sculpture
as you are.
and the
PISCES
TAURUS
entertainment world are other
(Feb.
19
to
Mar.20) XQ. possible vocations for you.
( Apr.20 to May 20) 6°67
Make important domestic
Hold your cards close to
your chest in financial deal- decisions. Travel affords Birth date of: Audrey. Hepings. Daydreaming can in- some satisfactions, but be burn, actress; Roberta
terfere with work efficiency. wary of romantic proposals Peters, opera singer; and
Howard Da Silva,actor.
from strangers.
Partners are cooperative.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 4
4You sparkle among friends
today. Bring 'a work project to
completion. •Don't honor requests for loans. Enjoy group
Weekly
activities.
CANCER
(June 2I toJuly 22) 48
0
Keep career developments
confidential. Private meetings
are favored. Feelings intensify in romance. A loved one
seems vague. •
LEO
(July 23.to Aug.22) 412fg
Keep in touch with those
afar. Socializing is best early
in the day. Later, you'licrave
some privacy for home-based
activities. .
VIRGO •
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You have your feet on the
ground in business, but are
impressionable in romance.
Friends listen to your opinions.
LIBRA
(Sept.23to0c' t.22)
Loved ones make plans for
travel, but keep costs in mind.
Intensify efforts for career
success. Guard against
wishful thinking.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Some misinformation of a
personal nature makes the
rounds. Common sense tactics
bring business gains. Avoid
premature moves.
SAGITTARIUS
a/4
0
(Nov.22to Dec.21) "
Collaborative creative efforts are marked for success.
Do further research about investment matters. Don't be
gullible.
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Starting May 4th
Every Friday Evening
6:30 p.m. Formerly Old
Country Store Alrno
—Consignments Welcome—

Antiques—Dishes
Appliances—Tools—
Household Items—
Furniture—Antique & Used
For More Information Call

753-5292J

MeV

Drawing For $20.00
To Someone With
Buyer's Number

Auctioneer-C.R. Beeler
0 ner/Manager-Jeff Hall

CAMP SHIRTS

Wynn Building Supplies
Hwy. 641 North

Benton, Ky.

.527-1553

20 sq. ft. No. 1 GAF Shingles, 1 24x16 Sun Window, Sliding Glass Door Unit,
1 6 ft. Step Ladder, 2 Prs. Shutters

lx6
2x4

2x11 I

18 ft
11/a
ti/a
ft/
it/a

I

g8
49
5I

4 40
9

4
5.9
72
9 I 69-650
3I

WALKING SHORTS
POLOS &
SPORT SHORTS
Originally $10 & $12

tt/a

nla

7 65

8.50

599

..............

Originally $16 - $18

1299

2 FOR $16

DAYTIME & CAREER

DRESSES
Originally $28 $36

Select Economy Studs 95'
Utility Studs '1"
No. 1 Stud Grade '1"
No. 1 G.A.F. Class A Self Sealing Fiberglass
Shingles $21'° per square 20 Yr. Limited Warranty
Roll Roofing $89's a Roll Black Only
No. 2,Celotex Shingles $1695 per sq. ft.
5 Gallon Roof Coat $1195
/
1
4" Chip Board '3" Sheet
/
1
2" Plywood $595 Street
5." Plywood $749 Sheet
3/4v Plywood *9" Sheet
5." Pine. Wood Siding R.B.B. 12" O.C. $1095 -Sheet
Doors
6 Panel Prehung Metal Insulated Door $119"
'16x7 Wood No. 44 Garage Door $340°°
9x7 Wood No. 24 or Steel Garage Door $175 Each
Nails
14),-110*--!..1..S10.4434101.2:-S9v4b-r4)04ti:"-- .
ixlO Resaw Decking 25 Board ri. Good Quality
1 x10 Western 'Cedar, 33' Board Ft.
4x8 Perma-R Styrofoam Foil One Side
10 Per Sheet
"'4
•
/
3
4" $530 Per Sheet
36" Fiberglass•Shovver Enclosures '135 Each
1" $5" Per Sheet Prices Good As Lon

NYLON SPORT SHORTS
Originally $9...

ilia
n/a
rito

20 f t
3 60
5 50

$5 OFF

Originally $20 - $42

nia

30.50

n/a
n/a

Utility Grade Framina Lumber

8 ft
1_32

20 it

10 ft
12 ft
14 ft
,
12
68
18 ft
11
'77
21=1 f.:1
943i4
1
25 I 392 I 3.25
40
4 95

3.
n/a

29

16 ft
3.68
4 85
6.75
8.89
n/a
n/a

1,99
altig
l azmal 22n4g
n /a

iji.
,c6

14 ft
3 15
4 10
.99
75
n/a
12.88

JUMPSUITS &
ROMPERS

price and get second of
equal value or less at
1/2 PRICE!

Need a deck?

12 ft
2
31G

10 ft
2
6

8 ft
1.08

Buy one -at current ticket price and get
second of equal value or,less at 1/2 PRICE!

1/2 PRICE
SALE
Buy one at current ticket

Register for $1,000 wqrth of building materials to be given away.
Drawing: May 5th 3 p.m.
Giving away:
Osmose Salt Treated Lumber

112 PRICE SALE

KNIT TOPS

***First Year Anniversary Sale***
Mon.-Sat. April 30th-May 5th

FASHION PANTS
Originally $24 • $26

1999
19"

••

ONE & TWO PIECE

SWIM WEAR
Originally $1999 • $48
RELATED TOPS
& BOTTOMS

IN THE MEN'S SHOP
SPORT SHORTS

1/2 PRICE
SALE
Buy one at current

Originally $16
POPLIN & TRIBLEND

PANTS

ticket
price and get second of
equal value or less at
1/2 PRICE!

Originally $26 & $27

1299
1999

OP5& HOBIE

SPORTSWEAR
91191,n_a_lI y $18 $26.

,20,10.1),E

-1w

•••••••••••:•••---...-
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MAURICES

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

As Quantities Last Or Until Sat , May 5th

1499-3999

Where Fashion Doesn't Cott A Fortune For
Men I: Women!
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Help Wanted

nE

THE MURRAY CALLoM AY ECoNoMic
DEVELOPMENT CORVORATION HAS
FOR BID-SITE IMpROVEMENTS CON
sISTING OF CURB AND GUTTER.
SIDEWALK ANI) PARKING LOT. PLANS
MAY BE OBTAINED BY PICKING THEM
l•P AT S05 N 12TH STREET AT THE OF
VICE MON THRU FRI
A M TO 4:30
P.M_ BIDS ARE DUE IN THE OFFICE OF
THE CORPORATION BY MAY 10. 19)4 AT
4 311 P.M. BIDS WILL BE PUBLICLY
l)PENED -AND READ. A 5,, BID 440N4)
AND A SURETY BONI) FOR THE CONTRACT AMOUNT IS REQUIFtED. FOR
F1'RTHER'INFORMATION CALL 753-51,
0,

SURPt US PROPERTY AUCTION
CAL L OWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
May 5 1984 10 00 a in
2 water fountains 1 three wheel cart. 8 tiling
cabinets 50 chairs SO desk chairs. 31 typing desks
3 tables 1 bath tub and shower. 1 sink 4 chalk
boards and frames 2 boxes of toilet paper holders
2 elei tic motors 2 typewriters. 1 refrigerator. 1 lot
of scrap copper 1 lot of scrap Icirtlinurn. 4 double
aluminum windows. 3 small aluminum windows. 1
lot of aluminum siding 1 lot of paneling 14
aluminum window shutters 3 metal partitions. 1
door wood with glass 1 steam heater 2 barrels
5 closet doors 4 drop leaf tables 2 room dividers
three-set-bon metaf fucker, I sand wooden door
8 tees other miscellaneous items

2

INVITATION.TO BID FOR
GASOLINE & DIESEL FUEL

•

Notice

DO YOU FfEL
YOUR HEALTH
INSURANCE
PREMIUMS ARE
TOO HIGH... OR
YOUR COVERAGE
IS TOO LOW FOR
THE AMOUNT YOU
PAY?
We have affordable,
high benefit plans
Tailored
to suit individual and family
needs.
For full information,
call ..Kenneth Chase
Licensed
Representative
753-6647 Am...con Republic
Compony Notoonal Heed
O•orfors Dos Memos lowo
50334

2

-

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

MANAGER TRAINEE

•

Notice

PROCESS MAIL! $75
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
Jet Star & Better
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
Boy, Ready To
502-554-0733
33495.
Bloom.
, or 502-589-6123,
THE Lou?vtlle Courier.
Calloway
Journal Route salesself starters wanted.
County High
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Also- need carrier _apSchool
plications for morning
Henry will be in our
Greenhouse
route. Apply to Bob
showroom from
Open)2 to 2 p.m. Rodgers, Division
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Manager. ,P.O. Box 598,
School Days Only. Murray.
Ky. 42071.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
tNITE'D Safety Assoc.
SUNNY
Acres
Nursery
PURDOM
now has tomatoes, Part time opportunity
MOTORS, INC.
peppers and bedding $100-$170 a week. 10-15
Oids-Pont.-Cad,-Buick
plants. Open 9-5, hrs./week. Call collect
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901 for interview 901-642North Johnny 4644.
FLIPPENS Hillbilly Robertson Rd..
9. Situation Wanted
Barn, (Old Bldg. I for WILL Remove swams
sale to be moved. Bids of bees from your ACCORDIATED
are being accepted. Call property free of charge. teacher will tutor
students after school or
753-8214 before 6p.m.
Call 489-2318 after 5p.m.
in the summer. For
details call 753-7129.
Seafood
DENTAL Hygienist
wants work from 1 to 5
Buffet
days a week. Will,
BARGAIN BATTERIES
Fish, Frog Legs, travel. Call evenings
$15 W Exchange
812-867-231,7 Mrs.
Boiled Shrimp &
Rausch.
•
Oysters-on the half
LET'S Make a Deal. Will
Call 753-371 1
shell. $8.00
do spring cleaning. Call
753-0606 nights, 753-1396
Fri. & Sat.
GLIDDN Spread Wall days.
paint. $6.99 per gallon
4:30-9:00
WANT job- eari-ng -for
-for
and stork
CUBA RESTAURANT
anyone hospitalized or
colors. Over 1,000 colors
h-omebottind. Have
available. Color extra.
Hwy. 303 Cuba, Ky.
transportation and reBlacks Decorating
Phone 382-2208
ferences. 3 years exCenter, 701 S. 4th St
perience., Willing to
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
5. Lost and Found
Monday through FriFOUND- black Shepherd day. Will also do house
type male dog on Ut- cleaning or babysitting.
terback Road near Call 753-7129 anytime.
Skating Rink. Has col- WILL babysit in my
home. East Calloway
lar. Call 753-1495.
Love, Aunt Millie
FOUND brown and School Drstrict.
Uncle Roy, Aunt
white female dog. med. 436-2106.
Carrie and Deidra
height. In the vicinity of WILL do balysitting
South 16th Street (Fire anytime. 759-1683.
Station t. 759-1817.-- -10. Business Opportunity
LOST Miniature
Dachshund, brown 7,000 SQUARE Ft.
male with a yellow commercial building,
collar. New Concord heat and air, paved
parking lot. $32,000.
area. Reward. 436-5412.
REWARD. Lost last fall 435-4526.
at Oaks Country Club,
Tommy Armour No. 9 14. Want to - Buy
Iron, Iron Master No. A good used Rawlings
234. Call Bobby Wade, Fielder's baseball glove
753-22'20.
for an adult. 759-9936.
WANTED to buy: Har6. Help Wanted
dwood timber. Call
753-0338.
PAHT-time retail sales
help. Reply to P.O. Box 15. Articles for Sale
1040G, Murray.
12 PC, place setting of
Havliand China, Apple
Blossom pattern, plus
extras. $500 firm. Send
responses to P.O. Box
1040B, Murray.
Season Passes for the Murray23 CUBIC-Ft. Sears Best
Calloway County Swimming Pool may
Chest Freezer, like new,
size bed
be purchased prior to pool Opening and , $275. Queen,
with head board. $75.
save $15.00.
Sears best 8 hour Beta ,
VCR w/remote and 2
• Family Passes. - $60.00
free video tapes, $300.
- Single Passes- - $30.00
Fisher model 555 metal
detector w/extra 10"
Passes may be purchased at the
search coil discriminaPark office, 10th & Payne Sts., phone
tor, $285. Hitachi stereo
AM -FM 8-track re'753-7640
corder, large speakers.
$175. 753-0770.

Tomato
Plants

a

Notice

Opening Soon
Murray
Satellite Sales
on corner of
Poplar & 12th.

2

Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL

The Calloway County Board of
Education witt- receive sealed bids for
gasoline and diesel fuel for the
Calloway County School District until 1:30 p.m., May 10, 1984
(Thursday I.
- Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education
office building, 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, Kentucky, and in
terested bidders may obtain the
necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid
shall be opaque It shall have written
on the outside the name of the job, the
name of the bidder, and the date and
time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids and waive any ir
regularities in bidding

2

Notice

of service to
families with children
right here in Murray.
- Flexible hours and
guaranteed income.
Call 753.0977 for
interview.
3117DENT OPPORTUNITY Want to earn money
based on personal worth!
Last stimMer 1000
students in college program earned an average
of $260 per week.' Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for appointment.
Now Hiring Truck
Drivers. No experience
necessary. 35.000 to
40,000 year possible.
For info call 219-932-1003
also open evenings.

Happy 16th
Birthday
Donnye

1981
CHEVETTE
4 Door,
4 Speed,
with air.
53,600" or
best offer.
Call
753-5322

-PRE-SEASON SALE

Robert Alsbury, 753-6706
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wed. and Thurs. Only
Absolutely no telephone interviews
EEO IVIF

EETLE BAILEY
LETS
TRY TNIS!

16
AWFUL!

I K1-40W

GOING BACK
FOR'SECONDS?

15

Articles for

Sale

60 SQUARE yards used A-1 Firewood, $25'rick
carpet, green and rust delivered. Nights 436color hi-lo, $80. 1 new 2778.
12x16 beige plush, $75. 1 AB Dick Copier with
new 12x12 brown and supplies. electric
gold hi-lo shag. $50. 40 typewriter. Remington.
sq. yards II inch foam Holiday Inn, Murray.
pad. $25. lissorted No phone calls please.
smaller prices area size ALL Wood storage
rugs. 110 each all new building. 8x12 $795, 8x16
prices. 753-0770.
$995. 10x16 $1,195. 12816
CAMOUFLAGE Army $1,495. 12x24 $1,995.
pants for men and boys. Free delivery within 100
Army boots. Jerry's miles. We have a large
Sporting Goods, 6th and selection in stock. Acree
Walnut, Mayfield. 247- Portable l3uildings,.
4704.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
DOGHOUSE, stereo TtRAND new 'Hug the
components. Western wall" beige plush reFlyer 10 speed bicycle. cliner chair. A short
Call 759-1030.
wheel base camper,
FRIGIDAIRE washer good condition.- All
and dryer. Bought J.an. 'purpose coat, navy
1984, $698. Will sell for -9/10. Afghan. 753-3189.
$550 with full 1 year CLEARY Satellite
warranty. 753-9318.
System, 10 ft.
NAVE boys- clothes,- size fiberglass, '41,550 - in8 to 10 regular. Call stalled. 11 ft. systems,
753-2708.
$1,700 installed.
ICE CREAM Parlor 436-2835. We service
chairs for sale. Great what we sell.
for patio furniture. $20
OR Sale Washer and
each. Can be seen in the dryer, Ebtide boat and
Holiday Inn coffee shop. trailer, 12 ga. shotgun.
No phone calls, please.
All in good condition.
LAWN Mower, self 753-8923:
propelled, 5 h.p., 26" For sale '12 h.p. Sears, 8
cut, less than 1 year old. h.p. John Deere, 8 h.p.
753-9758 after 5p.m.
Arien Riding Mower, 3
NICE .chest type home tillers all. 5 h.p. Call
freezer, electric stove, 489-2166.
Maytag washer and LWB Topper, 3 h.p.
dryer. 14 ft. Aluminum Johnson outboard mint,
Jon boat, camper top trade. 436-5806.
for long wheel base USED copiers, $250. Call
pickup. Call.05--4328.;••
at Howal•ci D Happy
OVER 4 years warranty Co, 247-5912, 116 & 118 N
on compressor ES-218 7th. Mayfield Ky.
Amana AC., Hi efficiency. Bought at
Ward-Elkins. 753-2881.
26. TV -Radio
QUASAR Video Recorder with remote
Satellite Antenna .
control.' $8 /week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 753$1449.00
0595. '
Drake
Receiver,
10'
MINI Washer-Dryer.
Heavy Duty Dish & Mount
Wired for 110 volt,, very
Sales & Service
good condition. Call
CLAYTON'S TV
753-8964 after 5p.m. or
753-7575
leave message anytime.

T

16. Home Furnishings

--Cryts Used -Office Furniture
1016 Jefferson
Paducah
442-4302
NEW SHIPMENT
Desk, chairs and files
We now have electric
typewriters,
adding
machines, folding tables,
bookcases, print files, two
drawer and four drawer tile
cabinets
Used but nice.
Open Mon.-Sat.

20. Sports Equipment
MURRAY. Kiwanis
Annual Spring Gun and
Knife Show. May 5th
and 6th. 9a.m.-5p.m.
Calloway County
Middle School, Murray.
Ky.
•

STEREO Record
Player with radio combination. 80 records.
$75. Lawn Boy Electric
Mower, 850. 753-0479.
YAMAHA Receiver and
a Sanyo turntable with
stylus. Both in good
condition. Only $250 for
both. Call 759-9567 after
4p.m

MAY

L

5F
-E ONE ?

AUTHENTIC
M'NATURE
IGLOOS

HANTOM

PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible
party to assume
monthly
small
payments
on
spinet/console
piano. Can be seen
locally. Write: '(include phone number)
Credit Manager, P.O.
521,
Box
Beckemeyer,
IL
62219

THEN IT 66E/A6 I CM KEEP THIS
MEMEN10 OF THIS AMAZING AFFAIR.,,
AND NO oile WILL EVER Kt4CW
WHAT HAPPENED,,
TO THIS NECKLACE
OF SOWMoN.

23. Exterminating
•

Call Yaw
Local Professionals

753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service
Free Insgection and
Estimates'

FOEZ,,WHO
KNOWS 11Cll
BROUGHT THE
NECKLACE
ALTO ME ?.•
•

REPOSSESSED Remote' Control T.V.
-CrajftOti's'T.V. 751-7575. 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
2 BR mobile home
12x50. all electric furnished with air conditioner, underpinning.
porch, pole and box.
759-1825.
$5,600 FOR this 1971
Lander mobile home. 3
BR, 2 baths. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent

25" (1UASAR Sdlor 2 111k furnished mobile
Console TV., •$13/week. home, central heat and
Rudolph Goodyear, 753 air, security deposit
required. 753-4808.
0595.
FORMAL Dining Room 2 BR with central air.
Suite, Duncan Phyfe. new furniture. Call
China cabinet, table Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
with 6 chairs, buffet. 3 BEDROOM trailer for
Antique Buffet and rent. Keniana $150 a
table has 1/4" glass. month'. Call 436-5364.
$975. Call the Bus 'TRAILER for rent.
Station, 753-3934.
Brandon Dill, Dill's
FOR Sale dresser, Trailer Ct.
chest, night stand, $115.
Kingsize bed with brass 30. Business Rentals
headboard in excellent
COMMERICAL buildcondition, $175. 7513143.
ing, 901 Coldwater
Road. Ideal location for
19. Farm Equipnient
doctors office or other
135 M.F. Diesel with type of business. For
plow, disc and cultiva- more information, call
tor. 265 M.F. Diesel 502-236-'2158 nights.
w low, disc and Days 502-236-3158.
cultivator. 12 h.p. M.F.
Lawn Mower, electric
start. 489-2110.
Mini
FOR sale front end
Warehouse
loader for Massey Ferguson tractor.
Storage Space
Manually operated
For Rent
bucket. Good condition.
753-1492
$350. 753-5927. Call after
4:30p•m.

22. Alusic.al

BLONDIE
I'm SELLING

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for

Rent

1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 7534109 762-6650 or
436-2844.
1 AND 2 BR furnished
apts. Lease and deposit.
Adults. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BR furnished apt. next
to Fairgrounds. No
pets. 753-3139.
1 BR furnished apt.
Lease and deposit.
Adults. No pets. - Call
after 4p.m. 759-4756 or
753-9208.
1 BR lake front apt. Ili
Panorama Shores. Ap
pliance furnished.
Lease deposit and references required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
2 BR brick .duplex. 2
miles east of Murray.
$ 165 /month,
8100/deposit. 753-1566.
2 BR duplex. 1 bath, den
and kitchen, w/d
hookup. 753-9240.
2 BR duplex in Murray.
492-8225.
2 BR duplex, carpeted.
it bath, air, stove and
refrigerator. No pets.
Adults preferred. Deposit required. Now
available. 436-2755.
-A COUPLE of young
ladles have a nice house
to share with another
near MSU and downtown. Available immediate. Call' Rebekah,
753-6577.
EXTRA sharp
brick duplex. Immediate-possess)on. Close to
MSU.. Also 1 BR. COLEMAN REAL ESTATE,
7534896.
•
.111RNISHED apts. efficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
sleeping rms. Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
St. 75344011.
153TE Bedroom fur•
hish-e-d- apt. Low
tItIlities. 753-3949.

33. Rooms for Rent.
41
Public _Sales
_
----FOR men students.
JAMES
Private furnished
ANTIQUES
rooms with kitchen
641 South
facility and central air.
Near University.- Phone
Fine selection of
'436-5479 aftes 5p.m.
antiques. Custom
ROOMS for rent. One
stripping. Expert
block from University.
Repairing and
753-1812 or 759-9580.
Refinishing Brass
cleaning. 20 yr.
34. Houses for Rent
experience.
1 BR house, neat and
Reasonable rates.
clean. 3 miles South on
eto2-81350
641. 2 BR mobile home
Mon. Sat.
_with -2 full baths. 4928722.
•
1 BR brick, kitchen
appliances furnished. 8
miles southeast of
Murray. Married
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
couple only. References
and deposit. 492 8594
7 miles North on old
after 6p.m.
641 at Thweatt's Ser
BR, garden spot,
vice Station No sales
Southwest Elementary
before 8 a m Lots of us
School District, 4 miles
ed furniture. household
west of Murray on 94
items. bedspreads and
Hwy. S225/month. No
curtains Lots of baby
pets. 75 3 4 0 0 6 or
items Much more Rain
435-4119.
or shine
6 ROOM house 3 BR, 1
Bath, College Farm
Rd., $175. Also house
Lynn Grove, COLE
MAN RE, 753-9898.

Big
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

36. For Rent or Lease
FOR Rent. 30 acres for
beans or popcorn. Hwy.
732. 502-554-2947.
37. Livestock-Supplies
PERFORMANCE
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3,4
and 7/8 Simmental and
Maine-Anjou service
age bulls. Only the very
top performance bulls
offered from over 800 Al
performance cows. All
bulls health tested and
guaranteed. Broadbent
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz,
KY .42211. Phone (Day)
15021235-5182.
38. Pets-Supplies
3 MON-TH old
Schnauzer puppy. ears
cropped, all puppy--ehete
given, $100. Call
753-6749.
AKC Registered red
and white Siberian
Husky. Male. 1.
1 2 years
old. 437-4956
41. Public Sales

Bank of Murray
Parking Lot. 'Main

Fri. & Sat
8-4
Rain or Shine

Beside Lynn Grove
'Skating Rink
Baby and children's
clothes, boat motor, kit
chen table. Farmall Cub
Tractor, lawn mower.
baby crib, car'seat, desk
and lots more

YARD SALE
1101 Story
Sat., May 5th

Sat , 8 a.m.
Hwy. 121 South, 2
miles, turn right
Locust Grove Church
Rd. First house 'on
right. Follow signs
Motorcycle,
-clothintir--typeerritet.
books, bunk beds,
lots more

Saturday
8-3
1503 Martin
Chapel Road

. Bank Employees,

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

2 Party
Garage
Sale

YARD
SALE
St.
Sat., May 5th
8 til 3
Cancelled if rains.

1515 Clayshire
Fri., May 4th
8-6
Many old items,
glassware,
household items,
jewelry,
hand
tools, and oil paintings. No early
sales.

•

Carport
Sale
1103
Circarama
Fri. & Sat.
9-4

•

Yard Sale
Sat., May 5th
8-2
No early sales.
121 South to
Locust
Grove
Road, 1 mile on

•••• 7%.

right.

8-5
Cancelled if rains
Refrigeration torches,
electronic leak detec
tor. Simpson meter,
new appliance and
ref parts, old radibs,
old sewing machine.
24,000 BTU air con
ditioner, much more

Children clothes,
toys,
other
goodies.

GARAGE
SALE
801 Sunny Lane
Sat., May 5th
Clothes size 10-44;
toys, bedspreads,
drapes, lots of
other items.

AUCTION
SALE
Sat., May 5th
10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
At the Rosey Williams
home.' 1635 Walnut St.,
Benton, Ky
Mrs
Williams is breaking up
housekeeping 'and will
sell house of nice fur
niture and appliances,
lots of glass. china,
trinkets and collector's
items. Some antiques,
tools and misc. For information call Otto
Chester's Auction Ser
vice. 435-4128, Lynn
Grove

Yard Sale
8-?
Fri. and Sat.
121 North Coldwater
Rd Turn on Roy Graham
Rd 1st trailer on right
1 mile from city limits
Watch for signs
Men, women and
children's clothes, old
knives, books, vacuum
cleaner. hardrock maple
chairs, odds and ends

•

A6

• Lions All-State Band

Pancake Breakfast
Murray Lions Club
Saturday, May
Murray Middle School
6:0041:00 a.m.
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CLASSIRE ADVERTISEMENTS
38. Pets-SuPPIt”

38-Pe.ts-Supplies

PURE-BRED black
Labrador Retriever pups.
AKC Registered. 5-6
weeks old. 753-1292 or
753-8973.

SIBERIAN Husky, 1 year
old male, split eyes, $35
435-4126. Call on Friday.

41. Public Salts

41. Public Sales

Patio &
Yard Sale

3 Party
Garage Sale

4 1.

1408 Dudley
Fri. & Sat.
.9-3

E3 and E4
Fox Meadows
Fri. & Sat 8-6
A few pieces of fur
niture, kitchen utensils.
glassware. plants and
pots, good clean winter
clothing, lots of women,
men and girls summer
clothes Plenty of good
junk.

Goff clubs and cart, appliances and tupperware, baby clothes.
toys. draperies, twin
bedspread, clothes.
lamps, large maternity
clothes, many misc.
items

MOVING
SALE

A Big
Yard Sale

4.1.

eublic

Sales

Rain or shine
Clothes, books. records.
TV.. dishes, tots of
items
-

46. Homes for Sate

49. Used4--;
30 Used Trucks
33.: Seri/id4 Offered
53, Services Offered
1963 CHEVY II ConGENERAL HOME LICENSED Electrician
DODGE
1976
SWB
4x4,
vertible
AUCTION SALE
Classic. 43,xxx
MOVING
miles, $6,000. Also 1976 body and mechanical in REPAIR. 13 years ex- for residential and
Saturday. May 12,
SALE
GMC Pickup, one ow- good shape. $1,850. perience. -Carpentry, commercial Heating
1984, 10:00 A.M.
ner, $3,800. Paris, TN. Hatcher Auto Sales.. concrete, plumbing, and air condition, gas
Everything
roofing, sliding. NO installation and repair.
753-4961.
901-642-7580 evenings.
/
1
2 mile West of Lynn
must go!
1977 CHEVY Van, V-8 JOB TO SMALL. Free Phone 753 7203.
1967 JAGUAR
Grove, Ky. on Hwy.
Fri. & Sat.
Coupe, rebuilt engine, automatic, new radials. estimates Days 753_ MALON_E'S Remodel
94.
ing from ground to roof
new tires, excellent new battery. new 6973, nights 474 2276.
May 4th & 5th
Will sell house.full of
top. Phone 492-8183,
condition. 69,500. -Phone - alternator., runs good.
8-5
436-2906.
offer.
Make
IrrigetIon-Realdentiel
almost
new
apEvenings 436-2107.
753-6323 after 5p.m.
CAMPBELL WELL
104 South 10th
pliances. nice furMOODY'S Welding,
1972 AUDI Super 90, 1979 DODGE Power
DRILLING
Wagon,
owner,'
I
27,xxx
niture, good glass and
St.
Fabrication, Lawn
good gas mileage, extra
Mckenzie. In
Call
china, choice antiMower, Tiller Repair
clean, low miles. $900. miles, bright red, with
Collect
All sorts of odds
4"
lift.
15x38.5
tires and
901 352 3671
Or
and Sharpening. Or
759-1933 after 5p.m.
ques., old building full
chrome spoke wheels.
901-3624704
and ends.
na'mental Iron. 753-5668.
1972 CHEVROLET
of Old tools and (Idle)
Free
Estimates
many extras. Call 753Caprice. V-8 engine.
NEED work on your
tors items
8091 after 4p.m. Would
good condition. Call
trees? Topping,' prun
Watch next ThursMURRAY Kiwanis
consider trade.
GUTTERIN-G
753-95/11. Owner leaving
by Sears. ing, shaping, complete
Annual Spring Gun and
day's Ledger &
1979 FORD Econoline Sears continuous 'gut- removal
town.
and more. Call
Knife Show. May 5th
Van 15 pass Super ters installed for your
Times for detailed
BOVER'S TREE
1973 T-BIRD, nice used
and 6th.
Wagon,
double
heat
-and
,specifications. Call SER.VICE for Prolisting. For informacar, good tires, $1,050. air,
Calloway County
new tires, good Sears 753-2310 for
See at 1601 A Ridgewood
free fessional tree care_
tion call Chester
Middle School, Murray,
condition. $4,000. 753- estimate.
Rd. 753-6323.
753'0338
Auction
Ky.
Service
5354.
INSULATION blown in TREE Work, complete
1974 VW Beetle, 40,xxx.
435-4123.
by Sears. TVA op- removal topping or
miles. air, AM -FM
-proved-. - Save - on those trimming, - experlenced.
cassette, extra sharp
51
Campers
high heating and cool- reasonable rates. 753
inside and out, $1,675.
Hatcher Auto Sales, 1982 HONEY Mini Mo- ing bills. Call Sears 0211.
753-4961.
tor Home, 24 ft., rear 753-2310 for free WE Clean and Repair
BIG
1975 GRAND Prix for bath, double air, like estimates.
Air Conclitioner§-;- Dill
606
South 4th
YARD SALE
parts or work car. new. Will consider trade JOE (Sonney) McKin- Electric, 753-9104.:
Mon.
&
Tues.
in
Sat., May 5
of older motor home
Bucket seats, console,
ney Appliance Service.
400 motor, needs paint. Days 753-3234. Evenings All makes and models.
Sponsored by Trini7-?
753.0114. .
Make offer. 436-2636.
(Authoriled Service on
Murray Middle
ty- Mission Church
Aluminum Service Co.
1976 MERCURY Mon. CAMPER Trailer with Montgomery Ward ApSchool Lawn
for Billy Travis.
ark. $850. Call after factdry air, awning and pliances). Located at
Aluminum and vinyl
Antiques, glassware, fur
in excellent condition. George Hodge and Son
6p.m. 753-7137.
Begins at 8 a.m.
siding.
Custom trim work.
niture, appliances, clothing,
Used Furniture Store.
1977 CORVETTE, black Call 753-1966.
Shoes, clothes and
typewriter
and much
References. Call Will Ed
on black, t-tops, with LINDY Mini Motor 753 8505.
more
what nots.
extras. $7,700. 753-9317 Home, fully self conBailey, 753-0689.
Postponed in case of
tained, generator, 2 air
after 5p.m.
rain Sponsored by Murray
Aluminum
and
Vinyl
conditioner,
sleeps
6.
43
Real Estate
Loons Club for Ky Lions All
or 3 BR houses. $17,000- 1978 MIEVETTE 4 dr. .PL3-1687.
siding and Aluminum
WET BASEMENT? We
State Band
22 ,000. Lynn 1977 Cutlass Brougham
trim 'for all houses. It
make wet basements
with
all
extras.
Both
Grove/Almo Heights.
STROUT
stops
painting.
dry. Work completely
COLEMAN REAL ES- cars clesui and in excel- 52. Boats-Motors
REALTY
guaranteed. Call or
lent condition. 753-8731.
Jack Glover
TATE, 753-9898.
14 FT. Cherokee Bass
write Morgan Con1978 CUTLASS Supreme' Boat
753-1873
and
trailer
with
35
LOU Ann Philpot753-6843
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Brougham, brown with Johnson.
trolling
motor
Reduced
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
$10,000. tan Landeau top, fully
409A, Paducah, Ky
and depth finder. Call LAWN
J041 L. Kennon 438-51378
Mower and tiller 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
3 BR home near
powered and air, 436-5572.
1932 Coidweter Road
repair. 3 miles south on WILL break and disk
AM/FM cassette. deck.
University. Has livMurray. Kentucky 42071
73,xxx 'miles. ;3,500. 14 FT. John Boat with 121. See Wayne Ken gardens*. 753-5463 or
motor
ing
and
room,
trailer.
dining
Call
15021 753-0188
Wilson, 753-5086,
753-7390.
753-0144.
•
Anytime
room, great room, 1978 DATSUN B210, 753-6577.
LAWN mowing and WILL haul white rock,
14 FT. Ridgeline, 18 h.p. maintenance.
JOE L. KENNON
.
.Call
1
9
,200
eat-in Kitchen, 5
4509
753-9479
5
We
are sand, lime, rip rap and
7
or
Evinrude motor and looking for
Broker
new re- masonary sand, coal.
central heat and
LiCeneed & Bonded
trailer. 474-2267.
sidential,
Commercial Call Roger Hudson,
1978 MERCURY Zephyr
air. Lower lever
15 FT. Polarcraft Jon rental and cemetery
Sport Coupe Z7, 6
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Boat
with
live
well,
used
has
6
furnished
properties. Go with the
cylinder automatic,
Cancelled in case
FOR Real Service in
one
season.
35
h.p.
professionals. Excellent
power and air. AMFM
rooms. Rented to
of rain:
Real Estate, Contact
PAIN ING
stereo. 54,xxx 'actual Johnson Motor, Minn referendes. Countryside
college students.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Kota
Trolling
Motor,
Nurser/. 753-3188.
miles, $2,800. 753-0565 or
Eagle Depth Finder_ stAd
Phone 436-5479
71,1_14.610-,Re ,Actirls,_ at
489-2125:
LEE'S
•
RP ET - INTERIOR
your convenience
many more extras on
after 5 p.m.
1978
MONZA
4
cc
YARD SALE
Phone 753-1222.
Moody Trailer. Ready CLEANING. Murray's
EXTERIOR
only professional Carautomatic, no air. Hat- to go
fishing. Call
Puryear. Tn.
PAINTING
chback, good condition, 753-0156
pet Cleaning Company
44. Lots for Sale
47. Motorcycles
after
6p.m.
or
‘May, 6-7
$1,400. Phone 759-4641 753-5273
1.
days. Ask for with over 12 years
34 ACRE with 14x18' 1972 HONDA 750 with 9-6 ask
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
for Jim, or Ron.
continuous local service
WALLPAPERING
metal shed, 2 nice shade windshield, backrest 901-247-5475 after 6p.m.
Rain or Shine
using the most powerful
1973 15 FT. Glastron
trees, city water, septic and rack, Custom seat,
cleaning system made.
1979 4 DR. Cadillac, all Boat,
End of Smith St. Turn at
JIM DAY
85 h.p. motor
tank, electric hookup. etc. Good- condition.
Hundreds of satisfied
power, radial tires, one Chrysler,
Charles Mkt.
$2,000. ElecNear East Y Elemen- $800. 1-247-1902.
Painting
repeat customers.
owner, leather upholst- tric typewriter,
Lots of good usable
tary. $4,500 firm. Call 1977 VW Scirocco, good
$130. Licensed and
ery, excellent condition. Topper for
-Insured.
items, lots of junk,
759-1512 after 4p.m.
long wheel We move
condition, runs good, Call 436-2600.°
753-371
6
the furniture
clothes, some furniture,
looks new. 412 B North 1979 BLACK and silver base pickup truck. free. Free estimates, 24
*FREE
ESTIMATES*
45.
Farms
for
Sale
Stainless steel watering
stereo, lamps, pictures.
5th Street. 753-5255.
hour service, 753-5827.
Trans Am, automatic,
appliances (good work
10.16 ACRES 4 miles.
, 1978 YAMAHA 650 t-top. AM-FM cassette, trough, $25. Call 753
, ing condition)
South oldar frame house Special, low mileage,. cruise control, -46,xxx 2467 or 753-0254.
We have special
56. Free Column
only. $22,000. Immedi- rood condition., .rurls_ actual miles.. 753-6244 1976 HARRIS Float
items
packages to' Tiny
- boat, 12x14' inboard
YOU S46 Orange and
att .10-3-St3T1on.: See good. 412 B North 5th St. after 5p.m. • '
Tots
motor, full furniture,
white female. cat. Very
today. COLEMAN 753-5255.
CARTER STUDIO
1979 FTREBIRD Esprit, ice box and metal top,
friendly 753-3994
REAL ESTATE, 753- 1978 YAMAHA 400
.300 MAIN 753 8298
. white, new white letter canvas enclosure. 753everilitgs
9898. -Twin. Good condition, radials, excellent con6842.
30 ACRE farm land, $600. 753-7104 after dition. Call 474-8045
or ONE 16 ft. Jon Boat
Lynn Grove area. 2 5p.m.
753-7157.
with motor and seats,
ponds, catfish stock. 1079 C13650 Honda. Calf
First Class Repair Service
Fri. & Sat.
1980 CHEVY Chevette, 2 $1,500. One 12 ft. Semi
Owner will finance. For 437-4794.
DR Sedan Hatchback. V. $200. One 20 ft.
7 a.m.
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
information call 753- 1979
KAWASAK4 $2.500. 753-0565 or 489- Runabout, $2,500. Call
Corner of Dudley and
9240.
Work Guaranteed
KZ1000 LTD., 17,xxx 2125.
436-2476.
Sunny Lane
miles, Kirker headers, 1980 OLDS Cutlass L.S., SAILBOAT
46. Homes for Sale
NAI
for sale. 17
rI el
f Sot're ci
Nice men's suits, ap
$1,525. Hatcher Auto p.s., p.b.. cruise, ft. 0
-Day Day Sailer.
pliances, car radio, preBY owner, 2 or 3 BR, 2 Sales, 753-4961.
222 S. 12th St.
AM/FM radio, V-6, excellent condition
753-5865
bath, central heat, large 1980 YAMAHA 650 53,600 miles. 4 door. Call
teen girl's clothes, boy's
w/trailer.
1666
Ryan
lot.
518
S. 6th Street. For Maxim, black with only 753-1469 after 5p.m.
clothes, ladies all sizes.
Ave
appointment, call 753- 3,500 miles. Looks like 1981
Bissell sweeper.
'
MUSTANG, AM
TLC Cleaning Service
4358 after 5p.m.
•
new. Must see to ap- FM cassette, BUN roof.
- DUE to illness owner p re elate it. Lots of p.s.. p.b. 753-3445 after 53 Services 'Offered
Introducing Our
must sell. Year round extras. Must sell. Call 4p.m.
APPLIANCE SERREVOLUTIONARY NEW
nice lake home on 753-0156 after 6p.m. or 1081 .SUBARU
DL Wa- VICE. Kenmore,
paved road in Lakeway 753-5273 during day. Ask gcln. air. 5 speed, good Westinghouse.
CARPET DRY
Shores on circle. Box for Ron.
cpndition, $4,500. 436- Whirlpool. 21 years
CLEANIN
600. 10 miles East of 1981 440 KAWASAKI 2T65.
G MACHINE
experience. Parts and
Murray. 2 BR w/half LTD. only 2,000 miles.
Fri. & Sat.
•Only One In This Section Of The Country
1981 228 Camaro. low service. Bobby Hopper.
basement and wood - Not a scratch. Must sell
•Carpet Dry In /
May 4th & 5th
1
4 to /
miles. excellent condi- Bob's Appliance Ser1
2 Hour
burning stove, electric Cheap. Call 762-4870.
tion. t-tops, loaded, vice. 202 S. 5th...-.St.
Call Today For Our Low-Low
_6Q9 S. 11th
heat and air condition- 1981 HONDA 'Silver
dark silver and black 753-4872, 753-8886
ing. Built-in stove in Wing Interstate, 2,700
INTRODUCTORY PRICE
7-14
(home).
•••
kitchen. Nice deck miles. Must sell, make trim, $8,400.- Cali 762.
We Clean With
BLOCK Building,
4870.
2 wheel grocery cart,
across front. House in offer. 437-4171.
1982 EXP., 4 speed. basements, garages,
clothes, material,
excellent condition, new 1981
KAWASKI KZ-I100 cruise, air. p.s., p.b.. footing, floors, driveRCA Cabinet TV, gas
carpet. Price $30,000 Farring,
759-9754
References
759-1834
many extras. AM/FM. Best offer. ways. Also brick work,
Come
firm.
location
to
grill, antiques, linens,
$3,000. 1-898-7608.
large or small jobs. 24.
762-4384.
753-4393
call
or
for
baskets.
•
•••••••••••••••
••••
appointment to see 1981 YAMAHA 400. 1983 OLD, Cutlass. years experience. 753
753-8575 after 4p.m.
Calla, 11000 miles, excel- 5476.
•
.house.
1083 HONDA Shadow lent condition. Call 759- BULL Dosing Back
•
500, 2,500 miles, still 4986.
Hole and septic tank
0
under warranty, new
work. 354-8161 after
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
helmet included. $1,700.
8p.m. or 354-8135 or
50. Used Trucks
•
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
489-2351 after 4p.m.
437-4533.
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
BURGESS Water Wells.
48. Auto Services
SOD WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Mt FORD PU 2 ton Well Drilling. Home,
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
GOOD Reconditioned Chevrolet, 100 cc Farm, Irrigation. Pump
•
Saturday, May 5, 1984
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
motorcycle.
Trade.
436sales and service.
Auto Batteries,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
10:00 A.M.-Rain Or Shine
5806.
guaranteed! $15 exCUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
Irrigation equipment.
FURNITURE REFINISHING
J.T. Arnold Farm-PurYear, Tenn.
change. Call 753-371r
1969, 1 1/4 ton, JEEP. 4 Free estimates.
COMPETITIVE
PRICES
Farm Is Located 6 5 Miles NorthiNist
IMPORT Auto Salvage. wheel drive, military 247-6658
Drop lily Br -See
Of Puryear, Tenn
ambulance. $600. Call 753- FENCE sales at Sears •
Olepley
and
New
parts
used
EFOwr
and
6 M1Ws Northwest Of Buchanan. Tenn
now. Call Sears 753-2310
13 Miles Northeast Of Pans Tenn
service at reasonable 7148.
17 Wes Southeast 01 Murray. Ay
1974 C65 GMC with 20 ft. for free estimate for
prices. Call 474-2325.
Fr.',Keyser Tenn Take Hwy 140 East 4 5 1.14es To Corbin Corner. Proceed
LONG wide truck bed Van bed, clean with your needs
Perth 1 Pere On Shady Grove Rd 6.1410054 To H Skye, Rd Proceed 1551 5
Mile To Beecham Rd Proc....I 5 Mi North TO SPO 5410 S •Posled'•
from 1983 Chevrolet 3,4 good tires. Will sell with
or without bed. Also
ton. 753-0211.
96 ACRES MORE OR LESS
1978 Ford Van 250 3/4
* SELLING BY DEED AS ONE TRACT *
ton, runs good. Priced
49. Used Cars
10 Acres Crop Land 3 Good Gram earls Large Tob•cco Barn
to sell. 382-2352.
Other Out Buildings 4 Ponds 2 56 Acres010ark Tobacco Bass
1958 CHEVY Impala 2 1976 CHEVY. Silverado.
Her 641
FUM•EAPI TINS
door Sports Coupe, 283 350 automatic, tilt.
onfiv 1,41
V-8. automatic. p.s., A/C. AM/FM cassr• PARIS Trak
To IATANAT 50
fender skirts. coral ette, 78,000 mites. Excolor, restored inside cellent condition. $3000
and out. 87dotx actual firm. Call 753-2208.
C Cep,.
6.40 G004,
miles. $45.000. 753-0770.
1•11)
CCrew.

Yard
Sale

615 Maple St.
(Murray Democrat
Bldgs.)
Fri., May 4th
Sat.. May 5th
8-4

at Eart Court
off Fairlane
Sat., May 5th
8:00 until 3:00
Lots of ohildrens
clothing and other
items.

Public S,ale.s

BY owner. 3 BR, 14
bath, 1,800 sq. ft., den,
central h/a, wood
stove, eat-in kitchen,
fenced backyard. R-39
insulation, quiet
neighborhood. For appointment call 759-1938
after 5p.m.
POR Pull Time Real
Estate Service, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We currently
have over 160 properties
for sale.
t'VEWLY- painted garage
apt. on acre land. Well
constructed, utility
room on ground floor,
shaded front with various. fruite and nuts
trees. Immediate
possessiohn. 489-2702 or
489-2320.
OLDER brick home 2
blocks from MSU. 3 BR,
2 bath, gas heat, extra
large lot. $59,000. 224 S.
15th St. Call for appointment 753-2414.
TAKEover
PAYMENTS on this
1983 doublewide mobile
home located South of
Murray on 641, 1 ac. of
land, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living rm., den,
dining rm., kit., ulty
rm. 1 car garage. For
more information call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

-xicr

wr-m=zamb-7-1

PIONEER
CAR STEREO

- YARD
SALE

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

Dixieland Center Open Til 6

Fri. & Sat.
8-3
1619
Catalina (Yr.

Custom,

[

Wood Design,

Alt Types of Custom 144,odworking & Cabinetry
•Kitchen and Bath Cdbinets •Counter Tops
•Furniture &' Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
.
- 4oflassioecialantiassidentief---,- ------- -

ise

*

Quality Work
at
Reasonable Prices

RICK WEST
435-4125
7539317

el.A

110

MACHINERY
AUCTION
Saturday, May 5th
at _1000 a.m. -At the Auction Mart
in Kuttawa

-GARAGE
SALE

We will be selling tractors, trucks, combine, fan' machinery, farm supplies,
boats, sprayers, bush hogs, tanks, balers,
3 - 4 wheel drive pickups, mobile home,
motor home.

Thomas White &
Sons Auction
& Realty
Kuttawa, Ky.
388-7251 or 388-7088
Thomas, Cash and Todd White,
Auctioneers
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 376.00
Opened
Today
- 377.00
Up
1.00

CARPORT
SALE

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
8.93
Opened
Today
8.96
Up
.03

TENDER LOVING CARE

Compliments of:

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA

Ps

AUCTION

753-7113
We buy Gold. Silver 11. Diamonds
Hours: 10-13 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

•-11--,
:r6 •

FARM AUCTION

•

SUPERAMERICA

Estate Auction

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
AND MANAGERS
Ashland Oil is expanding in the
gasolinetquitk service food store
business with its SuperAmerica Stores
and offers real ground floor opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking' growth oriented careers.
Responsibilities inolude recruiting, hiring and training of store personnel,
planning work schedules, salary administration, employee performance
appraisal, recordkeeping, and supervision of general store maintenance.
Minimum of 2 years college required.
Several years retail experience preferred. Must be willing to relocate. For
Immediate consideration, send
resume or write to: -

Auction Sale Saturday May 5th a 10 a.m.
at 304 North 6th St. in Murray, Ky. at Mrs.
Genora Hamlett home place.
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*House Plants
*Hanging Baskets
*Bedding Plants
*Vegetable Plants
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*Fruit Trees *Shade Trees
*Shrubs *Azaleas
*Roses *Blueberries'
*Blackberries
Register For FREE Plants

OPEN.7 DAYS 901-782-3406
GREEN HOUSES

1.16 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
13021 623 8455 or 15021 623.6366
Tenn Firm •806 Tenn
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Auctioneer
Terry Paschall-App. Auctioneer

HUTCHEIliKAT FARMr

JAMES R. CASH

Equal Opportunity Employer
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DAYS 1\1
Friday and Saturday
May 4th and 5th

•

all previously marked down:
• Women's dresses and suits*
• Women's sportswear*
• Women's intimate apparel*
• Women's accessories*
• Women's spring outerwear*
• Women's shoes*
*Applies only to red ticketed or tagged merchandise
which has been reduced for clearance. Does not
apply to regular merchandise which is on sale for a
limited time or to other merchandise in regular
advertising, in circulars or catalogs.

Example savingsto you:
Sub 282
J

original
price

Sub 282

Lot 13110

Supp 0811101

red
ticket
price

J

Lot MC

Supp 0811118-11

D282 BYLO

D282 1311,0

>$21.00

>,sairstir

with extra
25% off
your final
mk price

8.99

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

-Store hours: Friday and Saturday 9:00 am to 10:00 Pm
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